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PREFACE 

Curiously enough, no serious attempt has been made 
to ·write a book on the geographical and historical 
background of the Qur'll.n with a view to proving 
the authenticity of the Qur'lnic accounts and refuting 
the unjustified criticisms that have been levelled by 
the missionaries of non-Muslim faiths against the 
Qur'an. The only solitary exception is my learned 
teacher • Allll.mah Sayyid Sulaiman N ad vi's Jty4..;ul
Quy'an, in Urdu, published in 1915, which is based 
on the most authoritative and reliable sources. For 
my part I had long cherished the desire to write a 
book on the subject in English for the English-know
ing public. But after a careful consideration I came 
to the conclusion that I could not do better than 
assimilate the contents of that book and supplement 
them by extracts and quotations from other sources 
that have since come to light. 

The most difficult task in respect of ancient history · 
is the fixing of periods and identification of names. 
Hence some principles should be borne in mind. 

A. Fixation of Time. It is essential froin the view
point of modern history that periods of different 
peoples and tribes of Arabia should be ascertained. 
But the difficulty is that, so far as ancient history of 
Arabia is concerned, we have three sources of infor
mation only, and they are inadequate. These are : 

· (i) The Old Testament, which is marked by its 
brevity and lack of details. 

(ii) Arabian traditions, which do not mention dates. 
(tii) Engraved tablets and monuments, which help 

us to know the dates of the dt>aths and con-
quests of some Arab 11 onarchs only. · 
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Generally, when we are to fix the period of any 
prehistoric nation we are to depend on its contem
porary nations and individuals whose dates are 
known. Another method of ascertaining the dates is 
that we are to presume that four generations cover 
the peric>d of one century. In this connection it must 
be noticed that the date of the existence of a nation 
may not necessarily be identical with the period ·of its 
rise to fame, for instance, the Banii Qal)tln flourished 
after Moses, but it does not follow that they .had not 
come into existence· earlier. Thousands of natiClns 
sprang up and lived in the world unknown for a long 
time,. and then for some reason or other some of these 
rose to power and glory. It is natural that first the 
individuals come into being, then they develop into a 
family, then into a society, and finally evolve into a 
nation. 

B. 1 dtntiftcation of N,ames To understand the 
home and nationality of an early people we have to 
find the connection between the names of historical 
persons and tho ;e of their places of residence, or 
between the languages of two peoples, or between the 
names of persons and those of gods. The similarity 
between the names of persons and those of their places 
enables us to ascertain the name of their countries,· 
:J.nd the harmony between the' l;1nguages of two 
nations points to their . common origin. The first 
method of research is very helpful, particularly with 
regard to the ancient geography of the Semitic towns, 
because the Semitic race's generally named towns and 
villages after their inhabitants. John Forster, who 
wrote Historical Geography of Arabia in the middle 
of the eighteenth century, has successfully utilised this 
principle, though in some places his conclusions are 
only hypothetical and open to objections. 

C. Harmony in Names and Languages Every 
nation has som~ peculiar forms of n~tmes. The Hindus, 
Muslims, Jews and Christians have all their own 
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peculiar ways of naming the individuals of their com
munity. Hence when we find that two nations have 
certain resemblances in names of men and places, we 
may presume that they belong to the same branch 
of the human race. Similarly, religious similarity and 
linguistic affinity bet~een two nations bear testimony 
to their common origin. 

N.B.-(1) The 'Ad, Thamud, Saba, Jurham, etc., 
are very often assumed to be the names of persons, 
but in reality they are the names of tribes and peo
ples. For example, if we come to know that the first 
Arab kingdom was founded by Saba, it does not 
mean that any individual bearing the name of "Saba" 
founded the kingdom, but that the members of the 
Sabrean tribe did it (in Arabic generally the first 
part of genitive phrase is omitted, and so the word 
"Saba" stands for Banu Saba, i.e. descendants of 
Saba). Similarly, if we find that the 'Ad liv~d for a 
thousand years, it means that the tribe of 'Ad lived 
for a thousand years and not any individual of that 
name. 

(2) Owing to the passage of time and . variations 
in languages some names have assumed different 
forms in different languages, and· consequently we 
may be misled to think that these names refer to 
different persons. If we compare the same names, as 
they are found in Arabic, Greek and other European 
Janguases, we shall be struck with the differences 
that have crept into them. Not to speak of the names 
of ancient peoples mentioned in the Qur'an, Muslim 
philosophers and thinkers who liYed in comparatively 
recent times have been given different names in 
European languages, which do not bear any apparent 
resemblance to the original names, e.g. Abu 'Ali 
Sina has been westernised into Avicenna, Ibn Rushd 
into A verroes, Ibn Haitham into Alhazem and Abu! 
Qasim into Albucasis. Similarly, the Hebrew 
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••Yoktan" bas been Hellenised into "Joktan" and 
Arabicised into ''Qal}!!n," and the Hebrew "Yerah" 
has been changed to "Jerah" in Greek and "Ya'rub" 
in Arabic. Such examples can easily be multiplied. 

Syed Mufaffar-ud-D~n Nadvi 
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. INTRODUCTION 

The Arabs are a very ancient people, but their 
history is more or less uncertain. They are generally 
divided into two classes-pure and mixed. The former 
are descended from Jokt~n or Qabt~n (the son of Eber 
mentioned in Genesis X), while the latter trace their 
origin to Ishamel (Ism§.'tl}, a son of Abraham 
(lbr§.htm) by Hagar, an Egyptian lady. The Arabs 
find references in the Old Testament as well as in 
classical literature, which point to their antiquity and 
past glory. These references a.re further suppleml:lnted 
and confirmed by archreological researches. Also in 
modern literature of Europe mention has been made 
of the perfumes and spices of Arabia, for example, 
Shakespeare says: "All the perfumes of Arabia will 
not sweeten this little hand," and Milton writes: 

As ... off at sea northeast winds blow 
Sabaean odours from the spicy shore 
Of Araby the blest. 
Arabia rose to very great importance about the 

beginning of the seventh centUiy of the Christian e.ra 
as the birthplace of a religion-Islam-which spread 
over a vast area of the then known world within a 
century of its inauguration, and, which is now professed 
by more or less one-sixth of the human race, and 
also as the place of revelation of a book-Qur'an
which, in the words of Washington Irving, ''contains 
pure, elevated and benignant precepts," which, in the 
words of Steingass, "is one of the grandest books 
ever written," which, in the words of Goethe, "attra
cts, astounds and enforces our reverence," and which, 
in the words of Hirshfeld, "is unapproachable as 
regards convincing power, eloquence and even com
position". 

The Qur'an was originally intended to be a guide 
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to Arabia and through Arabia to the whole world. 
The Arabs had lor.g been immersed in polytheism 
and idol-worship, besides being addicted to drinking, 
gamblifig and other immoral acts: When the Prophet 
first announced that ht~ mis~ion was to lead the 
people to the right path, to purge them of their vices, 
and to cure them of their ills, the entire country rose 
against him. For so stubborn a people the sudden 

. revelation of a book of the size of the Qur'an could 
not be ~uitable. The Qur'A.n was, therefore, revealed 
piecemeal and by instalments, and its revelation 
covered the whole pe'riod of the Prophet's apostoHc 
career. It took the Qur'in some thirteen years to 
prepare the ground and clear up the atmosphere of 
the country, and it was only in the latter half of the 
period of the Prophet's mission that the verses of the 
Qur'ln began to be appreciated by the bulk of the 
people. The Qur'an is, in the words of Johnson, "a 
Prophet's cry, semitic to the core, yet of a meaning 
so universal and so timely that all the voices of the 
ages take it up, willingly or unwillingly, and it echoes 
over chosen hearts to world-conquest, then gathering 
itself into a reconstructing force that all the creative 
light of Greece and Asia might penetrate the heavy 
gloom of Christian Europe when Christianity was but 
the Queen of Night". · 

Some Orienta1ists, who have translahd the Qur'A.n 
or written anything concerning it, have asserted that 
the verses and chapters of the Qur'an remained scat
tered and disjointed during the lifetime of the Holy 
Prophet, and that they were collected after his death 
on the authority of the verbal evidences of the Com· 
panions, and hence its genuineness is liabJe to ques
tion. This assertion only serves to betray the 
ignorance of those who make it. It is an untruth to 
say that the verses and ch~pters of the Qur'a.n were 
collected after the Prophet's death; for there is strong 
historical evidence to prove that all verses of the 
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Qur'a.n were collected and all the surahs (chapters) 
named under the direct instruction of the Prophet 
himself. 

The process of collection was that whenever the 
verses were revealed the Prophet directed his scribes, 
the chief of whom was Zaid bin Th!bit, to place verses 
of similar nature together in one surah (chapter} and 
himself gave the name to each siirah. Sometimes it 
so happened that verses of two surabs were revealed 
simultaneously, and the Prophet got them recorded 
separately so as_ to avoid confusion Thus towards 
the close of the Prophet's life all the verses had been 
arranged and surahs named. · What was done- by 
ealiph Abu Bakr was to arrange these surahs in the 
order suggested by the Holy Prophet, and no more. 
The third Caliph 'Uthman simply issued an official 
copy ofthe Qur'an (which was an exact copy of that 
prepared by Abu Bakr), gave it publicity and forbade 
the use of other copies (which differed from the official 
one only in the method of reading), so that- different 
readings might not lead to differences of . doctrine, 
such as have actually occ11rred in other religions. 
Thus there were three stages in the assembling 
together of the verses of the Qur'an in a volume. 
The first was Collection, and that -was made during 
the lifetime of the Proohet himself ; the second was 
Compilation (in the shape of a book), and t.hat was 
effected by CaUph Abu Bakr at the request of 'Umar, 
and _the third stage was Enforcement or Publicity,· and 
that was given by Caliph 'Uthman. 1 

t. I quQte but a few out of many piects of reliable evidence availc~.ble 
in support of the facts 1 have set out above. - -. 

(1) J:ludll.ifah, a Companion of the Prophet, narrate_s that the _Prophet 
recit11d certain verses of the siirah Baqarab (Chap. II). of Al-i-•Imriin{ Chap. 
111) and of Nisii' (Chap. IV) in some of his pr~yers, _ 

(2) It is recorded in $a~i~ al-Bukhari, the most authentic book of 
l;tadith, that the Prophet recited certain ver;es ()f A·raf (Chap, Vll) in 
prayers, . _ 

(3), Several traditions in the viuit.tlS ,book~ of I:Iadith unmistakably 
show th'at the C:>mpanions knew tb.:J narues of the liifierent siirahs which 
the_ Prophet recite<l, partially or wholly, in his prayers from time to time. 
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The Qur'anbeing,the last revealed book takes stock 
of the previo~s religipnLand tpakes references to 

· ~oine ~niportant peoples and countries of the world. 
These references are testified to by quotations from. 
the Bible and classical authors and corroborated by 
archaeological researches. It is gratifying to note that 
several European Orie.ntalists have taken the trouble 
to explore Arabia •. trace the relics of her glorious past, 
discover her monuments and decipher their inscrip
tions. Their explorations and researches hav:e confirmed 

· (4), J:likim writes in his book Mustadrih that the first collection of 
the'Qur'au was made during the lifetime of the Prophet himself. 

· (S) The same traditionist has narrated the .!following in the llame· ot 
Zaid bin Thabit: "We psed to collect the. ver~s of the Qur'in in.~ 
presence o.f the Prophet, copying them from various pieces of paper.'• 
(Tilts statement is authentic and altogether reliable, satisfying all that 
conditions of ;Bukhid and Muslim.) 

(6) ·"The copying of the Qur'in was nothing new. The Prophet him~lf 
ordered the copying of it." . · · · 

The above testimony is confirmed by verses of the Qur'in itself. A 
few of such. verses 11-re givll!n here : . , · 

"Nay, sorely it (the Qur'iin) is an admonition. So let him read it who 
pleases. (It is written) in honoured books (wh\ch are) exalted and purined, 
in the hands of scribes, noble and virtuous" (lxxx. 11·16). 

According to Imam Riizi these scribes refer to the Companions of the 
Prophet, but according to some commentators to those who committed the 
gar' in to memory. ·· ' 

Again says the Qur~ia: 
"Most surely it is an honoured Qur'in, io a book that· is protected~ 

none shall touch it, save the purified ones" [lvi. 77-79]. 
"Surely c)n Us (de~olves) the collecting of it [the Qur'in] and the 

reciti11g of it. Therefore when We have recited it, follow its recitation. 
Again, on Us. (devolves) the explaining of it" [lxxv. 17-19], 

"Surely We have revealed it [the Qur'an] with truth, and surely We 
will -protect it. A Prophet from Allah recites pure books, containing 
reasonable instructions." . 

The verses quoted above show clearly enough that the Qur'in did not, 
in the Prophet's time consist only in scattered and disconnected 
fragments, but that it was a well·arranged an'd jealously protected pie:Ce of 
work. . 

It may be added here that all the pre· Islamic poems of Arabia which 
have come down ta os are recc)gnised by the Orientalists in general as 
correct, though they, too, have been compiled on tbe ve.rbal eviden.ces of 
the Arabs. How is it, then, that the Qur'iin, which was c:>mmitted to 
memory by a: considerable number of the Companiobs, and was recorded 
bv others, cannot be recognised M genuine by the same Orientalists? 
(Vid11 my article •·The Qur'in and the· Orientalists," TA1 Islamic Rlf!ilw• 
LahOre, Aprllt935-Au1Aor.) 
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the Qur'.5.nic description of peoples and countries. · 
· For flie verification of the geographical and his

torical references in the Qur'5.n we mainly depend 
upon: ( 1) Islamic Literature! (2)Jewish Literature; (3) 
Classical Literature; (4) Archaeological Discoveries. 

We discuss below these four sources of information 
in detail. 

(1) Islamic Literature .. 

During the time of the .Prophet the Muslims did 
not care to study the political or historical condition 
of the races mentioned in the·Qur'5.n chiefly because 
they were at that time too'much engrossed in religious. 
discussions to tl)ink of anything else. But when bla~ 
passed beyond the confines of Arabia, subsequent 
Muslims thought it necessary to acquaint themselves 
with the past history of Arabia and her people. For 
this purpose tbe following materials were employed: 

(a) The Qur'5.n, which briefly touches on various 
people of Arabia and so:ne other lands. 

(b) The Traditions mentioned in the Commentaries 
of the Qur'5.n, i.e. Commentators in explanation of 
the geographical references found in the Qur'an have 
quoted some traditions of the Prophet and his Com
panions. Such traditions are, however, very few. 

(t) The Old Testament, i.e. the Muslims acquired 
someinformationregardingthe geographical references 
in the Qur'ln from the Old Testament which makes 
mention of a numb~r of tribes of Arabia as well as other 
parts of the world. It should, however, be noted here 
that the Old Testament in its present form does not, in 
several cases, give us correct and accurate informa
tion, and some of the events mentioned therein are 
no better than fictions. 

(d) The Arabs' ancestral traditions and l~gends, 
i.e. the Arabs' generally excelled in retaining the 
names of their ancestors and their achievements. 
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When the Muslims developed the art of writing, such 
traditions were embodied in books. This source of in
formation is, generally speaking, open to objections, 
but there can be no doubt about the authenticity of 
those traditions and evidences which have been unani
mously agreed upon by the Arabs, e g. the stay of 
Ishmael at Mecca, the foundation of the Ka'bab, the 
genealogy of the Qurayshites up to • Adnft.n, etc., etc. 

(e). Poems and Proverbs of the Arabs, i.e. Arab 
writers boastfully described historical facts about the 
achievements of their ancestors and also of other 
peoples. By a close study of such poems and proverbs 
we can get some clue to the geographical and political 
conditions of some tribes of Arabia. · 

Muslim scholars have, however, classified Islamic 
literature on the subject as follows: 

(a) Commentaries of the Qur'an. Some of the Com
mentators of the Qur'§.n have explained the geo
graphical references of the Holy Book by quoting facts 
and evidences from other sources. 

(b) History of A,abta. A number of books were 
compiled by early Mtislim scholars on the history of 
Arabia and her people. The first such book was written 
during the reign of Caliph Mu'§.wiyah (40-60 H.). . 

(c) Geography of Arabia. The Muslims began to 
write on the geography of Arabia at a time when they 
knew nothing of the Greek word Geography. Though 
they did not write separate books on the "Land of the 
Qur'§.n," they in the course of geographical investiga
tions discussed many lands and tribes mentioned in 
the Qur'§.n. On this ~ubject two sorts of books were 
compiled by the Arabs; (i) those which dealt with 
the geography of Arabia only, and (ii) those which 
treated of several countries including Arabia. . 

(d) Genealogy. The Arabs are perhaps the only 
people who developed genealogy into a distinct branch 
of learning. We find· that even a ·child of Arabia in 
early times ·Could reproduce from his memory the 
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names and attainments of his forefathers. During the 
pre-Islamic as well as post-Islamic periods many 
persons excelled in genealogy. When the compilation 
of books was taken in hand by the Muslims, they wrote 
a number of books on that subject also. . 

(2) ] ewish Literature 

From the time of Moses till the advent of Islam in 
the seventh century c E., a number of books came into 
existence, some of which were revealed and others 
the results of human efforts. As the chief theme 
of the Qur'ln and Jewish. books was similar, a large 
number of facts and events were common between 
them. 

Jewish literature is composed of the following 
works: 

(1) Torah, which was revealed to Moses. It consists 
of the following five books (collectively known as the 
Pentateuch : (a) Genesis, which deals with the crea
tion of the universe and also gives a short account of 
Adam, Eve, Noah, Abraham, Joshua, Ishmael, Jacob, 
and Joseph i (b) Exodus, which gives an account of 
Moses and Pharaoh and of the going out of the Israelites 
from Egypt (1491 B.c.) i ·(c) Leviticus, which contains 
laws and dogmas of the faith and mentions what is 
lawful and what is unlawful; (d) Numbus, which gives 
the number of the Israelites at the time of their exodus 
from Egypt, and also mentions wars of Moses and 
some laws of his religion; (e) Deuteronomy, which con
tains a repetition of the discourses of Moses and of the 
laws. given in Exodus, . 

(2) Nebhiim(the Prophets) ,divided into two groups: 
(a) the "Former. Prophets," such as Joshua, Samuel 
and others; (b) the "L~tter Prophets," such as Isaiah 
Ezekiel, and others. 

(3) · Kethubim (the Writings)", consisting of Psalms, 
Proverbs, Songs of Solomon, Esther, Daniel, etc., etc. 
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(4) Targum-tbe · Aramaic translation and com
mentary of the Torah and Nebhiim. 

· (5) Midfash-the traditions of the Jews. 
(6) Talmud-the jurispttidence of the Jews. 

(3) C lassie at Literature 

Several, Greek and Roman historians, geographers, 
and adventurers have mentioned in their books some 
of those countries and tribes which have bean referred 
to in the Qur'5.n. Some of these writers were contem
poraries of those tribes and peoples and, therefore, 
their information may be taken as reliable. 

The following classical authors are noteworthy : 
(1) Herodotus (484-425 B c.). He wrote a history of 

Greece and Persia, briefly touching on Egypt, Africa, 
and Arabia also. Greece had never been directly con
nected with Arabia, but as the Arabs generally sided 
with the Persians in their wars with the Greeks, the 
author thought it necessary to make mention of the 
Arabs also.' His book has also been translated into 
Arabic. The knowledge of Herodotus regarding Arabia 
was, :however, very limited. He thought that Arabia 
was the last southern country beyond which there 
was no human habitation. Further, he was entirely 
unaware of the Persian Gulf which divided Arabia from 
Persia. 

A century after Herodotus, Alexander the Great 
led an invasion into Egypt and Persia in 332-331 B.C., 
and his soldiers had an opportunity to know the 
Persian Gulf and the borders of Arabia. He had a wish to 
conquer the yet unconquered land of Arabia alSo, but 
owing to his sudden death in 323 B.C., it remained 
unfulfilled. Nevertheless, the Greeks, owing to their · 
diplomatic relations with Egypt and Persia, frequently 
came in contact with Arab merchants of Alexandria 
. and t);le Persian Gulf, N aturaily, therefore, the Greeks 
began to know more and more about the A~abs. 
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· (2) Erat~st'b'eries (276-194 Be), ·He was,~uper
intendent of.the.Alexandria .Library during the G,reek 
period· and 'yompiled a general geogr_aphy ot,Jhe 
world. This book is now lost, but some portions,of it 
were inqorporated by ~trabo (d. 24, B.C.) i,n his book. 
Fort~nately, the chapter on ~fab~a is extant.. . -
· (3) Diodorus (born in Sicily in 80 B.c.)~ He wrote 
a book in which he gave an account of Arabia, tl1e 
Nabataean empire and the Holy Ka'b,ab. But a g'reat 
portion of the book is lost. . . , • · · , 

.. (4) Strabo (6l24 B.c.1. Hi~ wor,k on geography, 
while describing tp~ exp~ition led ·by the Ro~ans 
into Arabia under Genep~l Aelius Gallus, toucu,t.s.on 
t\le Nabata~ans and .. makes a passing referen~ to 
Negrana (Najr!n) and Mariaba (Ma'rib), the two weH-
known towns of Arabia. · 

(5) Pliny (23-79 c E.). He bas left us a book entl'tl
ed Naturol History, in which. he has describ~d Jhe 
eastern coasts of Arabia and also the expedition which 
the Romans leq into Arabia with a view to making a 
discovery of the coasts of the East. .. . · . 

(6) Ptolemy. He was an astronomer anq ge~gra
pher ()f Alexandriain the second century c.E This was 
t~e period when the Roman Empire was at the height 
of its glory. Ptolemy prepared a map ofthe world and 
then compiled a geographical book in ampliticati.qn 
of it. This book was first transla,ted into Arabic by 
Ya'qiib al-Kindi, but as the tr:;~.nslation was :not suffi
ciently intelligible, Th!bit bin Qurrah produced a I.lew 
translationof it in the ninth century c.E.2 The <>rig~nal 
map of Ptolemy is lost, but the-book is extant. 

Ptolemy htmself never visihd Arabia, 'Qut he 
frequently met Arab. merchants ~t Alexandria and 
froJ;D them he acquired some information regarding 
that country. On tl:le basis of that information be 
prevared the geography of Arabia. He divided Arabia 

2. Ibn al-Nadim, Kitiib-ul-Fih1ist, p. 268. 
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into three natural divisions: ( ~) Arabia Felix; (b) 
Arabia Petra; (c) Arabia Deserta. 

Ptolemy has given an elaborate description of all 
famous tribes, towns; villages, mountains,· coasts, and 
commercial routes of Arabia. But their names have 
since changed so radically that it is wellnigh impos
sible to understand most of them. The well-known 
author Bunbury has rejected this book as based on 
imagination and fiction. But the German Orientalist, 
Sprenger, whose book Ancient Geography of Arabia 
was published in 1875, has scrutinised the information 
contained in Ptolemy's book, and after verifying it 
from the works of the Arab geographers has charac
terised the same to be reliable. ' 

Muslim geographers, such as Ma'!'ftdt and Yl.qii~ 
~amawi, have, however, complained in their works 
ihat Ptolemy's book is most unintelligible, that the· 
Arab tribes, who generally led unsettled and nomadic 
lives, have been misunderstood and misinterpreted by 
Ptolemy, and that his book cannot be taken as a 
reliable and authentic source of information on the 
subject. 
· · In· addition to the Greek and Roman authors 

there was a Jewish author in this period who deserves 
mention. His name was Josephus Flavius who lived 
at Alexandria daring the first ceo tury of the Christian 
era. He bas left a number of books in Greek and 
L1.tin on the history and religion of the Jews. These 
books have been translated into English His works 
History of the Jewish War, Antiquities oj the Jews, and 
Philosophy of the Jews, which contain much valuable 
evidence bearing upon Biblical history, are regarded 
very hnporta!lt, p~rtiaJly because tb~ir au~hor was 
the. only Jewtsb btstor1an of the ancient time and 

·partially because he flourished during the period when 
the lamou; Alexandria Library was still in existence. I 

3. The Alexandria Library ·was founded by, aad grew quickly duriug 
tbe time of, tbe first Ptolemy, Demetrius Pbabreus. It ba<l tbell a remark· 
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(4) Archa1ologicat Discoveries 

There are many monuments in different parts ot' 
Arabia which contain inscriptions and engravings, 
and from.tbese the archaeological experts have arrived 
at some interesting conclusions. These inscriptions 
are mostly found in Himyaritic, Sabaean, Aramaic, 
and Nabataean characters. During the latter part 
of the Umayyad rule and the earlier part of the 
Abbasids, these inscriptions were deciphered. Some 
scholars of the time knew foreign languages and 
characters, for instance, Dhun-Nun al-Mi!1rl, who 
flourished in the second century H., could easily de
cipher the old Egyptian inscriptions. Some important 
discoveries made by Muslim explorers are given below: 
. (1) Hamdlni, the well·known geographer, has 

enumerated the famous remains of Arabia in his book 
al-Jktil (The Crown) and briefly described tbem in his 
book $ijiitu-]azi,at-il-'Arab.4 The fort "N!'if' was 
built on-the top of a mountain by the King of Yemen 
fifteen hundred years before Islam. It contained an 

l 
able collection of 50.000 volumes, and in the course of time the number of 
books reached 7.00 000. It c'>ntained valuable literature of Rome, Greece, 
India,and Egypt Wben Juli'ls Caesar besiegedAiexandria the major portion 
of the library was set on fire and in the twinkling of an eye the literary 
wealth of ages hoarded by those aspiring after knowledge was reduced to 
ashes. It wa:s, however, once again replaced by the collection of Pergamoi; 
and presented to Cleopatra by Mark Antony. Tbe remaining portion of 
the lib~ary which was shifted to the famous temple of Serapeom was des· 
troyed by a fanatical mob of Christians led on by the Arch-Bishop Theo
philus, acting on the dt.cree of the Christian king Theodonls, according to 
which all the heathen temples in Rome together with the valuable literary 
treasures were destroyed in 391 c E. 

A Christian writer, Abulfara11ius, invented a story that it was destroy· 
ed by Muslims during the time of Caliph •Umar after the conquest o~ Alex
andria in 641 c B. But the story is without foundation and is the result of 
mischievous propaganda. There is strong evidence to show that no library 
existed in Alexandria at that time, After the destruction of the library in 391 
B.c. there remained nothing of it in 641 to be destroyed by the Muslims, 

The CaliJ:h •Umar was himself a gn•at patron of learning. Such an 
act of vandalism was totally a~rainst the tolerant and liberal spirit of that 
great ruler, and also incompatible with the great religion be professed. 

4. This book bas been edited by D.H. Muller, 
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inscription which was later deciphered by Wahab bin 
Manba' who was a Companion of the Companions of 
the Prophet). It is translated as follows : ''This edifice 
was erected at a time when we had our corns from 
Egypt." Wahab says that after calculation he found 
that the fort had been built exactly sixteen hundred 
years before ' 

(2) During the. reign of Mu'!wiyah (40~60 H. '(Abdur 
Ral;lm!n, Governor of Egypt, discovered an inscrip
tion in a ruined fort of Hadramaut, named Htsn-i
Ghurab. That inscription has been rendered into English 
by John Forster as follows: - · · · 

And we hunted the game, by Jand, .with ropes and reeds : 
And we drew forth the fishes from the depths of the sea. 
Kings reigned over us, far removed from baseness, 
And vehement against the people of perfidy and fraud. 
They sanctioned for us, from the religion of Hud (Heber) right 

laws, 
And we believed in miracles, the resurrection, and the resur-

rection of the dead by breath of God. 
When enemies descended upon our soil to invade us, 
We went forth together, with straight and dusky spears.' 

The Mission which the East Indian Company had 
despatched to Yemen in 1834 got the above inscrip
tion in the Him yaritic character. John F orster(1812· 76) 
is of opinion that the inscription belongs to the •Ad 
and is one of the oldest inscriptions of Arabia dating 
as far back as 1800 years B.c. 

(3) During the lifetime of the famous historian 
Kalbl a certain person of the tribe of Dhul-Kali' 
found a throne at Yemen with a corpse on it and a 
golden shield decked with rubies lying by its side. 
On the the one the following inscription was found: 

S. Ylqiit has referre4 to this fort in his book .vu•ja•-111-BultUtt. Poet 
Imri'ul-Qais also refers to it iu his verse which says: He it is who can 
mu•ter round thoall&l;l<ls of men of t:he tribe of Banii Asad from the heigl:.t 
of the fort Nl'if" · · · 

6. Viti.' J. Forster, Hislorieal G1ograp1ty of Arabita, Vol II, pp. 90-3,• 
which copies the inscription from Nuvairi'e book, Mas4lillu'l·Ab~4r. 
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In the name of God who is the Lord of the Himyarites I am 
· }Jassin, son of 'Amar Nafil.' 

(4) ~ammld Rlwi's nephew found an arrow ·of 
the •Ad on the top of a mountain with some verses 
inscribed on it, which can be translated t~us~ 

Shall we be able, before our death, to go back to the; houses 
situated·in Dhul-Lawa? These are the towns wherein we lived 
.and which we loved, and this was at the time when these towns 
were real towns ~nd tb~ir inhabitants were real inhabitants. a 

(S) Ibn Hishlm writes that. once in .. Y eme~ a 
certain tomb was found open ~ue to flood an~, a 
corpse of a woman, with seven lB;Cte~t:Of pearls on the 
neck and rings decked with germs on her fingers, was 
taken out of the tomb, A sl~ was also found with an 
inscript(on which has been translated by John Foster 
as follows: 

Ia the name, 0 God, the God of Himyar, 
I, Tajib, the daughter of Dhu Sbefir sent my steward to 

Joseph. 
And he delaying to return to me, I sent my handmaid . 
With a measure of silver to bring me back a measure of flour: 
And not being able to procure it, I sent herewith a measure 

· of gold, · 
And not being able to procure it, I sent herewith a me~ure 

. of pearJs. . 
And not heine. able to procure. lt, I commanded thelll . to be 

ground; · · 
And.finding no profit in them, I am shut up here. 
Whosoever may bear of me, let them commiserate me. 
And should any woman adorn herself with an ornament 

from my ornaments, JDay she die by no other than my 
death,9 

The above inscription, which relates to the· pet'iod 
of joseph, fully confirms the Qur'!nic description of 
the famine which severely ravaged different countries 
in those days . .This inscription further shows that 
some. Arabs knew the art of writing in a ver.y early 
age and that the Himyarites took Allah as their Lord. 

7. aDcl 8. YU. Jlu•jafii·Ml-BIIItU•. 
9. Y-.J. Forster, op~ cit., VeL. U, pp.lOl,tOO. 
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Hamdanl (d. 334 H), who excelled in archaeo
logical researches, has described all such inscriptions 
in the eighth book of his great work Al-lklil. Besides 
him, MuqaddasJ, Yiqut, NuvairJ, Qazwinl, etc.,~ etc.:, 
have mentioned such discoveries and inscriptions in 
their books. · 

Now to come to the discoveries made by the West .. 
European scholars and adventurers were originally 
interested in discovering those places which . were 
mentioned in the Old Testament. As most of t}lese 
places are situated in or near Arabia they had to 
direct their expeditions into Babylon, Egypt, Pal~s-
tine, etc. · 
. Niebuhr was the first European traveller· and 

adventurer who proceeded to Arabia. He began his 
journey in 1761 and went alone to Yemen. When war 
broke out between MuQ.ammad 'All Pishl (Kbediv 
·of Egypt) and the King of Nejd, Europe sided with 
Egypt. This European adventurers had an easy access 

·to different parts of Arabia. It may not be out of 1 

place to mention here that most of them were 
actuated more by political aspirations than by their 
thirst for knowledge. The researches and discoveries 
made by these European travellers are detailed in a 
book compiled by D.G. Hogarth. A summary of this 
book appears in Encyclopcedia B1itannica (Vol. II, Art. 
"Arabia") which is quoted below. 

The article under reference describes: (l) What 
parts the Europeans have been able to ~sit; (2) What 
monuments and inscriptions they have been able to 
discover. · · · · 

· THE FIRST PART 

The region most thoroughly explored is Yemen. in the south-
Mode E I a west corn~rofthe peninsula, where the labours 

rn ~xp or • f · f II f N" b h · tiou in Yemen. o a successton o trave ers rom 1e u r tn 
1761 to E. Glaser and R. Manzoni in 1887 

have led to a fairly complete knowledge of all that part of the 
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province west of the capital Sana; while in 1902-1904 the 
operations of the Anglo-Turkish boundary commi~sion permitted 
the execution of a systematic topographical survey of the British 
protectorate from the Red Sea to the Wadi Bana, 30 m. east of 
Aden, North of Yemen up to the Hejaz border the only authority 
is that of E.F. Jomard's map, published in .1839, based on the 
Information given by the French Officers empl'Oyed \'lith Ibrahim 
Pasha's amay in Asir from 1824 to 1827, and of J. Halevy in 
Nejran. On the south coast expeditions have penetrated but a 
short distance, the most notable exceptions being those of L. 
Hirsch and J.T. Bent in 1887 to the Hadramut Valley. S.B. 
Miles, J.R. Wellsted, and S.M. Zwemer have explored Oma~ 
in the extreme east; but the interior south of a line drawn from 
Taitl to El-katr on the Persian gulf is still virgin ground. In 
northern Arabia the Syrian desert and the great Nafud (Nefud) 
have been crossed . by several travellers, though a large -area 
remains unexplored in the north-east between Kasim and the 
gulf. In the centre, the journeys of W. Palgrave, C. Doughty, W, 
Blunt and C. Huber have done much to elucidate the main 
physical fe4tures of the country. Lastly, in the north-west the . 
Sinai peninsula has been thoroughly explored, and the list of 
travellers who have visited the Holy Cities and traversed th~ 
main pilgrim routes through Hejaz is a fairly long one, though, 
owing to the difficulties peculiar, to that r:egion, the h:ydrography 
of southern Hejaz is still incompletely known~ 

The story of modern exploration begins with the despatch of 
C. Niebuhr's mission by the Danish Government in 1761. After 
a year spent in Egypt and the Sinai peninsula the party reached 
Jidda towards the end of 1162, and after a short stay sailed on to 
Lohaia in the norta of Yemen, the exploration of which formed 
the principal object of the expedition; thence, travelling through 
the Tehama or lowlands, Niebuhr and his companions visited tl:!e 
towns of Bet-el-fakih, Zubed and Mokha, thell the great port for 
the coffee trade of Yemen. Continuing eas-twaid. the cro~~ed the 
mountainous region and reached the highlands of Ytmen at Uden, 
a small town and the centre of a district celebJated for it& coffee. 
Thence proceeding eastwards to higher . altitudes where coffee 
plantations glve way to fields of wheat and barley, they reached 
the town of Jibla situated among a group of _mountains exceeding 
10,000 ft: above sea-level: and turning southwards to Taiz des
cended again to the Tehama via Hes and Zubt:d to Mokha. The 
mission, reduced in numbers by the death of its archawlogist, Von 
Haven, again visited Taiz in June, 1763, where after some delay 
permission was obtained to visit Sana, the capital of .the. 
province and the residence of the.,niling sovereign or Imam. The: 
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route lay by Jibla, passing the foot of the lofty Jebel Sorak, 
where in spite of illness, Forskal, the botanist of the party, was 
able to make a last exr.ursion: a few days after he died at Yarim. 
The mission continued its march, pass·iog Dhamar, the seat of a 
University of the Zedi sect, then frequented by 500 students. 
Thence four marches, 'generally over a stormy plateau dominated 
by bare, sterile mountains, brought them to Sana, where they 
received a cordial welcome from the Imam, ei-Mehdi Abbas. The 
aspect of the city must have been nearly the same as at preSeJ!t: 
Niebuhr describes the enceinte flanked by towers, the citadel at. 
the foot of J. Nukum which rises 1,000 ft. above the valley, the 
fortress and palace of the Imams now replaced- by the Turkish 
military hospital, .the' suburb of Bir-ei-Azab with its scattered 
bouses and gardens, the Jews' quarter and the village of Rauda, a 
few nliles to the north in a fertile, irrigated plain which Niebhur 
compares to that of Damascus. After a stay of ten days at Sana 
the mission set out again for Mokha, travelling by what is now the 
main route from the capital to Hodeda through the rich coffee
bearing district of J. Haraz, and thence southward to Mokha, 
where they embarked for India. During the next year three other 
members of the party died leaving Niebuhr the sole survivor~ 
Returning to Arabia a year later he visited Oman and the shores 

,of the Persian gulf and tra.velling from Basra through Syria and 
Palestin-e he reached Denmark in 1764 after four years' absence. 
The period was perhaps specially favourable for a scientific mission 
of the sort. The outburst of fanaticism which convulsed _Arabia 
twenty years later had not then reached Yemen, and Eqropeads, 
as such, were not exposed to any special danger. The travellers 
were thus able to move freely and to pursue their scientific 
enquiries withour hindrance from either people or ruler. The 
res.ults published in 1772 gave for the first time a comprehensive 
description not only of Yemen but of all Arabia; while the parts 
actually visited by Niebuhr were described with a fulness and 
accuracy of detail which left little or nothing for his successor to 
discover. · 

C.G. Ebrenburg and. W. F. Hemprich in 1825 visited the 
Exploration in Tehama and the islands off the coast, and in 

Ja~f, Marib and 1836 P.E. Botta made an ilnpo~ant journey 
Aatr. in sourthern Yemen with a view to botanical 
research, but the next advance in geographical knowledge in south 
Arabia was due to the F'rench Officers, M.O. Tamisier, Chedufau 
and Mary, b l!longing to the Egyptian army in Asir; another French
man, L. Arnaud, formerly in the Egyptian. service, was the first 
to :visit the southern Jauf and to reporion the rock-cut inscrip
tions and ruin of Marib, thougllfit was not til11869'that a com· 
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petent archaeologist, J, Halevy, was able to carry out any complete 
exploration there. Starting from Sana, Halevy went northeast
ward to El-Madid, a town of 5,000 inhabitants and the capital of 
the sm.all district of Nibm; thence crossing a plateau, where he 
saw the rains of numerous crenellated towers, he reached the 
villagEl of Mijzar at the foot of J. Yam, on the borders of Jauf, a 
vast sandy pl~in, extending eastwards to El-Jail and El-Hazam, 
where Halevy made his most important discoveries of Sabaean 
ins~:riptians; here he explored Ma'in the ancient capital of the 
Minaeans, Kamna on the banks of the, W. Kharid, the ancient 
Caminacum, and Kharibat-el-Beda, the Nesca of Pliny, where the 
Sabaean army was defeated by the Romans under Aelius Gallus 
in 24 B c. From El-Jail Halevytravelled northward passing the 
Oasis of Khas and skirting the great desert .reached the fertile 
district of Nejran, where h~ found a colopy of Jews with whom he 
spe. nt several weeks in .. t~e Oasis of Makhl.,f. An hour'.·s march to 
th~ ell,!t ~e d,iscover.ed at tb~ village of ~adinatul. Mahud the 
ruins ~~ ~e Nagra. metropolis of Ptolemy. In June,: 1870, he at 
last reached the goal of journey, Marib ; here he explored the ruins 
of ¥a<ijnat an Nahas (so called from its numerous inscriptions 
engraved on brass plates) and two hours to the east he found the 
famous dam constructed by the Himyarites across theW. Shibwan 
on which the water supply of their capital depended. 

One other explorer has since visited Marib, the Austrian 
archaeologist E. Glaser (185 5-1908), who achieved. more for science 
in Yemen. than any traveller since Niebuhr. Under Turkish pro
tection he visited the territory of the Hashid and Bakel tri'bes 
northeast of Sana and· though their hostile attitude compelled 
him, to return after reaching ~heir first import~tnt town, Khamr, 
he had time to J~connoitre .the plateau lying between th.e two 
great Kha,::rid and Hirran formerly covered with Himyaritic towns 
and villages and to trace the course of these wadis to their junc
tion at El Ish in the Dhu Husen country and thence onward to 
the Jauf. 

In 1889 be succeeded, again under Turkish escort, in reach
ing Marib. where he obtained, during a stay of 30 days,· a large 
number of new Himyaritic inscriptions. He was unable however 
to proceed farther east than his predecessors and the problem of 
the J a1~f drainage and its possible connection with the upper part 
of the Hadramut valley still remains unsolved. 

The earliest attempt to penetrate into the interior from the 
south coast was made in 1835 when Lieuts. C. 

Exploration in Cruttenden and J. R. Wellsted of the "Palinu-
Hadramut. rus" employed ou the marine survey of . the 
Arabian coast, visited the ruins of Nabk (el Hajar) in theW. 

2 
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Mefat. The Himyaritic inscriptions found there and at Hnsn 
Ghurab near Mnkalla were the first records discovered of ancient 
Arabian civilization of Hadramut. Neither of these officers was 
able to follow up th~ir discoveries, but in 1843 Adolph von Wrede 
landed at Mukalla and adopting the character of a pilgrim to the 
shrine of the prophet Hud, made his way northward across 
the high plateau into the W. Duwan, one of the main southern 
tributaries of the Hadramnt valley, and pushed on to the edge of 
the great southern desert ; on his return to the W. Dnwan his 
disguise was detected and he was obllg~· to return to Mukalla. 
Though he did not actuallf ·enter the main Hadramut vaJJey, 
which lay to the east ~f llts· track, ilis·jonrney established the 
existence of this popnlt>us and fertile district which bad been 
reported to the officers of the "Palinurns.. as lying between the 
coast range and the great desert to the north. This was at last 
visited in 1893 bv L. Hirsch under the protection of the Sultan 
of Mnk:alla, the head of the· Kaiti family, and practically ruler of 
all Hadramut, with the exception of the towns of Saiyum and 
Tarim, which belong to the Kathid tribe. 

Starting like von Wrede from Mokalla, Hirsch first visited the 
W. Dnwan ana found ancient ruins and inscriptions near the 
viJJage of Ha.jrtn; thence he proceeded northeastward to· Ha:uta 
in the main valley, where he was hospitably received by the Raiti 
Sultan, and sent on to his deputy at Shibam. Here he procured a 
Kathiri estort and pushed on through ~aiyun to Tarim, the former 
capital. After a very brief stay, however, 'he was compelled by the 
hostility of the people to return in haste to Shibam ; from .which 
he travelled by theW. bin AU and W. Adim back to Mukalla. J. 
Theodore Bent and his wife followed in the same track a few 
months later with a well-equipped party, including a surveyor, 
Imam Sharif, lent by the Indian Government, who made a very 
valuable survey ohhe country passed through. Both parties visit
ed many sites where Himyaritic remains and inscriptions were 
found, but the hostile attitude of the natives, most particularly 
of the Seyyids, the religions hierarchy of Hadramut, prevented 
any adequate examination, and much of the archaeological interest 

· undoubtedly remains for future travellers to discover.· 
In Oman, where the conditions are more favourable, explorers 

. have penetrated only a: short distance from the 
Exploration 10 coast. Niebuhr did not go inland from Muscat; 

Oman. the operations by a British Indian Force on 
the pirate coast in 1810 save no opportunities for visiting the 
interior and it was not till183S that J.R. Wellsted, who ha4 al
ready tried to penetrate inte Hadramnt from south, landed at 
Muscat with the idea of reaohing it from the northeast. Sailing 
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thence to Sur near 'Ras-el-Had, he travelled southward through 
the country of the Bantbu Ali to the borders of the desert, then 
turning northwest up the Wadi Betha through a fertile, well
watered country, running up to the southern slopes of J. Akhdar, 
inhabited by a friendly people who seem to have welcomed him 
everywhere, he visited lbra, Semed and Nizwa at the southern 
foot of the mountains. Owing to the disturbed state of the coun
try due to the presence of raiding parties from Nejd, Wellsted was 
unable to carry out his original intentiorr-of e.xploring the country 
to the west, and after an excursion along the Batina coast to 
Sohar he returned t" !ndia. 

In 1876 Colonel S.B. Miles, who bad already done much to 
advance geographical interests in the South Arabia, continued 
Wellsted's work in Oman. Starting from Sohar on theBatinacoast 
he crossed the dividing range into the Dhahira and reached Birema, 
one of its principal oases. His investigations show that the Dhahira 
contains many setilements with an industrious agricultural popu
lation and that the unexplored tract extending 250m. west to the 
peninsula of Rl Katr is a desolate gravelly steppe, shelving 
gradually down to the salt marshes which border the shores of the 
gulf. 

Leaving southern Arabia, we now come to the centre and 
. north. The first explorer to enter the sacred 

HE~ploration ID .. Hejaz with a definite scientific object was the 
eJu. Spaniard, Badiay lablich, who under the name 

of Ali Bey and claiming to be the last representative of the Abba
sid Caliphs, arrived at Jidda in 1807, and performed the pilgri'm· 
age to Mecca. Besides giving to the world the first accurate de
scription of the holy city and tbe Haj ceremonies, he was the first 
to fix the posit~on of Mecca by astronomical observations and to 
describe the physical character of its surroundings. But the true 
pioneer of exploration in Hejaz was JL. BurrkhaJdt, who had 
already won a reputation as the discoverer of Petra, and whose 
experience of travel in Arab lands and knowledge of Arab life 
qualified him . .to pass as a Moslem, even in the headquarters of 
Islam. Burckhardt landed in Jidda in July, 1914, when Mehemet 
Ali ha!i,already driven the .Wahhabi invaders out of H~jaz and 
was preparing for his. farther advance against their stronghold in 
Nejd. He first visited Taif at the invitation of the Pa~ha, thence 
he proceeded to Mecca, where he spent three months studying 
ev~rY detail of the topography ot the holy places, and go:ng 
through all the ceremonies incumbtnt on a Mosl(m pilgrim. In 
January, 1815, he travelled to Medina by the western coast route, 
and arrived there safely, but broken in health by the hardships of 
the journey. His illness did not, however, prevent his seeing and 
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reco:ding everything of interest in Medina with the same care as 
at Mecca, though it compelled him to cut short the further journey 
he had proposed to himself and to return by Yambu and the sea 
of Cairo, where he died only two years later. 

His striking successor, Sir Richard Burton, covered nearly 
the same ground tllirty-eight years afterwards. He, too, travelling 
as a Moslem pilgrim, noted the whole ritual of the pilgrimage with 
the same keen observation as Burckhardt, and while amplifying 
somewhat the latter's description of Medina, confirms the accuracy 
of his work there and at Mecca in almost every detail. Burton's 
topographical descriptions are fuller, and his march to Mecca from 
Medina by the eastern route led him over ground not traversed by 
any other explorer in Hejaz : this route leads at fir~;t southeast 
from Medina, and then south across the lava beds of the Harra, 
keeping throughout its length on the high plateau which forms 
L1e borderland between Hejaz and Nejd. His original intention 
had been after visiting M:cca to find his way across the peninsula 
, o Oman, but the time at his disposal (as an Indian Officer on 
J.eave) was insufficient for so extended a journey ; and his further 
eontributions to Arabian geography were not made until twenty· 
five years later, when he was deputed by the Egyptian government 
to examine the reported gold deposits of Midina. Traces of ancient 
workings were found in several places, but the ores did not contain 
gold in paying quantities. Interesting archaeological discoveries 
were made, and a valuable topographical survey was carried out, 
covering the whole Midian coast from the head ofthegulfofAkaba 
to the mouth of "Wadi Hamd" and including both the Tehama 
range and the Hisma. valley behind it, while the importance o.f the 
"Wadi H'lmd" and the extent of the area drained by its tribu
taries was for the first time brought to light. 

Burckhardt had hoped in 1815 that the advance of the Egyp-
. . tian expedition would have given him the 

N E_~ploratton m opportunity to see something of Nejd, but be 
eJ • had already 1eft Arabia before the overthrow of 

the Wahhabi power by Ibrahim Pasha had opened Nejd to travel
ler:> irom Hejaz, and though several European officers accompani· 
ed the expedition, none of them left any record of his experience. 
It is, however, to the Egyptian conquest that the first visit of a 
British traveller to Nejd is due. The lndian Government, W1Shing 
to enter into relation witll Ibrahim Pasha, as de facto ruler of Nejd 
and EL Hasa, with a view to putting down piracy 'in the· Persian 
gulf, which was seriously affecting Indian trade, sent a small mis
sion under Captain G F. Sadlier to congratulate the Pasha on the 
success of the Egypt1an arms, and no doubt with the ulterior 
object of obtaining a first-hand report on the real situation. On 
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his arrival at Hofuf, .Sadlier found that Ibrahim had already left 
Deraiya, but still hoping to intercept before quitting Nejd, he 
followed up the retreating Egyptians through Yemama,and Wusbm 
to Ras in Kasim, where he caught _up the main body of Ibrahim's 
army, though the Pasha himself had gone- on to Medina. Sadlier 
hesitated about going farther, but he was unable to obtain a safe 
conduct to Basra, or to return by the way he had come, and was 
compelled reluctantly to accompany the army to Medina. Here ~e 
at last met Ibrahim, but though courteously received, the inter
view bad no results, and :)adlier soon after left for Vambu, whence 
he eillbJ.rked for Jidda, and after another fruitless attemptto treat 
with Ibrahim, sailed for India. If the political results of the mis
sion w~re nil, the value to geographical science was immense; for 
though no geographer himself, Sadlier's route actoss Arabia made 
itpo1sible for the first thpe to locate the principal pla~es in some
thing like their proper relative positions; incidentally, too, it 
showed the practicability of a regular .troops crossing the deserts 
of Nejd even in th~ months of July and August. 

Sadlier's route had left Jebel Shammartoone side; his suc.ces
sor G. A. Wallin was to make that the objective of his journey. 
Commissioned by Mehemet Ali to inforJ;O him about the situation 
in Nejd brought about by the rising power of Abdullah Ibn Rashid, 
Wallin left Cairo in 1845, and crossing the Pilgrim road at Ma'an, 
pushed on across the Syrian desert to the Wadi Srihan and the 
Jauf Oasis, where he halted during the hot summer months. From 
the wells of Shakik he crossed the waterless Nefud in four days to 
Jubba, and after a halt there in the nomad camps he moved on to 
Hail, already a thriving town and the capital of the Shammar 
State, whose limits included all northern Arabia from Kasim to 
the Syrian border. After a stay in Hail, where he had even oppor
tunity of observing the character of the country and 1ts inhabitants 
and the hospitality and patriarchal, if sometimes stern, justice of 
its chief, he travelled on to Medina and Mecca and returned 
thence to Cairo to report to his patron. Early in 1848 he again 
returned to Arabia, avoiding the kmg desert joutney by landing 
at Muwela, thence striking inland to Tebuk on the pil,grim road, 
and re-ent~ri,ng Sbammar territory at the oa:sis of Tema, be again 
visited Hail ; and after spending a month there travelled north
wards to Kerbela and Beg4ad. 

The effects of the Egyptian invasion' bad passed away, and 
, ; central Arabia bad settled down again und,~r 

Palgrav~ • }oar- its native rulers when W.G. Palgrave made his 
uey to NeJd. d • th h N 'd d ' b--a ventur011s Journey roug .· eJ , an pu 
lished the remarkable narrative which has taken its place as the 
classic of Arabian exploration. Like Burton he. was o1;1ce an officer 
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in the Indian Army but for some time before his journay he had 
been connected with Jesuit mission in Syria. By training and 
temperament be was better qualified to appreciate and describe 
the social life of the people than their physical surroundings, and 
if the results of his great journey are disappointing to the geogra· 
pher, his account of the society of tbe Oasia towns, and of the 
remarkable men who were then ruling in Hail and Riad, must 
always possess an absorbing interest as a portrait of Arab life in 
its fresh development. 

Following Wallin's route across the desert by Ma'an and Jauf, 
Palgrave and.bis companion, a Syrian Christian, reached Hail in 
July, 186l, here they were hospitably entertained by the Amir 
Talal, nephew of the founder of the Ibn Rashid dynasty. and after 
some stay p1.ssed on with his countenance through Kasim to 
southern Nejd. Palgrave says little of the desert part of the jour· 
ney or of its Bedouin inhabitants but much of the fertility of the 
0.1ses, and of the civility of the townsmen ; and like other travel
lers in Nejd ne speak3 in entnu<>iasm of its bright, exhilarating 
eli nate at Riad Fesal, \Vho had been in power "ince the Egyptian 
retirement, was still reigning; and the religious tyranny of Wah
babism prevailed, in muj.ced contrast to the liberal regime of Talal 
in Jebel Shammar. Still, Palgrave and his companions, tho'tlgh 
known as Cnristians, spent nearly two months in the capitAl with
out mJ\esta~ion, making short excursions in the neighbourhood, 
the mostimportant of which was to E\ Kbarfa in Aflaj, the most 
southernly district of Nejd. Leaving Riad, they passed through 
Yem1.ma, and across a strip of the sandy desert to El Hasa where 
Palgrave found hirnself in more congenial surroundings. Finally, 
a voyage to the Oman coast and a brief stay there brought his 
adventures in Arabia to a successful ending. 

Charles Doughty. the next Englishman to visit northern 
D ht Arabia, though he covered little new ground, 

oug Y· sa~ more of the desert life and has described 
it more minutely and faithfully than any other explorer. Travel
ling down.fi:omDamascus in ,1875 with the Haj caravan he stopped 
at El-Hajr, one of the pilgrim stations, with the intention of 
awaiting tbe return of t.he caravan and in the meantime of explor
ing the rock-cut tombs of Medain Salih and El-Ala. Having 
successfully qompleted his investigations and sent copies of inscrip
tions and drawings of the tombs to Renan in Paris, he determin
ed to J)ilsh on: farther into the desert. Under the protection of a 
Sbeikb of the Fukara Bedouin he wandered over the whole of the 
bord~rland betwet:n Heju and Nejd. Visiting Tener, where 
am~ng other ancient remains he discovered the famous inscribed 
stone, afterwards al!quired by Huber for the Louvre. Next su111mer 
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he went on to Hail and thence back to Khaibar, where the Negro 
Governor and townsmen, less tolerant that his former Bedouin 
host, ill-treated him and even threatened his life. Returning to 
Hail in the absence of the Amir, he was expelled by the governor, 
he succeeded, )lowever, in finding protection at Aneza, where he 
spent several months, and eventually after many hardships and 
perils found his way to the coast at Jidda. 

Three years later Mr. Wilfrid and Lady Anne Blunt made 
their expedition toJ. Shammar. In their previous travels in Syria 
they had g.1ined the confidence and friendship of a young Sheikh, 
whose family, though long settled at Tadmur, came originally 
from Nejd and who was anxious to renew the conne.don with his 
kinsmen by seeking a bride among them. In his company the 
Blunts set out from Damascus, and travelled across the Syrian 
desert by the Wadi Sirman to Jauf. :aere the Sheikh found some 
of his relations a~.d the matrimonial alliance was soon arranged. 
But though the obJect of the journey had been attained, the Blunts 
were anxious to visit Hail and make the acquaintance of the Amir 
Ibn R:lShid, of whose might and genero;ity they daily heard from 
their hosts in J auf. The long stretch of waterless desert between 
J .1uf and J. S'.urnnur was crossed without difficulty, and the party 
waswelcomcd by the Amir .and hospitably entertainedfromamonth 
after which they travelled northwards in company with the Per
sian Ptlgrim caravan returning to Kerbela and Bagdad. 

In 1883 the French traveller C. Huber accompanied by the 

Huber. archaeologist, J. Euting, followed the same 
route from Damascus to Hail. The narrative 

of the last named forms a valuable. supplement to that published 
by the Blunts, and together with Doughty's furnishes as complete 
a picture as c~;>uld be wished for of the spcial and political life of 
J. Sb,ammar, and of the general nature of the country~ Huber's 
Journal, published after his death from his original notes, contains 
a mu; of top>graphical and archaeological detail of the greatest 
scientific value ; his routes and observation form, in fact, the first 
and only scientific data for the cdnstruction of the map of northern 
Arabia. To archaeology also his services were of equal importance, 
for, besides copying numerous 10scriptions in the district between 
Hail and Tema, he succeeded in gaining possession of the since 
famous Tema stone, which ranks with the Moabite stone among 
the most valoable of semitic insc:iriptions. From Hail, Huber 
followed nearly in Daughty's track to Aneza and thence across 
Central Nejd to Mecca and Jidda, where he despatched his notes 
and copies of inscriptions. A month later in July, 1884, he was 
murdered by his gu1des a few marches north of Jidda, on his way 
back to Hail. · ' · 
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One other travel,er visited. tlaifduring the lifetime of the 
Amir Mohammad-Baron E. Nolde-who.arrived there in 1893, 
not long after the Amir had . by his victory over the cambin«\d 
forces of Riad anp Kasim brought the whole of ;Nejd under h1s 
d9minion. Nold,e crossed the Nafud to Haiyania by a more direct 
track than that from Shakik to Jubba. The Amir was away from 
his capital settling the a:ffairs of his newly acquired territory; 
Nolde, therefore, after a short halt at Hail journeyed on to Ibn 
Rashid's camp somewhere ih the neighbourhood of Shakra. Here 
be was on new ground, but unfortunately be gives little or no 
description of his route thither or of his journey northwards by 
the Persian Pilgri'm Road, already traversed ·by Huber in 1881. 
His narrative thus, while containing much of general interest on 
the climate and on the animal life of Northern Arabia, its horses 
and camels in particular, adds little to those of his predecessors 
as regards topographical detail. 

If the journeys detailed above be traced on the maps they 
will be found to cover the northern half of the 

General results peninsula above the line Mecca-Hofuf, with a 
of exploration. f network o routes, which, though sometimes 
separated by wide intervals, are still close enough to ensure that 
no important geographical feature can have been overlooked, spe
cially in acoun try whose general character varies so littltl over wide 
areas. In the southern half, on the other hand, except in Nejran 
and Jauf, no European traveller bas penetrated 100m. in a direct 
line from the coast. The va•t extent of the Dabna, or great southern 
desert, covering perhaps 250,000 sq. m., accounts for about a third 
of this area, but some of the most favoured districts in Arabia
Asirandnorthern Yemen-remain unexplored, and the hydrography 
of the Dawasit basin offers some interesting problems, whi\e a 
great field remains. for the archaeologist in the 'seat of the ·old 
Sabaean Kingdoi:q from Jaul to the Hadramut Valley. 

' tHE SECOND PART 

Antiquities 
Arabia caqnot .be said to be ••destitute of antiquities," but 

the material for the study o1 ,tb~~e ~~ still very incomplete.·. The 
:difficulties in the way of travelliog j.n Arabia with a. vi~w to scien
tific inve~tigation are ~such ,~ha.t li.ttle. or no~bing i •. being don~. 
and the &ystematic \VOTk which has. g1ven. S\}Cb sood. results lD 

. Egypt) Palestil)e ,and Babylooia~Assyria is unknown in Arab.ia. 
Yet the passing notes of travellers from the t!me o.( Ca~;sten 
Niebuhr show that antiquities are to be found. 
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Pfehistoric Retr~ains .. -Since prehistoric remains must be studi
ed where. they are found, the difficulty ~n the way of exploration 
makes itself severely felt. That such remains exist seems clear 
from the casualremarks of travellers. Thus Palgrave (Centfal and 
Eastefn Arabia, Vol. I, Ch. 6) speaks of part of a circle of rougl1ly 
shaped stones taken from the adjacent limestont mountains in. the 
Nejd. Eight or nine of these stones still exist, some of them 15ft. 
high. TW'o of them, 10 to 12ft. apart, still bear their horizontal 
linteVThey are all without ornament. Palgrave compares them 
with the remains at Stonehenge and Karnek Doughty (Arabia 
Dererta, Vol. IJ), travelling in northwest Arabia, saw stones of 
granite in a row and ''flagstones set edgewise" (though he does not 
regard these as religious); also ''round heaps," perhaps barrows 
and "dry-built round chambers," which may be ancient tombs. 
J.T. Bent (Southern Arabia .• l)p. 24 fi.) explored one of several 
mounds in Bahrein. It proved to be a tomb and the remains in it 
are said to be Phoenician. 

Castles and Walls.-ln the south of Arabia where an advanc
ed civilization existed for centuries before the Christian era, the 
ruins of castles and city wal!s are £till ~n existence and have been 
mentioned, though not examined carefully, by several travellers. 
In Yemen and Hadramut especially these ruins abound, and in 
some cases inscriptions seem to be still in situ. Great castles are 
often mentioned in early Arabian literature. One in the neigh
bourhood of sana was descdbed as one of the wonders of the 
world by Qazwini (Athar-ul-Btliid, p. 33 ed. Wustenfeld, Gottin
gen, 18-t7, cf. Journal of the German Orien.tal Society, Vol. VII, pp. 
472, 476, and for" other castles, Vol X, pp. 20 ff.), the ruins of 
the city of Ma'rib, the old Sabaean capital, have been visited by 
Arnaud, Ha}evy an,d Glaser' but call for further description, as 
~rnaud confined himself to a description of the di'ke (see below) 
while Halevy and Glaser were interested chiefly in the inscrip
tions. 

Wells and Dikes.-From the earliest times the.conservation of 
water has been one of the serious cares of the Arabs. All over the 
country wells are to be founq, and the masonry of some of them 
undoubtedly ancient. Inscriptions are still found of'tbese in the 
south. The famous well Zemzem at Mecca is said to belong to the 
early times, when the Eastern traffic passed from the south to the 
northwest of Arabia through the Hfjaz, ·and to have been re· 
discovered shortly before the time of Mahomet. Among the most 
famous remains of Ma'rib are those of a great dike reminding one 
of the restored tanks familiar to visitors at A<l~n. These remains 
~vere first described by- Arnaud (journal Asiatique, January, 1874, 
with plan). The importancP wnc; ilfterwards empbasiz~:d by Glaser's 
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publication of twolong inscriptions concerning their restoration 
in the 5th and 6th centuries A.D. (Zwei Inschriften uber den 
Dammbruch von Ma'rib, in the Mitteilunger.-der Vordersasiatis
chen Gesellschajt, Berlin, 1897). Another dike about 150 yds. 
long was seen by W.B. Harris at Hirran in Yemen. Above it was 
a series of three tanks (A journey through Yemen, p. 279, London, 
1893). 

Stones and Bronzes.-The 19th century has brought to the 
museums of Europe (especially to Londoq, Paris, Berlin and 
Vienna) a number of inscriptions in the languages of Minea and 
Saba and a few in those of Had ram u t and Katabania (Qat tabania). 
These inscriptions are generally .on limestone or marble or on 
tablets of bronze and vary from a few inches to some feet in length 
and height. In some cases the originals have been brought to 
Europe, in other cases only squeezes of the inscription. The charac· 
ters employed are apparently derived from the Phoenician (cf. 
Lidzbar;ki's Ephemeris, Vol. I, pp. 109 ff.). The languages employ
ed have been the subject of much study (cf. F. Hommel's Sub
arabische Chrestomathie, Munich, 1893) but the archaeological value 
of these remains has not been so fully treated. Very many of them 
are native inscriptions and contain little more than the names of 
gods and princes or private men. A few are historical, but being 

·(with few and late exceptions) undated, have given rise to much 
controversy among scholars. Their range seems to be from about 
800 B c. (or 1500 B.C. according to E. Glaser) to the 6th century 
A D. Few are still in situ the majority having been taken from 
their original poiition and bu'ilt into houses, mosques or wells of 
more recent date. Among these remains are altars and bases for 
statues of gods or for golden images of animals dedicated to gods. 
The earlier stones are devoid of ornamentation, but the laterstoues 
and bronzes are sometimes ornamented with designs of leaves, 
flowers, ox-beads, men and women. Some bear figures of the con
ventionalized sacred trees with·wonhippers, similar to Babylonian 
designs Besides these there are grave-stones, stelae with human · 

. beads, fragments of limestone, arcbitnctural designs as well as 
bronze castings of camels, horses, mice, serpents, etc. (cf. D. H. 
MUller's Sudarabische ..4lterthumer itt Kuns#historischen, Museum, 
Vienna, 1899, with plates); 

Seals, Weights and Coins.-The ViennlL Museum possesses a 
small number of seals and gems. The seals are inscribed with 
Sabaean writing and are of bronze, copper, silver and stone. The 
gems of · onyx, carnelian and agate are later and bear various 
figures and in some cases Arabic inscriptions. One or two weights 
are also in existence. A number of coins have been broaght to the 

· Bri tisb Museum from Aden, Sana and M:a 'rib.Others were purchased 
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by G. Schlumberger in Constantinople ; others have been brought 
to Europe by Glaser and are now in . the Vienna Museum. 
These are imitations of Greek models, while the inscriptions are 
in Sabaean characters (cf. B.V. Head, in the Numismatic Chroni
cle, 1878, pp. 273·284, G. Schlumberger, Le Tresor, de Sana, Paris, 
1880, D.H. Miiller, op. cit., pp. 65 ff . .and Plates). 

A number of books have recently ·been written 
on Arabia, which have considerably added to our 
knowledge of that country, particularly H. St. J.B. 
Philby's Th8 Empty Quarter and A.rabiaofthe Wahhabis, 
Ameer Rihani' s Around the Coasta of Arabia and Arabian 

·Peak and Desert, and ~lji Mu'inuddln Nadvl's The 
Existing States of Arabia. The first-named book is very 
important as it describes the great South Desert of 
Arabia (Rub 'al-Kh!lt), unknown even to the Arabs 
and explored by its author (Mr PhiliJy) for the first 
time in history. The journey described in this book is 
one of the boldest feats in the history of Arabian ex
ploration, and I cannot resist the temptation of quoting 
some passages fr01n its Introductory 'Chapter for the 
information of the readers. 

When all is said and done, the Empty Quarlei would seem 
to be far irom justifying the lurid colours in which it has been 
painted by some European travellers, and in which it is always 
painted by the Arabs of settled tracts who have never been with
in vi'ew of it, t~ugh the crossing of it is an adventure not to be 
lightly undertaken by the uninitiated (The Hearl of Arabia, Vol. 
II, p. 217). Nope had crossed Arabia before me except one
Captain G.F. Sadlier, my predecessor by hundred years. 

Dr. Hogarth on the other hand was the right-hand man of 
the British Government on all matters of Arabian import. Director 
of the Wartime Arab Bureau at Cairo, he· was the acknowledged 
and pre-eminent authority on Arabian affairs. And as far back as 
1904 he had, under the title of the "Penetration of Arabia," 
pu"olished an exhaustive and inspiring summary o.f all that had 
been done in the field of Arabian Exploration from the days of 
Nea.tchus and Aeliwr Gal!us up to the bt>ginning of the twentieth 
centuty. The gaps .he had 'noted in our knowledge of Arabia were 
still for the most part gaps after the lapse of fourteen years. And 
one of them was perhaps the largest blank on the map of the earth 
outside the Polar regions. He was content to contemplate its vast 

. silence without encouraging rash adventurers to their doom. The · 
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end of sci~i1'ce c:ould be served as well in other ways. If oxygen 
could surmount the sutnmity of Everest, the aeroplane or evell the 
motor car could surely expose the emptiness of the Empty Quarter 
in aU good time. Bllt he would perhaps scarcely have credited a 
forecast that within fourteen years more the Rub'al Khali would 
have yielded up its secrets, not once, but twice to 'ordinary tra\'el
lers equipped with no means of locomotion that bast not been at 
~he service of. explorers since the beginning of time. Yet no one 
desired more intense~y to know the exar.t nature of that great 
emptiness, and the suppressed twinkle· of his cautious cyniclstn 
was more th~n a spur of'inspiration. :More than anything I regret 
that he himself had passed beyond the veil before the veil was 
drawn from an earthly mystery of whose. significance he would 
have been the ideal interpreter. 
, From pleasant weeks of closest contact with Dr. Hogarth at 
Jidda and ill Egypt I passed that year back into Arabia and down 
into its southern depths round the great Wadi of the Dawasir, 
where I had to turn back regretfully on June 6th, 1918, having to 
rest content with what bad been achieved and the hope of sa.tis
fying some day the insatiable craving within me to penetrate·the 
recesses of that Empty Quarter, whose northern boundary I had 
now skirted along its whole lt.ngth from East to West, from Hasa 
to the Wadi(The Hea't of A'"bia, Vol. II, p. 216). · 

I bad then unveiled a part of the unknown south, but only 
enough to whet my appetite for more. From my companions-and 
particularly trom one Jabir ibn Faraj of the Great Murra tribe
! had beard of mysterious ruins in the heart of the further sands 
and of a great block of iron as large as a camel. And through their 
spectacle" 1 had a glimpse of the Empty Quartel'. But that was 
all, and I knew that an opportunity for further investigation of 
those mysteries would not soon occur-1f ever. "I hope someday." 
I wrote, "that another more fortunate than I may be able to test 
the veracity of my informei:s" (ibid., p. 222). '{bat hope was 
partly fulfilled in the exploits of Major Cheesman (1924) and Mr. 
Tb()mas (1931), and I could scarcely expect th•t between them 
they might have left me ar:ty.~hing to do when my own turn should 
come in due course. •. . ." 

Meanwhile though ul).Succe!!sful. I had not been idle. The 
vicissitudes :of life and work had r..arried me out of Arabia for ever, 

· but the magnet held the needle; And to Arabia I went back in 
the Autum"\ of 1934 to try a throw with fate. To that effort and 

·its consecl'lences I sacrificed everything-the security of an ortho
dox career and the rest of it. 



Book I 

GEOGRAPHY OF ARABIA 





Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTORY 

There are three versions 1regarding Arabia being to 
named: 

(i) The Arabic word 'Arab is derived from "!'r5.b" 
which means "to express one's mind". As the Arabs 
regarded themselves eloquent speakers, they gave 
themselves the name of 'Arab (and their country the 
name of Arabia) and th.e rest that of • A ja~ (i.e. dumb). 

(ti) Some genealogtcal experts say that the first 
inhabitant of the country now known as Arabia was 
Ya'rua, the son of Qal:ltan, and forefather of the Arabs 
of Yemen, and hence the whole country was known 
as Arabia and its inhabitants as Arabs after him. But 
this theory is against historical evidence as well as 
common analogy. Neither was Y a 'rub the first in
habitant of Arabia Dor can the word • Arab be derived 
from Ya'rub under any linguistic rule. Moreover, the 
home of Ya'rub was Yemen and so Yemen or south 
Arabia should lav~ been named Arabia first and the 
rest afterwards, but we know that in the first instance 
the name was applied to north Arabia and not to south 
Arabia. , 

(iii) Geographers generally say, and rightly so, 
that the first name of the country was "• Arabah" 
which, in the cour5e qf time, became 'Arabia, and after
wards the people were named Arabs after their country. 

In all Semitic languages the word • Arabah means 
desert (in Hebrew it means a field or a forest, and in 
Arabic it relates to the nomadic life), and as the 
country of ~rabia is largely a desert or forest without 
water or pasture, specially that portion which extends 
from J:lijaz to Syria and Sina.'i, the country was 
named as 'Arabah and the people gradually were 
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known as Arabs. The verses of Arabian poets also 
testify to this view} 

In the Qur'!n the word 'Arab has never been used 
for the country of Arabia. The Qur'a.n has characteris
ed the residence of Prophet Ishmael as an "unculti
vated land". It is, therefore, obvious that God has 
only described the natural condition of Arabia-the 
same idea that is conveyed by the word" 'Arabah". 
As during the time of Ishmael his place of residence 
had no name, it was given the name of an "unculti
vated land". In the Old Testament the word ~\1idb11f' 
has been used for Ishmael's home, and this word also 
means a desert or a ba"Lren land, which exactly cor
responds to the Qur'!nic description of the same. 

In the Old Testament the word "Horeb" has been 
repeatedly used in the sense of a particular tract of 
the land of Arabia. i.e. that piece of land which ex
tends from ij:ijaz to Syria and Sini'i.2 For the whole 
country of Arabia generally the term "East" has been 
used in the Bible,3 and occasionally the term "South" 
also,4 becauEe Arabia is situated on the south-eastern 
side of Palestine. 

Arabia was first of all mentioned during the time 
of Solomon in 1000 B.C. ,5 and afterwards frequently 
in Hebrew, Greek, and Roman books of history. The 
cuneiform inscriptions of Assyria of 800 B.C. contain 
the word "Aribi" in the sense of Arabia.6 Before the 
advent of Islam the term 'Arab applied to the whole 
country of Arabia extending from Yemen to Syria. 

t. Ibn Munidh Th"uri. a pre-Islamic poet of Arabia, says: "We 
have got a camel which disgrace baa DOt touched, and its place of shelter is 
at • Araban, Qarn and Ab~ahi ·" Abii Sufyio Kalbt a past·Mutlim poet of 
Ara~ia. says; "Our father (Ishmael) wu the Prophet of God and the son 
of His friend (Abraham). He setUer ue at •A,.abc6. How el[cellent is our 
place of eettlement I" 

2. Deuteronemy, i. 6. 
3. Vide Genesis; Judge, and Kiags. 
4. Vide Matthew and Genesis. 
5. I Kings, x. 15. 
6. Roaer, History of Babylon and Ass•ritl, Vol. II. p. 127. 



Chapter 2 

ARABIA ON THE BASIS OF THE OLD 
TESTAMENT (2500-500 B.c.) 

.Names of Arabta. The first name of Arabia was "The 
Land of the East" 1 and the second name was "The 
Land of the South." 2 Both the names were applied 
by Prophet. Abraham. 3 In north Arabia, from time 
immemorial, the following tribes had been living: the 
Edoroites, the Moabites, the Ammonites, the • Arnorites, 
and MidianiteS,, and the Amalekites. Though the Heb
rews l:new .$omething of their neighbouring country, 
viz. north Arabia, they could not give any definite 
name of that place. Hence they generally referred to 
ev.ery piece of land after the tribes inhabiting it, e g. 
"The Land of Edom," "The Land of Moab," "The 
Land of ArnaJek," and so. forth. During the time of 
Moses, when t~e Isrealites passed from Egypt to a 
ctrtain far-off 'land in north Arabia across the Red 
Sea, they saw that the whole place was a large tract 
of desert, and so they gave that land the name of 
floreb (Arabia},4 while other parts,pf Arabia continu
ed to be named after their inhabitants as before . 
. , During the time of Solomon the Hebrews were at 
the height of their glory. We are told in the Bible that 
"King Solomon made a navy .of ships in Eziongeber, 
which is beside Ei.oth, on the shore of the Red sea, in 
the land of Edom ... And they came to Ophir, and 
fetched from. thence. gold, four hundred and twenty 
talents, and brought it to king Solomon.'' 5 The 

1. Genesis, ii. 
2. Bevan's Ancient Gtogrr!ph·y (1871 edli.), p. 8. 
3 Genesis, xxv, 6. 
4. Deuteronomy, :-6. 
5. 1 Kings, ix. 26-21!. 
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Hebrews subjugated all northern and some southern 
districts (e.g. Saba) of Arabia. Thus they were acquaint
ed w1th the natural boundaries of Arabia. They, 
therefore, applied the t~rm "Arabia" to the whole 
country. 6 . 

Divisions of Arabirz. The Hebrews had no know
ledge of the geography of Arabia. (For a long time 
they knew onfy of north Arabia which comprised 
~ijaz, Sin~i'i. Arabian Syria, Arabian 'lr§.q, Bal)rain, 
and coasts of the Persian Gulf. They divided north 
Arabia into two parts-the land of the east and :the 
land of the west. The former included the towns that 
lay to the east of Canaan, the coastal places of the 
Persian Gulf, Bal)rain, and Arabian •Iraq: while the 
latter comprised Sina'i' ~ijaz, the Syrian desert of 
Arabia and a portion of N ejd situated on the south of 
Canaan. A number of tribes lived in these eastern and 
southern parts of north Arabia, and each tract of hind 

'was named after its inhabitants. 
The Towns of Arabia. Of all the towns of Arabia 

"Mesha" and "Sepher," which marked the extreme 
boundaries of the land of the Qal)tanids, have receiv
ed the first mention in the Old Testament.7 "Sepher" 
has been understood for Zafar situated in Yemen, but 
there is no town in· Arabia of the name of Mesh a. Rev. 
Bewari is of opinion that Mesha is a substitute. tor 
"Muza," a town sitt:.ated on the Arabian coast near the 
mouth of the Red Sea.8 A town of the name of 
"Moosa," which finds mention in the mapof Ptolemy 9 

and which is situated on the coast of Yemen, may 
also have been intended by "Mesha". This word may 
also stand for "Mecca," as one of the sons of Prophet 
Ishmael is mentioned in the Old Testament under the 

6. 1 Kings, x. 15. 
7. Genesis, v. 30. 
8. Op. cit .• p. 9. 
9. Vide Hogarth. 
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name of Masa, and it is quite p.ossible that ··this town 
was founded by or named after him. G. Sale, an 
English translator of the Qur'~n. favours this view. 10 

· The Old Testament has mentioned several towns ' 
that were included in the land of Edom. Their situa
tions, however, have not been given in the Scripture; 
but as they were ·parts of the-land of Edoll1~ th~y 
must be traeed in north- west Arabia, "Bozr:ah" of the 
Old Testament is certainly the, same town that is 
known among. the Arabs as "Busra" and/~T~man" of 
the Bible may. perhaps, be. identic.al with "TJma'i"-
a well·known town near Busra. Tbe position of the 
other ancient C$pital$ 9fthe ~ngs of ~.dom;-:;.Dinha
bad Avith, ·Rehoboth and Pan (G,en. ''xxxvi. 32, 35, 
37:, 39)-cannot be·\~ntified.: 11 . • ' . · · 

The Old Te&tam:ent mentions a place under th~ 
name of c•Hazor" in connection with Kedar; · soti 
of Ishmael, •z but so far as we know there is po tqwn 
in Arabia of that name, and hence this word sho,uld 
not be taken as the name of any particular_town, but 
only in the sense of a ,petmanent r.esidence. (The word 
uaa·zor" literally means a permanent, haQjtatien as 
opposed touBldi'Jah:'' w~?~ nw~ns!l t,e}Dpprary ~me) 
· Another· fam<>as town .. ts- ·mentwned m the Old 

Testam.entun·:~h~ naqte of.$tiil.Oh.~13 which W~S in
cluded 1n :tbe aountty l of Edom. The word i•Sbtlob" 
means Stone, wbich corr-esponds to t~e Arabici:il~IJaja,r 
and Greek Pet1a. Until the Greek period it ba.(i been a 
magnificent city,. and .its rqi~s are. still v;isibl( near 
Syria on the north of Arabia. Tp~ port "E~oth'' 'n:l!ar 
the gulf of 'Aq1bah was a part of the kmgdom of 
Edom 14 which was later conquered by the peoples of 
David and SJlomon and made headquarters of the 

10. Introduction to the Translation of th1 Qur'tin, 
11. Bevan, op, cit., p. 9. 
12. Jer. x1ix. 2tl. 
13. 1 Kinga, xiv. 4. 
14. 2 King!!, viii. 17. 
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naval pbwer of the Israelites. The vessels of Solomon 
used to pass from Eloth to another port named Ophir 
situated in south Arabia.15 The latter port, a com:.' 
mercial centre, has been repeatedly mentioned in the 
Old Testament Aden was then also known as a place 
of trad~ and comrn:er~e. 16 
. .Of the towns in' Yemen, Saba is frequently men

tioned in the Holy Scripture. The Queen of Sheba 
presented herself to the court of Solomon.u Along 
with Saba other commercial tow·ns of Yemen are also 
mentioned, such as "Roamah,'' 111 Uzal (which was 
then sit~ated on the site now occupied by'· Sinl'l), 
''Havilah" 111 (which was a part of ~ijlz in .north 
~rabia and which was inhabited by .Jsh1M.elites), and 
"Gur-baal" 20 (the location of which is. not k'llown). 
!s the last town has been mentioned along with 
Palestin.e, it niight have been situated somewhere in 
north Arabia. 

The .Hebrews were acquainted only with those 
tribes of Arabia with whom they were politically or 
commercially connected. The MidianitM, the Ammo
nites, the Edgm~tes, theAntalekites, and the Moabifes 
weretheir neighbours ~nd equals: Of the oiiginaltribes 
of Arabia, i e. tbe. O~LIJ.flnids and 'the Ishmaelites, 
peoples of Saba and 'Roama.b belongiag ~to the former 
tribe have been mentioned in •'the Old Testament. 
The lshmaelites have been referred to· in the Scrip
ture as t~e people who had their trade in Arabia and 
Egypt 21 and ~bo sometimes fought against the 
Hebrews jointly with the Midianites.~ Another name 

15. 2 Kings, ~iii. 18. 
16. :E:zekiel, xxvii. l3. 
17. 1 Kings, x. 1 & 13. 
18. Ezekiel, xxvii. 29. 
19. Genesis, xxv. 18. 
20. 2 Chronicles, xxvi. 7. 
21. Genesis, xxxvii. 27. 
22. Judges, viii. 24. 
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of the Ishmaelites was "Hajarites" and they have 
been referred to in the Old Testament by that name 
also.23 Of the Ishmaelites, tW() clans, viz. "the flocks 
of Kedar" and "the rams of Nebaioth," have also 
been mentioned in the Bible.:z4 Another Arabian tribe 
is referred to as "Ma'iin," which the Arabs call 
"Ma'in". 

23. 1 Chronicles, v, 10. 
24. Isaiah, lx. 7. 



Chapter 3 

ARABIA ACCORDING TO CLASSICS 
. (500-200 B.C.) 

The first Greek who is accredit~d to have acquired 
some geographical knowledge was Homer who :flour
ished in 1000 or 800 B.C. He was a poet and made 
references to several tQwris and countries in his verses. 
He has referred to the Syrians under the name 
"Arimi" (connected with the Biblical Aram) and the 
Arabs under the.name of "Ereinbi'', 1 

The first Greek historian and geographer, Hero
dotus (484-425. B.C.), knew something of Arabia and 
her people. But his knowledge was very limited, 
inasmuch as he thought that Arabia marked the end 
of human habitation on the south and that the river 
Nile. was the ·western boundary of that country.' He 
did not .know even this much that to the east of that 
country lies the Persian Gulf which. divides Arabia 
from Persia. 3 He knew that there was a river to the 
west of ·Arabia but he named it as Arabian Gulf 
instead of the Red Sea.4 

Bou•ularles of Arabta. The Greeks' knowledgeofthe 
geographical conditions of Arabia was substantially 
inc:-eased as a result of Alexander's conquests in the 
East in the third century B.C. Now they ascertained 
that Arabia is bounded on the west by the Red Sea, 
on the east by the Persian Gulf, on the south by the 
Indian Ocean, on north-east by the Euphrates and on 
north-west by Syria and borders of Egypt. They also 
included a ~arge part of Sini'J in Arabia. The Jews 

1. BevaD, AtUUtll G.ofFaplly, p. 19. 
2. H. Cary, HmxloltU, Book Ill, para 107. 
3. Ibid., Book IV, para 39. 
4. Ibid., Book II, para 2. 
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and Christians of the period also .held the same 
view, as it appears from a letter of St Paul.5 But the 
geographers differ on the point, and this difference is 
mainly due to the absence of a natural boundary on 
the north-west of Arabia. Herodotus and Pli~y 
extended its north-West boundary to the peninsula 
of Sinl'I and the Mediterranean Sea, while other 
geographers have confined it from the Dead .Sea to 
Busra and Tadmur. The fact, however, is that owing 
to natural affinity and administrative similarity the 
above tracts have ever been included in Arabia. 

Dlvistons of Arabia. The early classical writers, 
such as Eroto~thenes, Strabo, and Pliny divided 
Arabia into two natural parts~southern and northern. 
But the most ap.propriate division of . Arabia was 
given by· Ptolemy in the second century c.E. which 
European geographers have followed up till now. He 
divided Arabia into (a) Arabia Petra, (b) Arabia 
Deserta, and (c) Arabia Felix. Arabia Petra included 
the north-west portion. In other words, it extended, 
on the west, from the border of Egypt to· Busra,· 
Via the peninsula of Sinl'I and touched, on the 
north-west, Tadmur, Y ahudia, and Palestine. Arabia 
Deserta included the whole of the dimly-known 
interior, i.e. its north-east boundary eommenced from 
the Euphrates and Mesopotamia and terminated in 
the north-west frontier of Arabia Petra. Arabia Felix 
included the rest of the peninsula of Arabia which 
was bounded on the west by the Red Sea i on the 
east,· by the Persian Gulf ; on the south, by the Indian 
Ocean l and on the north, by Arabia Petra and Arabia 
Deserta. It included ~ij!z,Yeme~to;Ha<;lramaut,•Umln, 
Bal;lrain, Yam.l.ma, and Nejd.6 : 
. · The Greeks and, Romans· had CC\nquered Arabia 
Petra and Arabia Deserta, and therefore they were 

5. GalatiaDI, iv. 25. 
6. P'orater, Efitlorietll. GH1i'a~ly of Ar.W., Yol~ 11. pp. tl-3. 
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fully acquainted with those parts. As they could not 
conquer Arabia Felix,( which ever remaiQ,ed independ
ent of foreign control), t];lei-r knowl~dge ->f that part 
was extremely scanty. According to the researches of 
Dr Sprenger, Ptolemy has described in his Geography 
fifty-four tribes, one hundred sixty-four towns, fifty 
mountains and four rivers of t\rabia Felix. Stephenus 
and Pliny have also enumerated some towns and tribes 
of Arabia in their books, but most of these are now 
untraceable.' 

The classical writers have described in detail Arabia 
Petra and Arabia Desert a because they wert: acquaint
ed with them. But the difficulty is that the conquerors 

7. The classical bi'itorians aud geographers ha.ve mentioned the following 
towns of Arabia Felix (vide D.G. Hogarth, p. 18; Ptolemy's map of Arabia 
by Sprenger-Bevan, op. cit., p. 174) : · 

The Greek' 
Names Arabic Names Remarks 

Macoraba. • ., . Mecca, Rabba ... Rabba meana 'IGreat". 
Jathreppa Yathrib ... Pre-Islamic nam, of Medina. 
Jaaibia "fambii' ... A town on the coast of ~ijiz. 
Dumatha Duma ... A town in north ~abia. 
Egra Hijr ... Situated on the coast of the .~d 

Sea near Hijiz,ancient capital of 
• -· the Tham'iid • 

Thaimai Timii ... A town on . the Syrian border of 

Modi una Mid ian 
· ~ijiz. •· · . 
... A town of J oehua Bltuated on the 

. coast of the Red Sea near 
.· Hijiz. '- · 

5apphor ~afir ... An ancient town in Yemen. 
Adana .. Aden ... A port of Yemen on the coaet of 

the Indian Ocean • 
Mariaba Ma'rib ... Ancient capital of Yemen. 
Minai Ma•in ... An old town in Yemen. 
Negrana Najrin ... A Christian town in Yemen. 
Chatramoti I:Ja<!-ramaut ... Situated on the coast near Yemen 

in south Arabia . 
Gcrrhai Qariah ... A town in Yamiina. 
Catabaei Qa!ib ... A city in old Yemen. 
Nasao Nashq Ditto. 
Karnaee i:ra • .. An old city in Yemen. 
Sabaee ba ... Ditto. 
Maccala Mukalla ... A town on the coast of the Arabian 

Sea, iD '.Iouth Yemen • 
Omanun 'Umin ... The eastern province of Arabia on 

the coast of the Persian Gulf. 
Ami those uta Masqaf ,;. Capital of •UttJin. 
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after having demolished old Arab towns founded new 
cities instead· and· gave them Greek, names, as the 
following list will show : , 

(1) Tadmur. It was a town near Palestine, ··which 
marked the northern boundary of Arabia. Accordlttg 
to the Old Testament, this town was originally built 
by Solomon.• The Romans captur~d it in 20 C.E. and 
changed its name to Palmyra.9 

(2) Ribat-i-Moab. This town was situated in Arabia 
Petra near the Dead Sea, and was the headquarters of 
the Moabite Arabs. The Romans changed its name to 
Areopolis, which was destroyed !by an earthquake in 
315 C.E.10 ' . . , . 

(3) Busra; 'lt was a ,town situated near RiJ>at-i
Moab and was the headquarters of the Edomite Ar:aqs. 
The Romans converted its name to Bostra. 

(4) Ar-Raqim. It was called "Shiloh" in llebrew 
and "Petra" in Greek. It was the capital of north 
Arabia first under the Midianites and: afterwards under 
the Nabataeans. During the Roman period also it was 
an important town. 

. (5) Rtbtil-i·' Ammon. It was the capital of the 
Ammonite Arabs on the north-eastern side of Arabia 

.· Deserta. T~e Greeks named it Philadelphia,11 as it 
was rebuilt in the third century B.c. by king Philadel- · 
pheus. 

Tfibes of Arabia 

The classical writers were acquainted only with 
those tribes oJ Arabia w.ith whom they came in con
tact either politically or commercially, Of the Greek 
and Roman geogr~phers of Alexand~ia, Pliny, Strabo, 
Diodorus, and Ptolemy have mentioned some :f;lfty or 

~ 

8. t Kina•.• is, t8. 
9. Josephus, {1822 edn:i. Vol, I, p. 428. 

tO. Bevan, ap. cit., p. 202. 
11. J o1ephu11, p. t 92. 
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sixty tribes of Arabia, but their names have so radi~ 
cally -changed in Greece, Alexandria, and Rome that 
they now defy identification. · 

The following few tribes, however can be identified 
' after scr1.1tiny : '· 

(1) The .'Ad-i-A,am. It was the oldest and most 
reputed tribe of Al'abia that lived near ~a<;Iramaut. A 
great deal of this tribe had already perished before 
the Greek invasion. Only a section ot it, viz. followers 
of Prophet Hud (Heber) had survived~ The vreek geo
graph~rs have mentioned this ·tribe under the name 
of" Adramitae" (Adrllm stands for'.Ad-i-Aram, and tae 
means tribe). Some people taketbewo-rd "Adamirtae'' 
for }Ja<;Iramaut. But it is, open to objections, as that 
tribe is spelt in Greek .as .uchatramotitai." . 
. (2) The ThtlmUd. Those of the tribe of the Thamnd 
who survived the D~vine punishment were still living, 
during the ·Greek period, in their old residence at 
Midian near Hijlz. The Greek and Roman geographers 
have spelt this word in two. ways-Thamydeni and 
Thamyditae. . . 

(3)· +he Q.aq,ramaut. In ancient time this tribe was 
equal in importance to the- Yemenites both com
mercially and politically. The Greeks have spelt it as 
"Chatramotitai". 

(4) The Nabataeans. Two or three centuries before 
Christ, the country extending from Nejd to the coast 
of the Red Sea, 'Aqabah and Syrian desert, was in the 
hands of the descendants ofNibt, a son of Ishmael. 
Th·e Romans a'nd Greeks had tiiplomatic relations 
with the Nabataeans, who lived in Petra. 
· (5)' The Kedartds. The family of Kedar, a son of 
Ishmael (from< whom ·the: Prophet of Islam was de
scended_), had been rulers of ~ijiz from 1000 B.c. The 
Greeks have spelt Kedar in different ways, most 
appropriate of which is "Cedarni'' spelt by Pliny.12 

12. Bevan, op. cit., p. 178. 
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The tribes of Yemen, viz. Minaei (Ma'in in Arabic) 
and Sabaei (Sabft. in Arabic) have been described by 
the Greeks in detail. They have also mentioned 
Omanitai (the Ammonites) and Gerrhaei (people of 
Qaria situated in Yamft.ma) in their geographical 
books.u Sometime before the advent of Islam, the 
Manft.dhir~ ruled in ~lrah and the Gbass§.nids in Syria 
un4er the suze~:ainty of the Persian and Roman 
Empires respectively. The Greek writers have given a 
detailed account to these peoples also. 

13. Forster. op: cit., Vol. t, p. 2#. 



Chapter 4 

ARABIA DURING THE QUR' ANIC PERIOD 

The land of Arabia. Though a peninsula, Arabia 
is generally <lescribed by its inhabitants as an rsland 
(jazirai-ul-' Arab). The Arabs have',a,lways regatd·ed 
their country a central place of human habitation. 
D.G. Hogarth, Sir William Muir, and other modern 
scholars have also characterised Arabia as the heart 
of the Old World. The countries adjacent to Arabia 
are Persia on the east, India on the south, Abyssinia, 
the Sud!n, and Egypt on the west, and Syria, Algeria, 
and 'lr!q on the north. 

Boundary of Arabia. According to the Arab geo
graphers, Arabia is bounde:i on the west by a portion 
of the Syrian desert (extending from Balqa to 'Ila 
near • Aqabah) ~ on the south-west by the Red Sea, 
Midian and the tract from J eddah up to coast of 
Yemen; on the east, by the Indian Ocean, Aden and 
from Zafft.r up to Muhra i on the east, by the gulf of 
Omln' Persian GulfMuhra, 'Urn!n and the land from 
Ba)J.rain up to Ba~rah and KUfa ; and on the 
north by the Euphrates and Balqa. In other words, 
Arabia is bounded, on the east, by the Persian Gulf 
and the gulf of •Umln; on the south, by the Indian 
Ocean, on the west by the Red Seal on the north-west 
py the gulf of • Aqabah, Syria, Palestine 1 and on the 
north-east by the Euphrates. 

By making a comparison between Arabia as map
ped by Arab geographers and Arabia as described by 
the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans, we find that the 
former is smaller in area inasmuch as it excludes the 
whole peninsula of Sin!'i and a portion of Arabia and 
Syria. The reason is not far to seek. The Greeks had 
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captured the aforesaid territories and the Arabs could 
not take them back until the advent of hlam, and 
so they treated them as excluded from Arabia. As a 
matter of fact, they always formed part of Arabia 
owing to the close affinity they bore to that. country. 

The A1ta of Arabia. Arab geographers generally 
describe the area of a land in accordance with the 
time tequirtd in tra~elling from one; of its ends to the 
other. Abu'l-Fid5.' has described in his ·book Taqwim
ul-Btlldan that the country of Arabia can be tTaversed 
in seven months and eleven days. Arabia has never 
been surveyed in the modern sense of the term. 
Nevertheless, it is surP. that it is a vast country, larger 
than.tbe Indian Peninsula and four times as large as 
Germapy and France. From north to south (i.e. from 
Port Sa'id to Aden) it is 1500 miles long, and from 
west to east (i.e. from Port Sa'Jd to tbe·Euphrates) it 
is 600 miles wide and the-area is 12,00,000 sq. miles. 

Physical Fealu1es. The vast country 'of Arabia is 
largely unpopulated, sandy, and mountainous. It isa 
desert without water. There is practically no river 
worth the name. People generally depend on ·the 
strean,.s running from the m~untains,-taliks,-and .wells 
in. the'_9pen fielet. The climate is hot 'and dry. The 
vast· 'desert extending from Syria.· to Arabia' on the 
north is tbe largtst desert Qf Arabia, .wllich the Arabs 
call ,.the Syrian desert" and the' ilo~Jo~rabs "the 
Arabian desert". The second largest desert is "ad
Dabn5." -(i.e. sandydesert), whiCh is also n'amed ar
Rub' al-Khlll" (solitary quaTter). This desert lies in . 
1 ~ 0 N. Lat. and 2°E. Long .• and itS' ~ea is 2,50,000 . 
sq. miles. Right across the country rut~~s the largest 
'chain of mountains from the south (Yemen) to the 
norf.b, (Syria) known as "jabal-us-Sarlt," its highest 
peak being 8000 feet. , ., · . . 

As said before, AraJ>ia lras rto ,rivers wortbf the 
name; but this lack is amply compensated for by the 
streams which continually nm from the mountains 
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and which keep the skirts of mountains and valleys 
fertile. These streams running side by side develop 
into an artificial river, which, in its turn, either loses 
itself in the sands of the desert or flows into the sea. 
The kings of Arabia, . in ancient times, bad built 
dykes to check the flow of streams because they in 
case of a ftood assumed a threatening attitude. The 
towns and provinces of Arabia which are situated on 
the coasts are generally fertile, and particularly so is 
the province of Yemen situated on the coast of the 
Iadian Ocean_ and the Red Sea. Tbis portion is, there
fore, known among the Greeks as "Arabia fertile". 
'Umln, Ha.Qramaut, Nejd, and Tl'if are the most pro
ductive parts of Arabia. 

Products of Arabia. The products of_ Arabia mostly 
consist in dates, apples, and other kinds of fruits. 
Lands of cultivation are also met with here and there. 
Among the· ancient nations, Arabia had been noted 
for her mines , of silver and gol_d and perfumeries. 
Notices oLthe gold mines and frankincense of Arabia 
are found· both in the Bible and classics. Hamdinl 
has mentioned the mines of Arabia in S•Jit•-]fiZirat
il-' Arab in detail,, while Burton bas written fl book 
on the subjec-t, entitled Tile GoUl Mi.s of Mlliaff. 
The coasts. of 'Uml.n and Bal)rain are, so to ~peak, 
mines of peuls, where every year thousands of divers 
are engaged in. fishing pearls. But Arab merchants 
have a very small sh~re in the fruits of ~eir labours,. 
the HoD's sb,ere going to the pockets of English com
panies. In 1910, the pearls of Bal_uain only were 
estimated at-£ 12,00,000. 

Of the animals found in Arabia; the horse is un
paralleled .in beauty _and speed, aod the camel is the 
most useful and ,valuable. Deer, lions, and other ani- . 
mals are also found here. Herodotus has mentioned. the 
flying and deadly snakes of Arabia also. which is testi
.fied ._to by Moses's speech (Deut. viii. 15). But they do 
not exist. now. · 
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PROVINCES OF ARABIA 

Arab geographers have divided their country, 
exclu~ing Mesopotamia and Arabian Syria, into five 
provinces, i.e. Til;llmah, ~ijlz, Nejd, Yemen, and 
• ArOcJ. Many modem geographers treat Tii)Amah ·as a 
p~r~f IJijiz The largest range of mountains in Arabia 
Jabal-us-Sarit forms the line of demarcation. The 
range which begins from.the extreme nort.h (the land 
of Syria) and ends in the extreme bqundary of Arabia 
(Yemen) splits Arabia into .two . parts-eastern and 
western. The western part, 'which i~ smaller t~~n tJle 
eastern in area, stretches in length from the, bor~ers 
of: Syria to those pf Yemen, andinbreadth from·· the 
skirt of the abov~ mountain to the coast of ·the .·Red 
Sea. This part is better known as ~ijlz. The low-lying 
lands on the south of IJijiz (on the side of Yemen) 
are known as 'fil;limah and <fbor (which l.iterally 
~an low-lying lands). The eastern part which is 
generally high in level, extending from the mountain 
"SarJt'' . to :Mesowtamia. is known as Nejd (which 
signifies high la!ld). The h'-llY.. tract lying betw~en 
Til;llinah. and Nejd lS .~l~e4 . .1~11az ~ecause it stands 
as. a. barnet ~~"een the bvo co"Untnes · (and th~ wor<J 
••IJijlz" Oil "(lljiz" litera,l!y means screen Qr barri~r). 
Yaral.ma,. 'Umi.D, .BabraiD, and other tow1;1s .ly1Dg 
bet~een . • Iraq on the southern borders of N ~j~ an_d 
the· Pers1an Gulf are known as • ArucJ, because tbls 
whole tract makes a curve line and • • . • Arild " means 
c;.rve. The southern part stretching from the coast$. 
of the Red Sea up to those of the gulf of •Umll,n (exclud
ing IJijJI,~ and • ArOcJ) i$ known as Yemep,.as this .is a 
fertile and blessed land (and· Yumn· means blessing). 

HOVINCE Of. 'ARUD ,,i. 

It comprises three districts, i;e, Yamlma, Bal:uain, 
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and 'Uman. 
(a) Yamiima. It is bounded, on the east, by 1Um~n 

and Bal:lrain; on the south, by Al).q§.f (sandy desert); 
on the west, by J:IijU and a portion of Yemen; and on 
the north, by Nejd. The northern portion of Yamlma 
is very fertile. . 

In ancient times Yamlma was the home of the 
tribes of Tasm and JadJs;1 The well-known towrts of 
the district were ijijr (tJrQadah) andJa'da. The ruins 
of the buildings and forts of thEf above tribes had been 
extant in Yamlma until the advent of Islam. The 
town ijijr, known also as "Qariab," was the head
quarters of the above tribes. Zarq!', the blue· eyed 
woman, who is said to have possessed such a piercing 
sight that she was able to descry an enemy at a dis
tance of three days' journey (i.e. ·thirty miles away) 
belonged to Y amlma. A little before the advent of 
Islam Yam!ma was the residence of the famous tribe 
of Banti Hanlfah, an offshoot of the tribe of Bakr 
bin W!'ll. ·A deputation of this tribe waited on the 
Prophet in 8 H. and embraced Islam. The impostor 
Musailamah, who \vas killed in war during the reign 
of Ab« Bakr, bel<)ng~d to the same'tribe. . . 
• .·.(b) Bal}rain, which Is al~o known as, "al~ll).s!' ;"is a 
coastal" town. It is boundeij by Yamlma on the west 
and.by the Persian Gulf on the east with 'lrlq above 
and ~Um!n· below it. As said before, Babrain is noted 
for pearls, where thousands of divers remain engaged 
in fishing pearls every year. · 

··The ol~ history of Bal).rafn is that the J adls (who 
had· occupied Yam!ma after defeating Tasm) were 
expelled by king ~isln. of Yam!ma and fled to 
Bai:train. Afterwards the'tribe o'f 'Abdul Qais(descend
ed from • Adn!n) occupied it. Some branches of 
Rabi'ah also lived here. In the sixth century C.E. 
Bal:lrain was under the suzerainty of the Persians, and 

. • 1. 'Vide Abu '1-Fidi', CNgr.rplty, Vc)J, I, P• 99. 
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"Manldhira," the Persian viceroy of 'lrlq and neigh
bouring towns, ruled over it. The famous Arab poet 
'farafah was killed in Bal).rain under the instruction 
of the descendants of Manldhira. In 6 a.· the ruler of 
Bal)rain, Mundhi!, son of SlwJ, embraced Islam with 
all his Arab subject5, and a deputation of the tribe of 
'Abdul Qais of Bal).rain waited on the Prophet. The 
moat remarkable event which took·place in Bal)ra:in 
in the MusJim age is that the Qarltnatah (the Carm·a
thians), who were half-Muslims and half-Magians, 
chose this place as the centre of their political ac
tivities. 

'(t) 'Umtin. It is bounded,· on the east', c.by the gulf 
of •Umln: on the south by Bal)rain; on·ttie west, by 
At:tqlf (sandy desert): and on the north, ·by Yemen·. 
The places on the coast are rich and fertile. The 
largest mountain here is Akh<Jar which is 3000 metres 
high. The mountains of 'Umln abound in mines, its· 
rivers in jewels, and its valleys in corn, fruits, and 
fragrant herbs. It is also noted for good horses, cows, 
and goats. Arab historians ascribe the town of •Umin 
to •Umlh bin Qal)tln, but ~ccording to the Old 
T~tam~nt it sbould be ascribed to •Umln bin Lot.· 
An offshoot ofthe tribe Aid; also known as A~ad, 
lived her" bt'fore Islam. · "·' 

' ' 

u~ PROVINCE OF NE~p · ·· · 

Nejd, which is a fertile high larid in the centre of 
Arabia, is 1200 metres above the -sea' level. It is 
surrounded on three sides by deserts, and consequently 
se~ure~· from the foreign attaq~s. •and. interference. 
It ts bOunded, on the north, by the Syria,n desert: o!i 
tt.e west, by the de!ert · of Hijlz ; ·on. the east ·by 
Al)qlf (sandy desert) i and on ·the south, by the pro-
vince of Xatlll.ma. · · 

Nejd was formerly the home of the famous tribe' 
Bakr bin Wi'il under the leadership of Kulaib, whose 

4 
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assassination led to the furious war between the tribes 
of Bakr· and Tagblib which continued Qoabated for 
forty year. The Arabian State of Kindah, which 
claimed equality with the. kingdom of ijlrah was in.,. 
eluded in t}le province of Nejd. When Qabld, the 
father of Nausherwan, adopted the religion of Mazdak. 
the rulers of. Kin9ab,; (with a view to obtaining the· 
Persian Emperor:s favour against the Manldhira) .also 
embraced that religion which ultimately led to their 
downfall. . , 

Tl;\~ descendants of 'Aqnln had occupied Nejd for 
a very long time past. In the later period, the fa~a,pus 
brancb,Tai of the J{ahli.nictribe settled in its m'tlun
tainous pl~c~. Here also liv.ed the ~la.n,., of Ghatf•n
for whose chastisement th" Propb~t . of Islam led ··an· 
expedition in 4 H. The tribes of Hawlzin and Salim 
occupied the western side ·of N ejd. A certain clan of 
tbe tribe of ij:attm also lived here.. · 

. PROVINCE OF YB.MEN 

Ye-~en is the most fodile and civilised provinc'e·. 
of Arabia. Before as w~l as. after Islam it was t~e · 
centre of Iear~ii?.g and ~ture. Its pasti!S wrap~d1n 
darkness. Ruins· of buildmgs and forts;ar~ met ·with 
here in plenty, which testify to its past glory. The 
neighbouring empires of Rome, Persia, and Abyssinia 
led successive invasions into Yemen, sometimes 
with success• .. Tbe Greek and Roman historians have 
left. an info~ma.tive. account of· Yemen,· and archaeo
logical experts have also .made contribution theretO . 

. The administrative boundary of. the province of 
Yemen always varied in different timesunder·different 
governmenis. It. is bounded, on the- south, by the 
Arabian Sea; on the west, by the Red Sea; on the 
north, by ij:ijaz, Nejd, and Yamama; and on the east, 
by 'Um!n- and, .Bal)rain. So far a~· our information 
of its past histor.y goes, it was divided into a number 
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of State;; and several tribes, such as the Amalekites, 
the Minaeans, the •A.dites, the Sabaeans, and the 
Himyarites founded their kingdoms here from time 
t"o time· (details will be given in due course). They 
erected magnificent buildings here, the relics of which 
are still visible. Embankments were constructed here 
to control the springs of water frorn the mountains 
and utilise thern for irrigation purposes. The most 
famous of these, viz. Ma'rib, is mentioned in the 
Qur'lin also.2 India, Persia, Abyssinia, Egypt, and 
Mesopotamia had their commercial relations with 
Arabia through the inhabitants of Yemen. It was the 
centre of trade in minerals and spices, and exported 
perfumeries to the civilised countries of the world. · 

The Abyssinians, nearly a century before Islam, 
captured Yemen and ruled over it for seventy years. 
They were at last displaced by the Penians Badhan, 
the Per.5ian Governor of Yemen, embraced Islam in 
7 H. and its inhabitants who had been mostly Jews 
accepted Islam through • Ali bin Tllib in 10 H. The 
famous tribe of Yemen, Hamda.n, also accepted the 
new Faith. 

A large number of tbe old towns of Yemen are either 
barren or are sunk in sand. Some are populated, but 
their names have changed. The vastness of its area 
and the density ofits population can be judged from 
the fact that it was, according to the historian 
Ya'qiibi, divided formerly into eighty-four districts. 
The well-known districts are the following: 

(a) IJ'l4ramaut. It lies on the coast of the Indian 
Ocean. It is bounded, on t_he north, by the Indian 
Oc~an 1 on the south, by al·Rub' al-Khali (Solitary 
(Quarter), and Al)q§.f; and on the west by $an'a. It was 
originally the home of Qal)tli.n (Y oqtan or J oktan), 
father of the Yemenite Arab3 The Old Testament 
has na~ed one of hi; twelve sons as "Hazarmaveth'' 3 . 

2. xxiv. 16. 
3. Genesis x, 26. 
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and so it is believed that this tract of land was named 
after its first inhabitant as Hadramaut. Here an 
independent State was. set up by 'its people, a short 
account of which has been given by _Ibn. KhaldOn.4 

It was also the original home of the 'Ad and Thamiid 
but subsequently the former shifted to Al)qlf and 
settled there. 

(b) The Towns of AIJqiif. The "Rub' al-Kbali" 
(Solitary Quarter) which extends over Yamama, 
•Uman, Ba}Jrain, ~agramaut, and the western portion 
of Yemen is not worthy of human habitation. Some 
people, however, settled in its vicinity, particularly in 
that part which stretches from ~agramaut to Najr5.n. 
Though this is a deserted land now, in old times it 
was the home of the famous tribe of 'Ad who met the 
Divine wrath and perished. 

(b) $an'ii. This is the heart of the province of 
Yemen and centre of ancient Arabian civilisation. It is 
situated on the coast of the Indian Ocean and Red Sea, 
on the north-west corner of Arabia. Here the Minaeans, 
the ij:imyarites, and the Sabaeans established their 
large kingdoms, and it was here that the well known 
dyke was built. ?af5.r, Uz5.l, and Ma'rib were the 
headquarters of different governments. The Queen of 
Sheba also belonged to this place. The well-known 
castles such as Ghamd5.n, Na'it, Rubdah, $arw!l.I and 
Madar had also been erected in San'5., the ruins of 
which were. witnessed by J:lamdlni himself in the 
fourth century of the.lslamic era. 

(d) Najran. It is a small town between Al)q5.f and 
'A.sir. In old times Bajilah. bin Naz5.r, descended from 
the Ishmaelites, settled here. Before the advent of 
Islam, Christianity was spread here by the Romans 
and Abyssinians. The Jewish kingdom of Yemen tried 
to convert the Christialis to Judaism by force, but 
theChristian empires of Rome and Abyssinia always 

4. History Vol. II,'p, 30. 
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came to their rescue. In N ajrAn there was a magnifi
cent church which was known among the Arabs as 
"Ka'bah-i-Najrln". In 9 H. a Christian delegation 
of Najr!n waited on the Prophet of Islam, and was 
allowed to put up in th_e Prophet's mosque. 

PROVINCE OF HIJAZ 

~ijlz, which is situated on the coast of the Red 
Sea, is referred to in the Old Testament as FArln, a 
place of divine manifestation. It is bounded, on the 
east, by Nejd; on the south, by 'A sir; on the west, by 
the Red Sea i and on the north by Arabian Syria (or 
Arabia Petra). Right across the country runs a chain 
of mountains, known as Jabal-us-Sarat, from the. 
south to the north, its highest peak being 8000 feet. 
Streams running through the mountains keep the 
country fertile, which abounds in gardens and culti· 
vable lands. That part is most fertile which is 
situated on the coast of the Red Sea and the rest is a 
sandy desert where agriculture is impossible. The 
largest coastal town of ~ijAz is J eddah, the port of 
Mecca, and the second largest coastal t.own is Yambu', 
the port of Medina. The important towns of IJijllz .are 
Mecca, Medina,,and l'l'if. · 

(a} Mecca. Mecca or Becca, a'so known as Umm
ul-Qurl, or the mother. of towns, is the headqua~ters 
of the province of ~ijlz. It was founded by Prophet 
Abraham (Ibrlhim) where hisson Ishmael (IsmA'il) 
migrated and where the Prophet of Islam was born. 
It lies in 21°38'N. Lat. and 40°9'E. Long. 

It is .nearly 330 metres above the sea lev~L It is 
bounded on all sides by mountains. At present, it is 
nearly 30 killometres long from east to west and nearly 
1.5 killometres broad from south to north. . 

In 2500 :B.c. :rt.;te.c~~ wasa st.tjo,n of the commercial 
caravans. Approximatdy in 2000 B c. Abraham and 
his son Ishmael together built here an, altar in the 
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name of God; which was named Ka'bab. The descend· 
ants of Ishmael had been supteme here until the ri!e 
of the Qahta.pids into prominence. In the later period 
Qusayy; descended from 'Ishmael, succeeded in carv
ing out a kingdom. He was the father and founder of 
the Qurayshites, who in the course of time became the 
masters of the town. They set up· a government of 
their own, and various departments of the adminis
trationwere entrusted to various heads of the family. 
Some of the Ishmaelite Arabs settled in the neigh-
bouring towns' of Mecca also. · ·' 
· (b) Medina. It was originally called Y athrib. When 
it was· adopted by the Prophet as bis . residence it 
became known as Medinat·un-Nabi of the city of the 
Prophet, which in the course of time became al
Madinah or simply "Madinah". Thetownis619metres 
above the sea level, and lies in 24.15'N. Lat, and 
39.5S'E. Long. It is situated on· the north of the 
Equator. In shmmer its temperature rises up to 28°, 
and in winter it is 10° above zero at day and s• below 
zero at night, and consequently in winter water is 
frozen into ice. · 

The town of Y'athrib was fitst occupied by the 
Amalekites. They were followed by the Jews and then 
by two clans of the tribe of. Azd known as Aus and 
Khazraj. The latter two were given the title of An~~r 
(helpers) by the Prophet of Islam, as they welcomed 
the religion of Islam and extended their hospitality 
and support to the Muslim migrants. 

(c) Ta'ij. T5.'if is, so to speak, a paradise of }:iijlz 
It is a tertile and healthy place where rich people of 
ijijlz generally pass their summer. Before the mig
ration, the Prophet went to Tl'if to preach his 
religion but he was refused even a hearing. In 8 H. 
it was laid stige to by the Prophet. In 9 H. the head 
of the tribe embra-ced Islam:· which resulted in his 
assassination by his own people. Brit his voice did 
not prove a cry in the wilderness:' The same year :a 
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delegation of that tribe waited on the Prophet and 
embraced Islam. 

Other Towns of the }Jijaz. The following places and 
towns of ijijlz are noteworthy : . ·· 

(1) ]awj or Wadi-ul-Qura, on the north of Medina. 
It was inhabited by the Thamtidites with Hijr a~ 
their capital. The .Qur'5.n also m~ntions the to.wn and 
its people. It is better known as Mad~.'in $5.1il;l (the 

. towns of $5.lil)) after its Prophet. ~ , 
. (2) Tabuk. It was in this place that the Prophet 
of Islam stayed for some time to make preparations 
to meet the Roman attack, and in this connection he 
had to pass through the town of ijijr also. , 
. (3) Kha1ba.r, on the west of Medina. It was a 

stronghold of the Jews and centre of their political 
activities. In 7 H. the Prophe't of IsJam conquered it. 

(4) Midian, on tile coast of the Red Sea opposite 
to ijijr. It was the home of Prophet joshua, father-in
law of Moses, and the capital of the Midianite govern-
ment. ,. 

At the commencement of Islam, the above towns 
were in the hands of the Jews, who had strong forts 
also. They were, however, co~quered by the Muslims 
during the Prophet's lifetime~ . 

Arabia,nSyrla. ArabianSyria, called by the Greeks 
Arabia Petra, comprises the whole tract running across 
Syria, Egypt, Syrian desert, I:Iij5.z, and Nejd. This 
portion of Arabia has an historical importance. It was 
here that Moses had the honour to converse with God, 
on the mount Sina'i, and in its vicinity lies the promised 
land which was bestowed by God on the descendants 
of Isr5.'il. The modern archaeological researches have 
considerably added to the importance of thf~territory. 
The Amalekites lived here and founded a very power
ful kingdom which sometime extended it!? sway even . 
over ~tja.z; and which comprised Balqa', 'Um5.n, 
Busra, and Tadmur, etc. 1 he last mentioned town was 
noted 'for its commerce. The name of Zab5. (Zenobia).~ 
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a queen of this place;' has been proverbially koown 
among the Arabs. Sometime before the in•uguratit>n 
of Islam, the Ghassl\nids ruled over it with :Susra as 
its capital. Hamdl\nl writes that after Islam the Bantl 
'Ajal settled in Arabian Syria extending '!P to Aleppo. 
The clan of Rab!'ah, a branch of the Tal, also settled 
here, and several ofhhoots of theJadbJmah 1J.Qurished 
near Ghaza. At the advent of Islam all these towns 
and villages were in the hands of tht(Arab Christians 
and jews under the suzerainty of the RoiJ)an Empire. 

Arabian 'lrlq. Arabian 'lrlq, known amonc ,th~ 
Greeks as Arabia Deserta, ~ompJ'iaes t.he whole tract 
stretching across the Persian' Gulf, the . Euphrates, 
the Syrian desert, and Nejd. In old time~. the 
Amalekites founded here~ large kingdom. A clan .o1 
the RabJ'ah also lived ·here for some time. In the 
Muslim period, during the reign 6f the second c,liph 
'Umar, the towns of Kufah and Busra were built here, 
whieh had long remained the centres of Arabic litera
ture, civilisation, and culture. 

Ibn Khaldtln writes th'at before Islam, the .' Abfd: 
founded a State at Sanjlr in 'Ifl.q near the Euphrates; 
whose· last ruler was named l;>izal) bin .Mu'lwiyah .. 
The ruins of the buildings of this family are'· still 
extant in· the plain of Sanjl.r. One of the brancpes of 
the Taj, viz. "Zubaid/' flourished here, and a branch 
of the Banu 'Ajalspread all over Yemen and 'lrlq. 
At the advent of Islam the Arab family of Manl.dhira 
ruled over •IrAq, under Persian suzerainty, with 
~rrah, near KtHab, as its capital. · 
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Chapte1 5 

INTRODUCTORY 

Historians have divided human race into three great 
classes: ( l) Aryan or Indo-European, e.g. Indians, Per
sians, English, French, etc.; (2) Turanian, or Mongolian, 
e.g. Chinese, Japanese, Mongolians, etc.; (3) Semitic, 
e.g. Arabs, Aramaeans, Hebrews, Assyrians, Chat;. 
deans, Phoenicians, etc. · · 

Some scholars have divided mankind according to 
their colours as follows: (1) White race, which in
cludes the Semites and Europeans 1 (2) Black race, or 
Red race, which includes the natives· of Africa i (3) 
Yellow race, which includes the Chinese, Japanese, 
and the Turanian peoples. 

Another division of human race ·(after the Deluge 
of Noah) is given in the Old Testament.' Noah. had 
three sons, J apheth, Ham, and Shem, and the descend
ants of these three brothers led to the three divisions 
of. human race, as detailed below : 

Sons of }t~phelh. They were seven: Gomer> Magog, 
Madai~ Javan, Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras. 

Sons of Ham .. They were .four : Cush (father of 
Abyssinians), Mizraim {father of Egyptians), Canaan 
(father of Phoenicians), and Phut. 

(a) Cush had five sons, viz. Seba, Havilah, Subtab, 
Raamah, and Sabtechah. · · 

{b) Mizraim bad seven sons, i e. Ludim, Anamim, 
Lehabim, Naphtubim, Pathrusim~ Casluhim (out of 
whom came Philistim), and Caphtoriril. 

· {c) Canaan had eleven sons; i.e. Sidon, Heth, 
Jebusite, Amorite, Girgasite, Hivite; ·Arkite, Sinite, 
Arvadite, Zemaiite, and Hamathite. 

1. V id1 Geneaia. 
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Sons of Shem. They were five: Elam, Asshur, 
Arphaxad, Lud, andAram. Aram'ssooswere: Uz,Hul, 
Get her, and Mash. Arphaxad had only one son named 
Salah, and the latter's son Eber had two sons: (i) 
Jaktan (Qal)!~n), father of tbe Qaht~nid Arabs, and 
(ii) Peleg, ancestor of Abraham. 

How far the,Biblical division of human race con
forms to the modern researchBs is not easy to say. 
A group of the European scholars characterises it as 
unworthy of serious consideration. Tbe rationalistic 
secUon of the Europeans bold tbat the division of the 
human race given in the Bible is not genealogical or 
physiological, but geographical and political. 2 Those 
European scholars who aim at reconciling between 
reason and tradition maintain that the Biblical 
a~counts and the results of modern researches do not 
differ but only in name, a.od assert that the names 
mentioned in the Old Testament ·correspond to the 
old historical names either of peoples or countries, 
with some modifications nece55itated by the lapse of 
time and linguistic difierences.3 If we minutely 
observe the genealogical table of the Old Testament, 
we arrive at the conclusion that it only refers to the 
peoples and places uf Palestine and its neighbourhood, 
such as, Assyria, Syria, Babylone, Chaldea, Media, 
Egypt, Damascus. Africa, Siol'i and Arabia. · 

ThB Semites. Whatever be the viewpoint of the 
division of human race...:....whether we divide it genea
logically, according to the Old Testament (i.e.Japbetb, 
Ham, and Shem), or philologically (i.e. Aryan, 
Turania.n, and Semitic), or we divide it according to 
colours (i.e. Wnite, Red, a.od Yellow)-the peoples 
inhabiting Arabia, Syr~.a .. and 'lr!q are grouped in the 
same stock of human race. We may call them Banii 
Sam (descendaJ:Its of Shem) after the Old Testament. 

2. EncycloJHINlia Britonica. Vo. fiO{IV, p. 618. 
. 3. Bevan. GeotraPIIy of Trw•t. 
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or Semites according to philologists, or white peoples. 
The only difference between Bano S!m and Semites 
is that the former will include only those peoples who 
are c;Iescended from Sft.m (Shem) according to the Old 
Testatltent, but the latter will include aU th<>se 
peoples who used to speak or now speak the Semitic 
languages. Thus the descendants of Elam who resided 
-on the borders of the Penian Gulf, and those of Lud 
who lived in Ludia, will be excluded from the Semitic 
races, because they never spoke Semitic l whereas the 
Ph~nicians, the Babylonians, the Abyssinians, and 
tile -Amorites will be counted amQng the Semites as 
they always spoke Semitic.4 

' 

4. Encyclop~dia Bt'itannica, Article on Semitic languages. 
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THE ORIGINAL HOME OF THE SEMIT:E:S 

The Arab historians are unanimous that the. original 
borne of the Semites was in Arabia.. But the European 
scholars are divided on the question. Their views al'e 
given below. · -

(1) The original home of the Semites was in-~frica 
where the descendants of Ham, brother of Shem, 
could be traced even in the historic period .. The argu
ment for this theory is that there is a very close 
affinity between the Semitic and Hamitic languages, 
and that the Semites a11d Hamites, specially those 
of South Arabia, are similar in physique. 

This argument, however, is very strange. If one of 
two brothers, who resemble each other, lives in 
Africa, does it necessarily follow that the other brother 
also must live in Africa? Why is it not supposed 
that the Hamites after having lived with the Semites 
for a considerable time separated from them, and a_s 
a consequence of their common origin and long co
residence, they still retain some points of resemblance 
with their brothers, the Semites. The physical resem
blance between the South-Arabians (the Yemenites) 
and the Abys3inians (descendants of Ham) is quite 
natural because the latter are the mixed descendants 
of the former. Abyssinia was not a separate and 
independent country, but only a colony of the 
Yemenite Arabs.1 This is why we find that ancient 
historians did not recognise Yemen and Abyssinia as 
two separate countries, but two parts of the same 
country, viz Ethiopia. 

(2) The original home of the Semites was in 

t. Encyc.Z.prBilia B'ilannica, Vol. ll, p. 264. 
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Armenia and KurdisU.n. No argument save a refer
ence in the Old Testament has been adva'nced 'in 
support of this theory, and even that reference has 
!)een misunderstood (as the reader will find it later 
on). The most learned Orientalist~ Noldeke, therefore, 
declares this theory to be untenable,2 , 

(3) The original home of the Semites was in the 
lower portion of the Euphrates. This is the view o,f 
the-Italian Orientalist, Professor Guidi~ whose argu
ment can 'briefly be described as folJows : 

Every language must in the beginning consist of 
such words only as are necessary to express elementary 
requirements, and such words much be found, as a 
hereditary measure, in the different offshoots of that 
language. Now, those ·words which are ,commonly 
found in all the Semitic languages must guide us to 
locate the original home of their authors (i.e, the 
Semites), and being guided by this principle we come 
to the conclusion that the original home of the Semites 
was in the lower portion of the Euphrates .. 

Noldeke refutes this view also by saying (a) that 
the comm·on words for elementary necessaries haye 
been wiped out of existence bythe lapse ol time, and 
(b) that the very assumption, viz. all the words for 
elen1entary necessaries must be common in the prin
cipal 'language and its offshoots, does not tally with 
reason, e.g. tent, boy, man, old, and some other 
words which are most elementary are not common in 
all the Semitic languages, and {L} that those words 
which are ::ommon between the Semites of the north 
and those of the south must, according to Professor 
Guidi's theory, have come into existence in their 
original home, but the fact is that such words can 
hardly be traced near. the Euphrates. · 

Before Guidi the same sort of argument was ad
vanced by Von Kremer, who held that the ancient 

2. Ibid., Vol. XXIV, p. 620, 
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home of the Semites was near the Oxus and Jaxartes 
in Central Asia. That two conflicting conclusions could 
be derived from the similar data is enough to refute 
both of them. 

(4) Arabia was the birthplace of BanQ Slm (sons 
of Shem). This theory which is substantiated by facts 
and arguments· finds favour with a large number of 
historians of E\lrope and America, such as De Goege, 
Schrader, Winckler, Tiele, Meyer, Sprenger, Noldeke, 
Keane, Robertson Smith, Samuel Laing, W. Wright 
Sayee, R. W. Rogers, etc., etc. 

, The argument in supp~rt of this theory can be put 
briefly as follows : 

(a) History proves that many early nations origin
ally bel9nging to Arabia settled in other lands. 

(b) Of all the Semitic languages Arabic is the 
nea.re.st to the original Semitic language. 

(c) The physical structure of the Arabs bears strik
ing resemblance to the Semitic structure. 

(d) The nomadic mode of Arabian life is a relic of 
the primitive and antiquated life of the Semites.3 

Now I quote below the views of some well-known 
historians and philologists who hold that Arabia was 
the birthplace of the Semites: .. , ·. 

(1) Tlie Semit~c ~r~ditions conclusive!~ prQve tb~t 
Arabtawas the pnm1bve home of the Semttes. Arab1a 
is the only tract of land which hai ever since remain
ed Semitic.· Racial characteristics, religious fanati
cism, aloofness from foreigners, nomadic mode of life, 
etc., prove the birthplace of the Semites to have been 
iii a land of desert-Sayce.4 

(2) According to my conviction all the Semites c~n 
be traced· to Arabia. They divided themselves into. a 
number of tribes and sections. Who knows how· many 

• tribes preceded the Canaanites we meet with in the 

3. R. W. "Roiers, History of Bt~bylon anrl A.ssvria, Vol. I, pp. 306-7. 
4. V i4f hi a .fuyrslitl Gl-ammar. 
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bqioning of history-Dr Sprenger.' 
(3) Religious anecdotes, philological researches, 

historical and geop-apbical evidences prove conclu
sively th~t the origlo~l home of the Semitic races ~as 
in Arabia-Schrader. 

(4) The first home of the Semite~ was. Central 
Arabia, whence different dans migrated t9 Syria, 
Bilot>~lou, 'Um.J.Q and Yemen, pushing off their prede
ctSiOI"fi .towards Kurdistan, ArQlel)ia and Africa-De 
Goege. ·· , 

(5} It is almost clear that tbey (tbeAssyrians) came 
{fQUl Ar11bia, the birthplace of· tbe Semites, tbOI)Jih 
tJJey afterwards changed tbeir nomadic life (and a<iopt
ed a purely agricultural mode of life) in accordance 
'4Jitb the local environments and circumstances-
Heeren.6 

· (6) It will take u& some time to decide which of 
the views held by different scholars is correct, but at 
present I agree with Schrader and De Goege (quoted 
above)....-W. Wright.' . 

Professor R .. W. Rogers says: 
Wbouce these invaders (the Semites) cjme is not certain •. It 

b~ been thought by some that they came from the north·east 
t,J,.rpqgb the passes of the Kurdista.n mountaips, a.nd that Baby
loQk w~ the land in which they had their irst aational develop
~~ ~ frpm w:hich they .spread over western Asia t,q ma~ 
gretP-t ~reer& as Arabians. CI(Lnaa~ites and Aramaeans. lhis view, 
o'-ce atated and supported with suppressing learning, ls now 
alnJ.ost abaodoned, and ,but few great !lames may b.e gted among 
its aci&.erents. A aecend vi.ew finds the original boine ol the 
Semllqs in Africa eit}J.er in tbe nortb·e~stern or uortb·western 
patt of the great continen~. rt will be idle to deny that strong 
lia;ui~tic support for this view m~y, be found in the recognized 
affinity between the Semitic languages and Egyptian, Coptic, 
Berber and the Kushite (Bisbaree, Galla, Somali, et.:.) languages. 
But wben all has been said in fuour of this view, there still 

5. Vitl• his G.ogl'apll.y of Aru:uttl Al'abia: 
6. Ville his Hislol'ical ReseAI't:ll•s of Ancilal Cr~••nce andPoli4ics, Vol I, 

p. 292. 
7. Vid• hi• Gl'am•ar of Semitic LawguagiS. 
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remain more potent considerations in favour of a third view, that 
the. origanal home of the Semites was in Arabia, out of which 
they came in succes~ive waves of migration to find larger and 
mo,:-e bountifullands in Babylonia, Mesopotamia, and even in the 
far western land of Canaan. This latter view seems ·ever to find 
fresh supports in the newer facts and to me it is clearly the best 
solution of the problems.• 

Samuel Laing writes : 
Our point seems sufficiently clear; that wherever may have 

been the original seat of the Aryans, that of the Semites most be 
placed in Arabia. Everywhere else we can trace them as an immi· 
grating or invading people,. who found prior populations of 
difter,ent races, but in Arabia they seem to.have been original. 
Thus in Chaldea and Assyria, the Semites are represented in the 
earliest history and traditions coming from South, partly by 
the Persian Gulf and partly across the Arabian and Syrian deserts. 
In Arabia alone we find Semites and Semites only, from the very 
beginning.!l 

The most authentic writer on the subject, Noldeke, 
writes in the E•cycloptBdia B1Uannica, in his article 
on "Semitic languages" : 

Some prominent scholars consider the birthplace of the 
Semitic race to have been in Arabia. There Is much that appears 
to support this theory. History proves that from a very 
early period tribes from the deserts of Arabia settled on the 
~ultivable lands which border them and adopted a purely agri· 
co.ltural mode of life. Various traces in the language seem to 
indicate that the Hebrews and the Aramaeans are originally 
nomads and Arabia with its northern prolongation (the Syrian 
desert) is the true home of nomadic people~ The Arabs are also 
supposed to display the Semitic ~haracter in its purest form, and 
their language is, on the whole, nearer the original Semitic than 
are the languages oft he cognate races .... We willingly admitthat 
t~e theory which regards A.rabia as the primitive seat of all 
Semites is by no means untenable. to 

Another writer in his articJe on "Arabia" in the 
Encyclopcedia B'itlln•ica writes : 

Arabia is a land of Semite·. and is supposed by some scholars 
to have been the original home of the Semitic peoples. Although 

8. Op. cit., Vol. I,"p. 452. 
9. Vide his H11•a• O,.igi•. 

10. Vol. XXIV, p. 620. 
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this cannot be said to be proved, the studies, linguistic and 
archceological, of Semitic scholars have shown it to be probable. 
The dispersion from Arabia is easy to imagine The migration 
into Babylonia was sililple, as there are no natural .bo1p1daries to 
separate it from north·east Arabia, and similar migrations have 
taken place in historic times. That of the Aramceans at an early 
period is likewise free from any natural hindrance.n 

So fat; we discussed the questi~ri of. the origin,al 
home of the Semites frhm the viewpoints of language, 
customs, practices, physical resemblaace and natural 
evidences. Now let us approach the subjec~ from 
the historical standpoint. The oldest bistory on the 
subject is tbe Old Testament and th~re ·we find: ''And 
the whole earth was of .one language, and of one 
speech. And it came to .pass, as tliey journeyed. frOlll 
tJie east,. that they found a plain. in the land of Shinar 
[Babylonia]; an<f theydwelt there.· .... So the Lord scat
tered them abroad f.rom thence upon the face of aU 
the earth: and they left off to build the city. There
fore is the name of it called Babel.12 

Now the question is : What is mea.nt here by the 
east? Commentators of the Old Testament have not 
yet been able to give a definite answer t~ the ques
tion. It is, however, generally assumed that th~ east 
here means Armenia, beca~ the tilountain on which 
the Arc of Noah anchored is mentioned in the Old 
Testament under the name of ''Ararat'' which is 
supposed to be situated in Armenia'. But the diffi
culty is that Armenia is not situated to the east, 
either of Babylon or of Palestine. To remove this 
difficulty some say that Moses Jived in Egypt a.nd 
Arabia, and Armenia lies to the east of these coun· 
tries·;· while others say that as man first of all. knew 
the eastern horizon only (the east being the rising 
place of. the sun), Armenia has been referred to as 
an eastern country. It is hardly necessary to say 
that these suggestions are not worthy of serious con-

11. ,. ol IT, p. 263, 12. Genesis, xi. t, 2, 8, 9. 
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sideration. 
From the Biblical statement it is clear that Babylon 

was not the first residence of the Semites and that 
they migrated to that country from the east. 1n the 
language of the Bible the term "east" generally 
stands for the east of Palestine which was the place 
of the co~pilation of that Holy Book, viz. Babylon 
and Arabia. Babylon being the place to which theX 
(the Semites) migrated from the east, the term He;J.st • 
cannot but refer to the other country, viz. Arabia 
(the place from which they migrated). 

Our most ancient source of information after tbe 
Old Testament is The Antiquities of t'he Jews by Jose
phus, which is, in some sense, a commentary of the 
Old Testament. There we find: "They [the semitic 
raceslextended from the Euphrates up to tbe Indian 
Ocean." The land between the :Euphrat~s and the 
Indian Ocean cannot be any other country than Arabia. 

Another point to be noticed is that the Arabs alone 
have· claimed that their country was the first home of 
the Semites, and this claim which bas been substan
tiated by argument's and evidences is not disput,ed by 
any other people, Naturally, therefore, the Arabs' 
claim must be accepted as true. 

T~e hi~tC?t'ian Ibn Qutaibah (d. 276 u.) writes: 
. : · Sam .bin Nu\l (::ihem, a son of Noah) occupiecl the land lying 
bt>tween Mecca and the neighbouring territories, viz ... Yemen, 
l:lac;Iramaut, •Uman, Baf).rain, Bub rain, :Dabar, Daw and Dabn3..13 

·rhe.bistorion Ya'qubi (d. 280 H.) writes: 
The descendants of Sam (Sbem) bad :ijijiz, -Yemen arid other 

lands in the.ir occupation.l4 

The Qur'an, therefore, rightly characterises Mecca 
as "Ummul-Qur5." (mother of towns), as it says: 

So that you may warn "the mother of towns" (i.e. Mecca) and 
the people who live in its neigbbourbood.l5 

13. Kitlib-ul·Ma'ilrij (E~ypt), p. 10. 
14 T4ri11h (Lyden), p. 17. · 15. vi. 93. 



Chapt" 7 

THE MIGRATION OF THE SEMITES 

There have been four great upheavals in the his
tory of Arabia. Firstly, in about 3000 B.c., a large 
number of tribes mi~rated from Arabia and spread to 
Babvlon, Assyria, Egypt, and Phoenicia.· Secondly, 
in 1500 B c , the Edomites, the Moabites, and the 
Midianites of Arabia left their home for the neigh· 
bouring territories. Thirdly, the Minreans and the 
Sabreans migrated to some foreign lands. Fourthly. in 
the seventh c~tury c.E. (first century H.). the Arabs 
under the banner of Islam spread to foreign countrit!S 
far and wide. 

At present we are concerned only with the first 
upheaval of Arabia, viz. the emigration of the Semitic 
peoples from their primitive home .. The views and 
theories of several European and American scholars 
have already been given above, and more evidences 
in support of the theory of the Arabian origin of the 
Semites are given below. 

In 3000 B c. we find the Semitic peoples mig:at
ing from their original home. The Canaanites lived in 
Syria where the Phoenicians, after having left the 
coast of the Persian Gulf (Bal)rain), established com
mercial towns, improved the navigation system, and 
put an end to the .tEgian civilisation. They afterwards 
carved out a sea-route to Europe. Then the Hyksos 
invaders attacked Egypt ·where they succeeded in 
-~blishi~ a kingdom of their own. But th·e. history 
Of the- Bedouins of Arabia De~erta is still obscure In 
tile course of time, they took to building towns and 
fdundiog kingdoms, and their only source of income 
was commerce.1 

1. H11art, lfllto<iuction to History of AriJbia. 
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The Semitic races of the north, i.e. the Armen
ians, Assyrians and Canaanites, after having separat
ed from the cognate races, came. to Babylon and 
lived there for a long time as a· united body. It 
appears that the Armenians first separated, then the 
Canaanites, and at last the Assyrians. Just in this 
perio_d some of these tribes migrated to the south and __ 
settled on the coast of the Arabian peninsula, whence 
a section of them advanced to Africa and settled in 
Abyssinia.2 · 

The above assertions are corroborated by Muslim 
historians. Ibn Qutaibah, after describing the separ.a
tion of the different clans of the descendants of Sa.m 
(Shem); writes: 

From among them [the Semites] were the Amalekites 3 (who 
were composed of different tribes) who spread in different coun
tries and among them were the kings of Egypt and Babylon.4 

Ibn Khaldun writes: · 
The Semites had many kings and kingdoms in Arabi~, and 

some of their tribes extended their sway up to Syria and Egypt.s 

2. Schrader (W, Rigkt, Gr:unmar of S1milic Langt~ages, p. 9). 
3. The following etymological explanation of the word Amai1Te is 

given in the BncyclopCB4ia of Illaflf, Vol. I, p, 377: 
"Hubert Grimme has given an explanation free from objecUon of tbit 

name Melukh from the Old Teatamen' • Amalek' {broken. plural of a lin8111&r 
Amluk) with a proethetlc vowel hardened as often Ia Arable to •aiff and 
witb. the renderi~ (for which analogies may also be found) of Kaf by aD 
aspirate sounding likfl ghain in Sumerian : Thus there would really be 
eJ)igraphic ,ources for tbe existence of tbie first of the nations (Num. xu•. 
20) as early u the second half of the third millennium B.c," 

4. Kttllb ai-Ma'llrtf, p. 10 
5. Tlrffln, Vol. II, p. 2$9. 
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Genealogy f!! the Peoples of the Qu1'an (according 
· to the 014 T estament)6 

Noah 

. r 
·cush 

( 
Ham 

I 
l 

Mizraim 

I 
l 

Japheth 
I 

Shem 

I 
A.rphaxad Asshur 

The Se~it.es I 
(i.e, The 'Ad) 

r---~ 
Aram Lud 

.l 
Elam 

I . 
Heber 

I 
The Semites, II 

(The Thamiid, the Jurhamites,
1 

the Minaea11s, the"Tasm and 
the jadia) • 

I 
Salah 

I 
Eber 

I r 
Pelej 

l 
Joktin • 

r I 
l 

(ancestor of the J o~tanites, · 
the Sab-ans, the Tnbba's 
and the 'Abj'aainian) 

Haran 
I 

Lot 

Terah 
I 

Abraham 

r ---,~~----, 
Iahmael Isaac 

(father of the 
(t~hma~lltes) I 

Mldian (father of 
Midianites) 

r 
Niblt 

• 

lfa~her of the people of 
ljifr and the Helpen, qf 

Medina) 

(Isaiah alias Idom) 
(father of Job) 

. 1 
Kedar 

. (father of th<l" 
Quraysl:lltee) 

6- Genesis, i , si., 1:1:v. 

Jlb 
(father o~. the 

Israelites) 
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Chapter 8 

THE FIRST CHAIN OF THE SEMITES 

IJY: the first chain of the Semitic peoples are meant 
tlle original inhabitants of Arabia, who for various 
reaSons migrated to Babylon, Egvpt, and Syria. Arab. 
historians call tt em as•U mam-i-B!'idah{tb~ destroyed 
races), as they perished. after migration. Some refer 
t.o them. as 'Arab-i-•Ariball. _(unmixed Arabs). The Jews 
and some other ·people have.\Vr&~gly given them the 
Jlalll~ .of the Amalekites. ·. 

The European archaeological experts have not been 
able to give separate names to the different chains of 
the Semitic races. They vaguely term them as Semites. 
the Arabs, however, name them separately. 

The •Ad, the Tbamfld, the Jurhamites, the Lakh
rnids, the Tasm. ·and the J adJs are the most ancient 
races of Arabia. The •Ad wbo were greatest and most 
powerful people dominated over the whole of Arabia. 
According to the Arabian traditions, they had their 
kingdoms in Arabia, Babylon, and Egypt. The. Arab 
historians in general have traced the genealogy of 
the· •Ad and other cognate races to Araitl, $Qn of 
Shem. But the problem as to which clan was deScend
ed from which branch of the Aramaic race is difficult 
to solve. The -genealogical experts so much differ in 
their views that it is well nigh im.possible to reach a 
definite conclusion.1 · 

. 1 I quote below two genealogical tables as given by lbn Qutaibab in 
:lfua..•I·M•·•rif (one of the earliest sourc"!s), (Egyptian Edn., p. tO) and 
bv <lalqa&baodl in blt book SaN•iA-•1-DAtJAGb (one of the latest sources). 
(BOmbay Edn., pp. 13, 14): .. , · 

Ih g.Mila a.lfOilstJt!M . 
(l) •AIIl&llq, b. Uftdh, Araill, b. • Amltct. b. Uvldla, b. SAm 

Slm · · 
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The famous historian Ibn Khaldi.in has tried to 
solve the difficulty but with little sttccess. This much, 
however, is certatn that tbe Semites were descended 
from Sam (Shem) and that the Aramaic element was 
predominant in . them. Tpe Arabic lang~age contains 
many Aramaic words and phrases.2 The ·word 
"M~cca" is also Aramaic 3 The inscriptions of th~ 
Tha:mad available so far are also in the Aramaic 
charaCter." The Thamod were called Thamud-i-Aram' 
and the •Ad as •A.d-,i-Aram In this connection Ibn 
Khaldtln i\rtites: Formerly the •Ad were known as 
•Ad:i-~ram. When they perished, the Thamftd wete 
called _Thamod-i-Ar~m, and when the latter also 
perished, the Nimrod' were named as Nimrod-i-Aram. • 

If we analyse the Semitic peoples, we find that the 
most powedul dan was the • Ad. Some European 
autho~s of anc~en~ history have characterised the •Ad 
as fktitious :;1nd mythological, but they ate entirely 
mistaken. ih¢ recent discoveries have conclusively 
proved that th~ original inhabitants of Arabia (i.e. 
Semitic races} were . numerically very strong and 
established great kingdotrl,s in Babylon. Egypt, and 

(2) Jaclis, b. Lavidh, b. Ara.m, b. 
Sim 

(3) •.Ad bili oz-. b. Aram, b. Sim 
(4) Thamiid, b. Gether, b. Aram, b. 

Sim ' 
(5) 'fasm. 

2. P. Arnold, SawiJ-'us-Sabil. 

Jadis, b. Ar~m. b. Sim 

•Ad b. Uz, b. Aram, b. Sim 
Thamiid, b .. Geth~. b,' Aram b. 
Sam 
Tasm, b. Lavidh, b. Sim 

3. Jurji Zaida~. AJ.•Arabu-Qabl ai·IsiiJ•, p. 240. 
4. B•cycld,iJNlfij Brih11111ict1, Vol, XXIV, p. 626. 
5. Iba Khaldiio,~TIJrl.U, Vol. II, p. 71. 
6. l:~id., p. 7. . 

it i• DQtewort~y here tl:lat all the place• where ·the Semitic P80P1ea 
settled were, in ·tile course of time, D-1.med after A ram, ADd so the ()14 
Testament refers.to Mesopotamia (•Iriql a"s ·• A ram Nahraio" aild "Pacl&ll• 
aram," Syril'! as. "~ra~" and "Aram-i-Dam•tscus"; and nortb Ara\:ia &I 
•· Ar-1.m·f·!\rab". ¥oreqver, all the nld inscriptions that have been found in 
Babylon, Allfrla, Syria, CaD&&D, Phoenicia, ud north Arabia'~ either 
Aramaic or full of Aramaic word11. · 
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Syria. The Arabs call them collectively as •Umam-i
BI'idah, and separately as'Ad, Tbamod, Tas~,Jadis, 
etc., etc. . 

The most authentic ·source of our information is 
the Qur'ln which says: 

Did you not see what ·y~ur God~did to the •.Ad-i-Aram ?7 
,. ~emember (0 •Ad I) that GQd made you successors of the 

people of Noah~• 
The famous French .historian Sedles writes: "The 

bi$tory of Umam-i-BI'idah (destroyed races) is unre
liable. What is known or is presumed to be known is 
the fact that the •Ad had Egypt and Babylon in their 
posaession in 200Q B.C. and that they were known at 
that llme as Hyksos {the shepherd-kings) ·~ 9 It is need
less to say that this presumption is amply justified by 
historical evidences and archaeQlogical discoveries. 

7. The verN clearly shows that tile •lei were dosceoded hom An 
(IOD Of lheiD, IOD of Noah). 

8. 1'11. 69 •. 
9, Hl11tw1 of Arti6N 



Ch(jpee' 9 

THE •AD 

'·. The Te'm 'Ad. Of the Semitic languages Hebrew is 
the oldest. The Hebrew word for •Ad means "high and 
famous" and the words Aram and Shim also bear the 
same meaning. In Arabic also 'the word A"ram literally 
means a hill and milestone. In the Old Testament tbe 
word 'Ai is used for the males and 'Adah' for females, 
which fact sfnws that even'' in' early times the term 
'Ad was frequently in use. · · 

The Period·ot the' Ad. Date system was not in vogue 
during the pre-Islamic period ofArabia: and, therefore, 
the time of • Arab-i-Bl'idah is difficult to ascertain. 
But in view of the fact that Arab historians have de
scribed' Ad as the son of Uz, son of A ram, son of Shem, . 
son of Noah, it is likely that'the •Ad lived before 3000 
B c. The Qur'§.n has also referred to the •Ad as suc
cessors of the people of Noah, as it says: ··Remember 
(0 • Ad!) that God ma<le you successors of the people 
of Noah."2 Again, ••Verily, God destroyed the 'Ad, 
the first" (i.e. the first chain of the Semites). From 
the latter verse not only can the time of the •Ad be 
fixed but also our theory is confirmed that the first 
chain of the Semites and the Ad were one and the 
same peoole. It is, however, generally admitted that 
the real progress of the Semites began either in 2200 
or 2000 B c .• the period during which they invaded 
Egypt and Babylon. The period of the Ad-i-Aram, 
therefore, may be said to have begun from 2200 B.c. 
We also find that inl501 B c. another po.ver cam~ in
to being in Yemen (and that after the advent of M.>ses 

1. Genesis, xxsvi. 2. 
2. vii. 69. 
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whose time preceded 1500 B.c.), and so the •.Ad had 
been completely wiped out of existence in that period. 
Consequently we can fix the tjme of the •.Ad as begin
ning from 2200 B.c. and ending before 1500 B c. (we 
may roughly 11ay, in 1700 B.C ). The Holy ·Qur'ln 
mentions the •Ad to have perished before the time of 
Moses and Pharaoh, as it says : 

0 my people ! surely I fear for you the like of what befell the 
Hordes, the like of what befell the people of Noah and 'Ad and 
Thamud and those after them {!o said a follower of Moses to 
Pharaoh aod his people].3 

Some of the believer$ amoug the 'Ad, however, con
tinued to live until the beginning of the Christian era, 
and the Greeks have referred to them as ''Oditai" 
('.Ad) or" Adramitai" ('.Ad-i~Aram) in tbeir account of 

.. the inhabitants of J:laf)ramaut and Yemen. For dis
tinction the 'Ad of the first period are referred to as 
'Ad I and those of the second pe~iod as 'Ad II. 

The Home ojthe 'Ad. The 'Ad lived in the best part 
of Arabia,' viz. Yemen and ijac;tramaut, spreading 
from the coasts of the Persian Gulf to the borders of 
Mesopotamia.• Yemen was their capital, which extend
ed up to •Ira.q on the coast of tbe Persian Gulf, and 
from which place they used to travel far and wide 
with ease and peace s 
· KingdOMs of lhe 'Ad. Arabia bas practically no 

riwrs and, thet"efore, her people frequently migrated 
to the neighbouring countries. As theArabian peninsula 
is surrounded by water on the south, on the west, and 
SOUlewbatoD the east also, the Arabs usually frequent
ed the countries on the north and east, e.g. Babylon, 
Syria, and Persia. 

3. xl. 30. 3\. 
4. Ibn Qutaibah, Ma'l.rij (Egypt), p 10. 
S. Ac:eotdiua to S Laluaz (Huma• Origi•, pp. 33. 39) tbe favourite 

route of the • Ad was from Arabi .. to 'ld4 and thence to ditierent countries. 



Chapter 10 

ARABS OUTSIDE ARABIA 

{4000-1900 B.C.) 

We can study Arabs (or· 1Ad I) outside Arabia under 
the following heads : (I} the 'Ad in Babylon l (2) the 
'Ad in Egypt; (3) the •Ad in other countries; (4) the 
• Ad as described in the Qur'ln. 

Sectio11 1. The 'Ad i• Babylon 

That the Arabs once ruled over Babylon i,s a.dmit
ted by the Babylonians themselves and is confirmed 
by modern researches. Different evidences in support 
of this view are given below. 

The Arab,s' Evidence. Ibn Qutaibah writes in 'Kitab-
ul-Ma'iirij: 1 · 

From among them [the Arabs) were the Amalekites (who 
were composed of difier~nt tribes) who spread in different coun· 

. tries, and among them were kings of Egypt and Babylon. 
Ibn Khaldon says : 
The 'Ad and the Amalekites ruled over 'lriq. It is said that 

·· when the descendants of Ham opposed them, they migrated from 
.Babylon to Arabian peninsula.z 

lbn-un-Nadim wdtes: 
They left 'Iraq for l;lijiz (at the time of their migration from 

Babylon) in fear of the Hamitic kings.3 · · .. 
The Persians' Evidence. The Persians assert thi:lt 

the Arabs were the ancient rulers of 'lriq and Babylon; 
and that after Jamshid (who was a contemporary of 

t. P. tO. 
2. Killib-ul-' /bar (Egypt), Vol. II, p. 18. 
3. Al-Fillrist (Europe), p. 28. 
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Shem, son of Noah) :Qal)l)lk, an Arab, occupied thme 
countries. The Arabs also testify to it, as the celebrat
ed historian Tabarl states : 

The people of Yemen daim that king J;>ab~ik bin ·Alwin be
longed to their nationally .... It is also narrated that J;>a9bik 
was identical wit.b Nimrod during whose reign Abraham was born, 
and that it was he who ordered him to be burnt.4 

Firdousl, a most authentic narrator of the Persian 
annals, has described the 1000 years' long administra
tion of Dahhlk in his Shahnamah. 

The Oli Testament's Evidence. The predecessors of 
the Israelites lived in Babylon before the time of Abra
ham, and from 2500 B.c. they had been in close relation 
with the inhabitants of that country. In the Old 
Testament we find·: 

And the sons of Cush ; Seba, and HavUah, and Sa9tah, and 
Raamah, and Sabtechah: and the nons of Raamah; Sheba,. and 
Dedan. And Cush begat Nimrod :he began to be a mighty one in 
the earth. He was a mighty hunter before the world: wherefore 
it Is said, Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before the Lord. 
t\Jld the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and Erech ['Iraq] 
and Accad, and Calneh. in the land of Shinar ,5 

The learned German historian Duncker in explana
tion of the above Biblical statement says that the 
tenhCushusedin the Genesis includes all those nations 
who lived in tbe sputhern territories, e.g. Ethiopians 
and Nubians 1 and by the tribes of the southeJ:p Arabia 
are meant those descendants of Cush who founded 
Sabylon and also settled on the coast of the Persian 
Gulf.6 · · 

The Babyloflians' Evidmce. A Chaldean hist01ian of: 
Babylon named Brushes, who flourished in 400 B c. 
wrote,a history of ancient Babylon. The.book is lost, 
bq.t qu,otations from it are frequently given by the 
Jewish and Greek authors. Of many quotations one 

4. TtJrW1, pp. 202, 20.S. 
S. Genesis, z. 7·10. 
6. History of.4t.Hpily, Vol. J, p. Mf, 
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relates to kings of Babylon, according to which the 
number of Arab kings (of Babylon) was nine and the 
duration of their reign was 225 years. The following 
is the table of the ancient kings of Babylon: 

No. of Kings 

10 
86 
8 

II 
49 

9 

Dynasties 

Kings before the Deluge 
Kings after tbe Deluge 
The Usurpers of Media 
Unknown kings 
Cbaldean kings 
Arab kings ...... 

Duration of reign 

432,000 years 
34,000 ... 

224 , 
248 
458 , 
225 •• 

Archawlogical Evideflce. All that we could gather 
from the statements of the Arabs and B~bylonians is 
that in some remr)te antiquity a section of the Semites 
ruled over 'Iraq But now with the help of archreology 
the lost Civilisation of Babylon .is coming to light and 
every stone that has been discov.ered in Babylon and 
Assyria bears an eloquent testimony to their past · 
glory. · 

The inscriptions that have been. discovered in 
Babylon can be linguistically divided into: (a) Semitic 
and (b)non-S~mitic. They help us to trace the national
ity of tt1e early inhabitants of Babylon Some of these 
inscriptbns contain the dates of the kings and others 
do not, and in the latter case dates have been suggest- · 
ed· by analogy and external evidences. Non-Semitic· 
inscriptions appear to be of earlier dates than the. 
Semitic ones, which shows that the non-Semitic races 
preceded the Semites in Babylon. The language of the 
non-Semitic inscriptions was Sumerian or Akkadian, 
and btnce we may infer that they relate to the Suuie
rians or Ak'ka:di<1ns who were, in all probability, 
TuranHm in origin. The langu:ige of thP non-Semitic· 
inscriptions is called "Akkadian" in England and 
"Sumerian" on the Continent and in America. The 
invaaers adopted the religion and culture of the 
Sumerians and consequently the Sumerian idioms 
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began to be used extensively in -the Semitic temples.' 
If we consider all the Babylonian inscriptions of 

the period chronologically, we find that in the begin
ning of 4000 B.c. Semitic words crept into the Sumerian 
language until the latter language became almost 
Semitic. Again, the Sumerian inscriptions underwent 
a ·change ultimately assuming the Elamite character 
(another Ttlrlnian language). In 3500.B.c. the language 
of inscriptions again became entirely Semitic. Thus it 
is clear that first of. all the Sumerians and Akkadians 
lived in Babylon, ~nd. then the Semitic peoples of 
Arabia poured in tlie. country, and after some time 
succeeded in establishing their rule there. The Semitic 
rule in Babylon is divided into two periods, the first 
dating approximately from 4000 B~C. and the second 
from 2400 B c. A brief history' of these two periods, 
as narrated by W.R. Rogers, is given below s: 

4000 B.G -At about the beginning of the fourth millennium 
B.C. the Sumerian people, who had already attained a high civili
zation, found the land invaded by a vast horde of barbarians, for 
so these must have appeared to them. These were Semites, close
ly related in blood to the Arabs, who once overran Spain and the 
Hebrews, who once came pouring across the Jordan into Canaan. 
Whence these invaders came is not certain. It bas ,been thought 
by some that they came from the north-east throqgh the passes 
of the Kurdistan mountains, and that Babylonia was the land in 
which they had their first national development and from which 
they spread over western Asia to make great careers as Arabians, 
Can&anites.and Aramaeans. This view, once stated and supported 
wi~h suppressing learning, is now almost abandoned, and but few 
~at names may be cited among its adherents. !).. second ,view 
finds original home of the Semites in Africa either in tbe north
eastern or north·western part of the great continent. It will be 
idle to deny that strong linguistic support for this view may be 
found in the recognized affinity between the Semitic languages 
and Egyptian, Coptic, Betber and the Kushite (Bjsharee, Galla, 
Sl>mali, etc.) languages. But when all has been said in favour of 
this view, there still remain more potent considerations in favour 
of a third view, that the origin'rl home of the Semites was in Arabia, 

7. Eflcyclopt~dia Brilattnica, Vol. XXVI, pp. 75, 76. 
8. History of B~lott attd Assyria, Vol. I, p. 452. 

6 
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out of which they came i.S successive waves of mi,ration to find larger 
and more bountJfullands. in Babylo1J1a, Mesopotamia, and even tn 
the Jar ¥Jeslern land of Canaan This latter view seems ever to find 
fresh. supports in the newer facts, and to me it is clearly th.e best 
solution of the problems It should, however, be admitted that 
it does not find the universal acceptance among the scholars. 

Towards the close of the Sumerian period another 
Semitic race rose. to power. in 2400 B.c .• as the same 
author says : 9 · 

The Sumerian civilization was old.·•nd the seeds of death 
were in it The Semitic civilization, qn the other band, was sn
stinct flltlh life and vigour. The Semite llad come out of tLe free 
air of the desert of Arabia and had in .his. veins abounding life, 

The following is the list 10 of. tb,e kings of the second 
Semitic period as ascertained from the inscriptions: 

Name King list 

Samu-abu 15 years 
Samula-ilu 35 .. 
Zabuni 14 .. 
Apil-Sin 18 ,. 
Sin-muballit 30 .. 
Hamurapi 55 ,. 
Samsu-iluna 35 , 
Abeshu 25 ,. 
Ammiditana 25 ,. 
Ammizaduga 21 .. 
Samsuditana 31 .. 

Date list 

14 years 
36 .. 
14 .. 
18 , 
20 " 
43 
38 ,. 
8(?)., 

37 " 
10 (unfinished). 

Of the Arabian kings of Babylon of the second 
period Hamurapi is the most celebrated. 11 His prede
cessors could ·not gain reputation in the face of the 
growing strength of the Elamites, and hence r.,yal 

9. Ibid., p. 383. 
tO. Ibid • p 338. 
11. Tbe Bible referrins to tbe war between •Iriq and Syria mentions 

tbe kin~ of Sninar (BabylOn) onder the name of Amraphel (Gen. xiv. t). o\s 
Ali/ a•d Ha, aad Ba, Pa and Fa are interchangeable in Sem1t•c language~ it 
ia possible tba,t • • A!liraphel" oriainally may have been • Amiirili" the H~b
rew form of •·Hamurab•" (tbe suffix "i1" meanang God is generally added to 
Hebrew words, e g. hrael, S<Lmuel, etc ) Tbat Amrapbel of tbe Bibl" and 
Hamurapi of Arab~ belonged to the same country and tbe same period is by 
it1elf a strong evidence of tbeir identity. Anyway, if this view is accepted. 
Ham11rabi and Abraham should be taken u contemporaries. 
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titles are not found along with their names. ll was 
Hari:lUrapi who drove them out of Babylon an<:!,_ pro· 
claimed hims~lf king. The inscriptions of this House, 
available so ffir, ·belong to hin;t :J.lqne. From qne of 
them it app~ars that he was p~rbaps .. the fir.st.legis
latot of the world. Some of his Ia ws hav·e been found on 
a minaret of Babylon, which resemble the laws qf the 
Ole Testament. · · · · · · · · . '· 

l ~\· 

Section II. The 'Ad in Egypt 

. Different evidences in support of the, claim that 
the 'Ad ruled in Egypt also are given below. 

The Arabs' Evidence. Ibn Qutaibab writes: · 
, ; ,Among .them [the Arabs] were the Am~~k.ites (who were 

composed of different tribes) who. spreaq over•different countries 
an,d among tbem were kings of Egypt a,nd Babylon)2 

Ya'qubl writes: 
When the EgyptiaQs· made women their sovereigns, the 

Amalekite kings ot Syria were tempted to conquer;Egy,pt. So their 
kmg Wa!Id bin Duma• ravaged the country and the. Egypt~ans 
bad to ackno't\l~edge him as their ruler. He ruled in Egypt-for a 
considerable thne, and on h·iS death was succeeded.·by .another 
Ama,lekite kii)g, known .as Rayyin bin Walid, who. was It con-
temporary of Joseph. , ' ·;· 

We find in YAqut,'s Mu'jam-ul-Buldan: 
It is said,:tbat the .Pharaohs of Egypt were Amalekitts and 

so we1e the Pbal'aoh of Abraham, the :Pharaoh of Joseph and the 
Pharaoh of Mpses.l3 "'.,, 

I}?b Khaduri says: ' ' 
Some of the Coptan kings asked for assistance from the 

Amalekite king of their time. He responded but occupied Egypt 
for himself 14 

The Egyptians'· Evidence. Approxim,ateiy in·· 200 
B.C'., a foreign natidn known among the·~gyptians as 

'; 

12. Kitab-ul-Ma'llrif, p. 10, 
t3.Vol.I,p.211. ·: , 

~ \4. ()_P. cit., Vol. U. 
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Hyicsos or Hycsos (shepherd-kings} occupied Egypt. 
Now, the question is: Who were these shepherd-
kin~Zs.? , . . . · 

The fa mom historian Manetho of Alexandria wrote 
a book on the history of Egypt in th~.Greek language 
in 260:B.c. This book is not extant .but some of its 
passages have been prese'rved by 6thcr writers includ
ingtheJewisb historianJosephus. The view of Manetho 
on Hyksos, as quoted by Josephus, is given below: 

There were a king of ours, whose name was Timaens. Under 
him it came to pass, I kaow not how, that God was averse to us, 
and there came, after a surprising manner, men of ignoble birth 
out of the eastern parts, and had boldness enough to make expe
dition into our country, and with ease subdued it by force, yet 
without hazarding a battle with them. So when they had gotten 
those that governell us under their power, they afterwards burnt 
down our cities, and demolisbed the temples of gods, and used all 
the inhabitants after a most barbarous manner: nay, some they 
slew, and led their children and their wives into slavery. At 
length they made one of themselves king, whose name was Salatis; 
he also lived at Memphis, and made both the upper and lower 
regions· pay tribute and left garrisons at places that were most 
proper for them· He chiefly aimed to secure the eastern parts, as 
foreseeing-that the Assyrians, who had then the greastest power, 
would• be ·desirous of that kingdom and invade them .... When 
this man had reigned thirteen years, after him re!gned another, 
whose name was Beon, for forty-four years;· after him reigned 
another ,called Apachnas, thirty-six years and seven months; after 
him Apophis reigned sixty-one years, and then Janias fifty years 
and one month; after all reigned Assis forty-nine years and two 
months .. ::This whole nation was styled Hycsos, that is, Shep
herd-kings; for the first syllable Hyc, according to the sacred 
dilect, denotes a king. as is Sos is Shepherd,but this accordipg 
to the ordinary dilect; and of these is compound Hyc~os; but 
some say that these people were Arabians.ts 

tS. Josephul, Vol. II, p. 398. 
A point· t~r· b~J ,·~oticed here is that tile Arabs have given the. con· 

querer of Egypt the name of "Shaddid " whereas the above-qnoted 
histori:l..n Manetho ha' ·named him as "Salitis ... Bt)tb the words rt>allv 
;ignify the same. The w'>rd "Shaddid" m"ans strong and oppressi_ve, so 
does the word Sall;.t in the Semitic langua~es, from which Arabic wurds, 
·•Sultan" and •·Sultanat" have ber:n deriv•1-

.Thc word Hy.k may be taken as a corrupted foro of the Arabic word 
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The Biblical Evidence. The first mention of Abra
ham in the Old Testament relates to his journey with 
his family from 'Iraq to Egypt. He referred to his 
wife Sarah (who was his cousin also) before Pharaoh 
as his sister, whereupon the latter desired to marry 
her. When Pharaoh knew the real state of affairs, he 
gave his daughter Hagar in his (Abraham's) marriage.16 

· After a century and a half Joseph went to Egypt. 
Though he was a Hebrew and the Egyptians generally 
hated the Hebrews and seldom mixed with them,17 the 
Pharaoh of Egypt received Joseph with honour and 
appointed him as his minister. 18 The visit of Joseph's 
father and family to Egypt was celebrated by the 
Pharaoh and members of th.e State with great splen:
dour19 and the death ofJ a cob was mourned and I amen t
ed by the Pharaoh.20 It is noteworthy that Joseph 
advised the members of his family to describe them
selves and their father as shepherds if the Pharaoh 
inquired them about their identity.21 

From the above reference it is clear that the she.p,.. 
herd-kings have historical existence and that it was 
during tbeir reign that Joseph and the Israelites 
domiciled in Egypt. The Arab historians also confirm 
this view. The fact thatJ oseph described himself and his 
fami~y as· shepherds, knowing that the Egyptians had 
great hatred for shepherds, shows that there was some 
connection between the royalties of Egypt and the 

Shaikh (mea.niog head of a tribe). The wo.r!l "5os" is decidedly Arabic, 
meaning management and supervision, from which is derived the Arabi<: 
word "Siyasat" meaning adminis.tration The name of the last king" Assis' · 
corresponds to " • Aziz" in Arabic, a title which was till recently used for the 
chiefs of Egypt. The word " • Aziz • is used ic th" Qur'in also inconnection 
with the'atory of Joseph. · 

16. That Ha.gar was the Pharaoh's daughter is not mentioned in the 
Old Testameftt, but in Judaish traditions. 

17. Genesis, xliii. 32 and xlvi. 34. 
18. Ibid., xl. xli., x\ii. 
19. Ibid., xlv. 16. 
20. Ibid., 1, 3, ii. 
21. Ibid., xlvi, 32. 
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Hebrews. 
Some centuries. after, the Israelites of Egypt were 

Subjected to lots of hardships. When t,he Egyptians 
(the Hamites) succeeded in driving the Semitic rulers 
out of their country, they crushed th~ power of the 
IsraeJites (an offshoot of the Semites) who had risen 
into power during the Semitic rule .. 

. · And the children of Israel were fruitful, and increased abun
dantly, and n1dltiplied, and waxed exceeding mighty ; and the 
land was filled with them Now there atose up a new king over 
Egypt, wllich knew not Joseph. And he said unto his people; 
BehQid, the people of the children of Israel are.more and mighter 
than we : Come on, let us deal wisely with them ; lest they 
multiply, and it come to pass. that, when there falleth out any 
war, they join also unto our enemies, and fight against us, and 
so get them ttp out of the land Therefore they did set over them 
taskmasters to afflict them with their burdens.22 

Hence it is clear that the case of the Israelites in 
Egypt was entirely political. The Pharaoh referring to 
Moses and Aaron says, "The two magicians intend to 
expel you (people of the country) from your land. ''•3 

Ya'qflbi writes in this connection:" Afterwards another 
kirig from among the Amalekites came to power. His 
name was Ray~5.n bin Walld and it was during his 
time that Joseph went to Egypt. Then another king 
of the name Walld bin MOsl succeeded him and he 
was the Pharaoh of Moses."24 

It is. however, an error to suppose that the Pharaoh 
of Moses was also an Amalekite, because the Amale
kites bad already left Egypt before Moses. 

Manetho made a mistake inasmuch as he identifi
ed the Ar:abs with the Israelites. Being a foreigner he 
could not discern the points of similarity and dissimi
larity between various off5hoots of the same nation, 
as all Europeans are erroneously supposed to be 

22. Exodus, i. 7-11. 
23. The Qur'an, xx 63. 
24. Ya'qiibi, op. cit., p. 211. 
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Englishmen in India, all Muslims are regarded T~rks 
in Europe and "Arab" and "Muslim" aretaken to be 
synonymous terms in Spain. Manetho says~ 

That the king~ of Thebasis and of the other parts of Egypt 
made ~n insurrection against the ~hepherds and that.' there a 
terrible and long war was made l>etween them. That under a king, 
whose name was Alisphragmuthosis~ the shepherds were subcued 
by him, an~ were indeed driven out of other pJrts of Egypt, but 
weresbut up in a pl..ace that contained lO,OOO.acres .... That. the 
shepherds built a wall round all this place, which was a large and 
strong wall ... but tbatThummosis the son ofAlisphragmuthosis 
made an attempt to take th'ein by force and by siege with four 
hundred and eighty thousand men to lie round about them, but 
that, upon his despair of taking the place by siege, they .came to 
a C!>mpotition with the~. that they should leave Egypt, and so 
without any harm done to them, whithersoever they would, and 
that, after this composition was made, they went away with their 
whole families, not fewer in number than two hundred and forty 
thousand, and took their journey from' Egypt, through wilder
ness, for Syria; but that as they were in fear of the Assyrians, 
who had then the d,ominion over Asia, they built a city in that 
country which is now called judia, and that large enough to 
contain these great numbers of men, and called itjerusalem.3S 

Manetho here committed a number of mistakes. 
Firstly, the banishmept of the Semites and the intern
ment of the .Israelites relate not to the same people 
(as. Manetho describes) but two different peoples. 
Secondly, the Israelites were afraid of the Amalekites 
and not of the Assyrians. Thirdly, the Israelites 
undertook their journey by the sea and not by the 
desert. .. . .. , 

It also transpires from the Old Testament that of 
the different Semitic peoples the Arabs were the most 
closely connected with the Egyptians .... Hagar ,mother 
of the Ishmaelite Arabs, belonged toEgypt. 26 The wife 
of Ishmael was also an Egyptian lady.27 Arab caravans 
frequented Egypt,28 and those who took Joseph to 

25. Joeeplaue, Vo~. IV, p. 339. 
26. Ge1lelis, svi, S. . 
27. Ibid., xsi. 21. 
28. Ibid., lCCtVil. 26. 
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Egypt were. also Arabs.29 When during the time of 
Joseph a great famine ravaged Egypt and neighbour
ing countries, the Queen of Yemen (home of the 'Ad 
anrl the Amalekites) sent for corns from Egypt. This 
is confirmed by the inscriptions which the Muslim 
archaologists discovered in Yemen in the first cen
tu~y of Muslim era.30 This inscription not only con
firms the statement of the Old Testament regarding 
the outbreak of famine, but also throws light on the 
cordial relations between the Arabs of Yemen and 
tho5e Arabs who were ruling in Egypt under the title 
of Hyksos. 

Modern Discoveries. What has been written by 
Mane tho has been confirmed by modernEgyptialogists 
who agree that the Hyksos were Semitic rulers. Some 
go further and assert that the Egyptians themselves 
were descended from the Semites.31 

The first and reliable evidence of the Hyksos being 
Arabs has been furnished by the German historian 
Heron who says: 

It appears that several tribes led incursions ioto Egypt from 
diffuent direction;, but those who advanced from the east, viz. 
Arabs, were mo5t powerful, and pushed as far as Lower Egypt . 
. . . Tueir long beards, long cloaks, and other things testify to 
their being Arabs.3Z 

A German scholar, Brugsch Heinrich, who has 
compiled a book on the ancient history of Egypt on 
the basis of inscriptions, is definitely of the opinion 
that Hyksos were Semites, and that in the old Egyp
tian language the "Hyk" meant king and the "Sos" 

2'>. Ibid , xxxvii, '29. 
30. The inscription has been quoted in the Introduction . 
. 31. Professor G. Rawlinson. Aflciettt History of Egypt, Vol, I, p. 981. 
32. Ibid, Vol, 11, pp. 113, 118. . 
Professor G. Rawlinson's (Vol. I. pp. 86, 111) view is that the 

weakness of Egypt d e to its division into live kingdoms tempted the 
foreigners to attack the country from north-east, and the invaders known 
as Hyksos or sbepho::red-kiogs, who were Bedouins of Syria or Arabia, 
succeeded in capturing the lower province of Egypt. · 
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shepherd and . tile people of the desert. 33 The author 
has also quoted the view of the Arabs that Shaddid, 
son of 'A.d,,)nvaded Egypt.34 A Guide to Egypetan 
Collections in the British Museum, compiled in 1909, 
also endorses the view that the word "Hyksos" is 
composed of two Egyptian.· ,words "Hyks" and 
"Shasho" meaning the Shaikh or Head of the tribes of 
the desert. 

In the modern period Rif5.'ah Bek (an Egyptian) 
was the first Muslim scholar who realised that the 
Amalekites, tbeSemites and Hyk$OS were the same 
people. His history of EgyptentitledAnuu.it-ul-T4ujlq
il-]alil was published in 1825 wherein we fiQd the 
following passage.: 

Their kingdom was named as the kingdom .of the Hyksos 
and their kings were known in history as the shepherd kings. 
Bat among Muslim historians they were known . as the 
Amalekites.35 · 

Samuel Laing writes in this connection; 
There is considerable doubt who these invaders were who 

were known as Hyksos or Shepherd-kings. They consj~~ed, 
probably, mainly of Nomad tribes of Canaaqites, Arabians and 
other Semitic races, but the Turanian Hittites seem to have beE'n 
associated with them, and the leaders to have been Turanian, 
judging from the protrait-statues of two of the later kiJJgs of the 
Hyksos dynas~y which have been recently di~covered by NavilJe 
at Bubastic, and which are unmistakably Toranian and even 

·Chinese in type.36 

Various evidences in sup~t of the Hyksos being 
Arabs are summed up as follows: ... 

(s) The Arabs' claim that they ruled in Egypt in 
ancient times. · 
· · (ii) . The Egyptians' admission that the Arabs enter-
ed Egypt as conquerors. . 

(ili) The correspondence in form as well as.,iin 

33. Vol. I, pp.~3-4. 
34. Vol. I, p. 366. 
35. Vol, I, p. 58. 
36. Op. cit., pp. 29·30. 
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sense between the name of the first Hyksos king and 
that of the conqueror of Egypt, as mentioned by the 
Arabs. · ·· · ' · 

(iv) The Arabian or Semitic origin'·of the word 
"•Hykso5o'.', · ' 

(v), The Arabian appearance and, costume of the 
Hyksos kings as reflected in thei:f statues. 
: (va} The anci-etl'1> relations between the Arabs and 
the Egyptians. 

(vti) Jlhesimilarity in manners between the Hyksos 
and the Arabs. ' · 

(viii) The references and evidences of the Old 
Te$tament. : .·· , 

, (ix) 'The researches of the· archceological experts. 
(x) The testimony of J osepbus and others and its 

acceptance' by· the European historians in general. 
To ;the above rna v be· added the following note of 

the ancient king of Egypt, Ramasi.; l£1, as found in 
an inscription: "1 have crushed (the people of) sa.•ir 
who belonged to the Shashen tribes." 

.Si/ir wa~ a mountainous place in north Arabia 
where the· Edomite Arabs had once established a 
kin:gdom'. The mountain 'Sa'ir has been frequently 
meA.tioned in, the Bibl~. . . 

~ ~ \ ' ' .. 
· .. . · S~ction III. The 'Ad in other Countries 

The Semitic Arabs penetrated as far as Assyria, 
· Persia, Phoenicia, Carthage, Crete, and Greece. In. 

1290 a.c. the kingdom ()f Assyria ~as fouQded on the 
site ~df Babylon. Persia was no( then a separa.te State, 
being only a part of Assyria and Baqylon. The 
PhOenicians, who were also known as the Aramites 
according to the Old Testament,' lived on the Syrian 
coasts of the Mediterranean Sea. They wete the first 
commercial people of the world who travelled from 
Asia to Europe, dispersing the darkness of barbarism 
and ignorance in which Europe had then been 
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shrouded. On the one hand they sowed the seed of 
civilisation in the barren land of Africa (Carthage) 
and, on tbe other, they illuminated the icy country of 
Europe (Greece) with their light of learning and 
culture. · 

We note 'below, brief though it be, the achieve
ments of the Semitic Arabs in different countries. 
- Assyfiia. As said before, the Assyrians wllo were 

Semitic proceeded to Babylon from the Arabian coasts 
of the Persian Gulf, following the same route that their 
predecessors the 'Ad (or the first chain of the Semites) 
had followed. In fact the Assyrians were Arabs genealo
gically, and 'archreological discoveries of Assyria also 
testify to it. . · 

Persia. It is mentioned in ancient annals of Persia 
that after Jams bid an Arab named J;>al;ll;t5.k ruled ove;: 
Persia for a thousand years (i.e. his dynasty).37 Some 
of our hi1Jtorians say that J;>al:tl:tlk was the name of a 
Yemenite king.38 but historically and at-cbreologically 
it has not been proved that the Y emenites: ever in
vaded Persia directly~ The fact is that the Arabs who 
had migrated from Yemen to the coasts of t be Arabian 
Sea, and ultimately succeeded in establishing a king
dom· in Assyda; invaded Persia and continued to rule 
there for a'ltlng time. The subjection of Persia to tbe 
Babylonian and Assyrian rule under the rise of the 
Medes in 600 B c., is now an established fact. Though 
the Assyrian period began in 1800 B.C , its prosperity 
commenced in 1200 and terminated in 600 B.c. 

Phoef&kia. The Phoenicians who had settled on the 
coasts of/,tbe Mediterranean Sea with Ti'ir as their 
headquarte1~ were masters of commerce, from Asia 
to Euro.p~.: ·u1 Hebrew they ar• named ·"Aramites'' 
The home, of Aramites was, according to the Arabs, 
in Arabia\J!and the Aramites also admit that they 

37. Firdouai'a Sl4Admllh. 
38. 'fabari, T4rflh lEnpt), Vol. I, p. 98. 
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came to Arabia from Bat;train (a coastal town.of Arabia) 
formerly known as 'f§.'ir. Archreologicatly, it has bee11 
proved that in language, religion, and customs the 
Phcenicians were Semitic, and consequently all the 
glorious deeds of the Phcenicians may be accredited 
to the Arabs. 39 · 

Carthage. The Phcenicians or Aramite Arabs settled 
in Carthage, a site where the city of Tunis now stands. 
The Arabs founded there a very formidG\ble kingdom 
which terrified even the, great Roman Empire. It was 
here that Hannibal rose and fought many battles with 
the Roman~. and at last Carthage was levelled to the 
ground by the iron-handed Romans. 

Greece and Crete. The first civilised country of 
Europe was Greece, and the Greek civilisation arid 
culture were wholly derived from the Phcenicians. 
This accounts for the fact that many commercial 
articles have got similar names in Arabic and Greek. 
The Arabs had a settlement in Greece and Crete also. 
The Greek geographer Pliny says : •' fhe Minrei, ac· 
cording to themselves, derive their origin from Minos, 
king of Crete." 40 

• 

Strabo~ another Greek writer, describes the estab
lishment by Cadmus of an Arab colony in Eubcea, an 
island off the coast of Bceotia, in Greece. 41 . 

Section I v. The I Ad as Described in the Qt~r' an 
From the foregoing pages it is clear. that the •Ad 

were a great people, founders of the oldest civilisation 
of the world. Asia and Africa were the centres of their 
activities and huge tUansions and palatial buildings: 
were the manifestations of their artsmanship. Natural· 
ly their rise and fall were eye-openers to.,.tl).e Arabs. 

39. S. Laing, op. cit., p. 7. 
40 Foster,Geograplly, pp. 71, 75. 
41. Ibid. 
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Frequent references have been made to them m the 
Qur'ln, some of which are given below : 

(«} Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with' Ad-i-Aram, 
the possessors of lofty buildings the like of which were not creat
ed in other. cities. 41 

Thus the Qur'an con:(irms the view that the •Ad 
were descended from Aram son of Shem son of Noah. 

(b) Remember (0 'Ad) that God ~ade you successors after 
the people of Noah. 43 

· It is a well-known fact that after Noah the descend
ants of his son Shem (i e. the Semites) bad estab1ished 
their kingdom in Arabia and its vicinity. It is therefore, 
clear that the 'Ad and the Semites were the same 
people. 

(c) What is mightier in strength than we? 44 [said the 'Ad 
we were proud of their Jiower and greatness]. · 

And my Lord will bring anot~~r people in your place45 [was 
the reply given to them by their prophet Hiid (Heber). 

Thus the Qur.'ln testifies to the greatness of the 
·Ad. . · 

(tl) Do you {0 •!d) build on every height a monument: wain 
is it that you do. And you make strong fortress that perhaps you 
may abide.• · ' ; · ' · 

And (We destroyed) the •Ad and Tbaoiiid, and from their 
dwellings (this) is apparent to you indeed. . 

So th~y (the •Ad} became suCh that n·aught could be seen 
except' their dwellings.47 

Thus the Qur'ln bears testimony to the unprece
den ted architectural skill of the' Ad. Yemen is generally 
described to have been the home of the • Ad, but no 
definite place is :fixed. The Qur'·l.n, however, fixes it at 
AJ::tqlf (sandy plains}, as it says: 

42. l:nsix. 6-8. 
43. 'rii. 69. 
44 sU; 15. 
45. xi. 57. 
46. ssvi. 128.129. 
47. slvi. 25. 
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And remember the brother of •Ad (Hiid) when he warned his 
people in Abqaf. 48 

The Prophethoo£oj_Hiid. Prophet Hod was deputed 
by GLld to guide the 'Ad, as the Qur'l;n ~ays: 

And to •Ad (We sent) their brother Hiid. He said: 0 my 
people! serve Allah, you have no god other than He; will you 
not then guard (against evil)? 

The chief of those who disbelieved .from among his people 
said: Most surely .we see you in.folly and most surely we see you 
to be of the liars. 

He said: 0 my people! there is no folly in me, but I am an 
apostle of the Lord of the wcrlds: · 

I deliver to you the message of my Lord and I am a faithful 
adviser to you: :. · 

What! do you wonder that a reminder 'has come to you from 
your Lord through a man from among you that he might warn 
you? And remember when He made you successors after Noah's 
people and increased you in elicellence in respect of make, there
fore reJ;Dember the benefits of Allah, that you may be successful. 

They sai<;l: Have you com~ to us ·that we ·may serve AJlah 
alone and give up what our fathers used to serve? Then bring to 
us what you.threaten us with, if you are of the truthful ones. 

He said: Indeed uncleanness and wrath from Lord have 
lighted upon you; what, do yo~ dist>ute with me about names 
which you and your fathers have 8iV'en? 

Allah has n~t sent any ;authority for them; wait then, I ,.too 
with you will be of those who wait.•' 

Then as to 'Ad, they were unjustly proud in. the land, an~ 
they said: Who is mightier in strength than we? Di4they not 

48. xl vi. 21. A~qif is the weU~known deiert which lfu on tbesouth and 
north of Arabia, and bence there is no reason to confine thP. aaissiun of Pro
bet Hiid to south Arabia only. The destruction oJ the ·Ad was caused by 
tlleir social and moral degradation as had been the case witb the Babylon· 
i .ns. Assyrian~. Pboenietans, Cartbagians, Greeks; Romans, and Persi<Lns. 
There ba~ never been a change in the Jaw of nature as ihe QUr'in· says: 
"The same law of God wasenforcedamong,those who1lourisbed before, and 
you will never find a change in tbe ways of God." 

The law of God is tbat if any people are demoralised. He sends a roe-
1orm~r to tt.em to leild them arigh. and warn them agamst the conseqUences 
uf d 1;,,JLtdlo:nce, as the Qur'an says: "\Ve never punish a people until We 
~'="nd an CITHJ3tle tO them:• 

Utlt when they do not obey their Lord, tbey p.:rish. 
'-'J. VIi 65-7). 
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see that Allah who created them was mightier than they in 
strength, and they denied Our communications.so 

And mention the brotherof •A.d. when he warned his people 
in the sandy plains. and indeed wamers :arne before him and 
after him-saying: Serve none but Allah: surely I fear for you 
the chastisement of a grievous day. 

They said: Have you come to us to turn us away from our 
gods: then bring us what you' threaten us with, if you nre of 
the faithful ones. 

He said : The knowledge is only with Allah, ud I deliver to 
you the message with which I am sent. I see you are a people 
who are ignorant.Sl 

And to •Ad (We sent) their. brother Hod. He said: 0 my 
people I serve Allah, y~u have no god other than He; you are 
nothing bot forgers (of lies). .· 

0 my pe<?ple.l I .do notask.of_you an.y reward for it, my 
reward is only with Him Who created me: do you aot then . 
understand? 

And, 0 my people, ask forgiveness of your Lord, then turn to 
Him. He will send on you clouds pouring down on you abundance 
of rain and add strength to your strength, and do not turn back 
guilty. · · 

They said: 0 Hud, you have nat· brought to us any clear 
argument and we are not going to desert our gods for your 
words, and we are not believers in you: 

We cannot say aught but ;that some of our gods have 
$IIlitted you with evils. He said :.Surely I call Allah to witness. 
and do you bear witness too, that l am clear of -what you 
associate (with Allah) · · 

Besides Him, therefore~ scheme against me all together: then 
give me no respite: · 

Surely I rely on Allah, my Lord and your Lord. There· is no 
living creature but He bas it in Flis control. Snrely my Lord is 
on the right path. 

But if you turn back, then indeed I have delivered to you · 
the message with which I have beensent to you, and my Lord 
will bring another people in your place, and yo11 cannot do 
Him any harm Surely my Lord is the Preserver of all things.S2 

• Ad gave the lie to the apo~tles. 

50. xli. 15. 
51. xlvi. 21-23 
52. xi. 50-57. 
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When their brother Hod said to them: Will you not guard 
(against evil)? 

Surely I am a faithful apostle ,to you: 
Therefore guard against (the punishment of) Allah and obey 

me: 
And I do not ask you any reward for it; surely my reward 

is only with the Lord of the worl<Js: 
Do you build on every height a monument: vain is it that 

you do. . 
And you make strong fortress that perhaps you may abide. 
And when you lay hands (on men) you lay hands (like) 

tyrants: 
So guard against (the punishment of) Allah and obey me. 
And be careful of (your duty to) Him Who has given you 

abundance of what you know. 
He has given you abundance of c•ttle and children, and 

gardens and fountains. 
Surely I fear for you the chastisement of a grievouo; day. 
They said: It is the same to us whether you admonish or are 

not one of the admonishers: 
This is naught but a custom of the ancients: 
And we are· not going to be chastised. 
So they gave him the lie; then We destroyed them. Most 

surely there is a sign in this, but most of them do not believe. 
And most surely your Lord is the Mighty. the Merciful.53 
The causes of the decline and destruction of the 

• Ad, as given in the above verses, fall under three 
heads: 

(a) Pride of Power. The •Ad were proud of their 
power and said: "Who is mightier in strength than 
we?" ' 4 Their Prophet Hud advised them to worship 
God, giving them hope that "God will substantially 
increase your power (if you obey Him)". But the 'Ad 
always turned deaf ears to their prophet, and so says 
the Qtir'an : 

Did they not see that Allah Who created them was mightier 
than they in strength ss 

53. xxvi. 123-140. 
54. xli 15. 
55. xli. 15. · 
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Fear God Who has bestowed on you all that you know
cattle, children, gardens and fountains.s6 

(b) Oppression. The • Ad generally oppressed and 
persecuted the peoP.les under their control, vide the 
venes ofthe Qur ~n quoted above. josephus also 
dej;eribes the high-handedness of the •Ad, as he says: 

God was averse to us, and there came after a surprising 
manner, men of ignoble birth out of the eastern parts and bad 
boldness enough to make an expedition into our country and 
with ease subdued it by force, yet without our hazarding a 
battle with them, so when they bad gotten those that governed 
us under t~eir power they afterwards burnt down our cities and 
demolished the temples,57 

(c) Dis.b.eUef tn God. The Qur'ln says : 
And to the • Ad (We sent) their brother Hud He said: 0 my. 

people I ser;v:e .Allah. Y:9u have no god other than Him. Will you 
not then,guard_ (against evil)? 58 

Further HOd said : 
But if ifOtl .turn back, then indeed I have delivered to you 

the message with which I have been sent to you, and my Lord 
will bring a~otber people in your place, and yon cannot do Him 
any harm ._sg· · 

Surely,! fear for you the chastisement of a grievous day.'o 

At last the divine wrath befell the 'Ad, as the 
Qur'!n says : ., 

( 

So W& sent on them a furious wind in unlucky days, that 
We may make:tbem taste the chastisement of ahasement in this 
~odd's life; 'tod certainly the chastisement of the hereafter is 
much more abasing. 61 · 

So when _tqey saw, it as a cloud ap,pe~ring. in the sky 
advancing _towards .their valleys,

1
they said: This is a .cloud wbkh 

will give us r_ain. Nay, it is wliat you sought to hastern on, a 
blast of wind in which is a painful chastisement : 

7 

56. :xxvi: 33, 34. 
57. Jotephul, Vol. IV, p. 338. 
58 •. vii; 6J.• 
59. xi. 57. 
60. xxvi. 35. 
61. xli. 16. 
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Destroying everything by the, command of its ri:>rd; so they 
became such that naught could be seen except their dwellings.62 

And as to •Xd, they were destroyecl., by roaring/1,iol~~t blast: 
Which He made to prevail against' them for s~v~n,~ights and 

eight days unintermittingly, so that you miglit ~ave seen the 
people therein prostrate as if they were the trunks of hollow 
palms. "· , 

Do you then see of them one remaming ?63 . ,,. 

AJ:,qa.f, also known as ar-Rub' al-Kblli, is a large 
desert extending over hundreds of miles•· It is almost 
an impassable desert. Palgrave ha~ described in his 
Travels into Arabia. the chief feafures df;the desert 

N.B -(a) Prophet Hiid (Heber) has been described 
as father of all· the Hebrews in the Old Testament. 
We do not find any evidence in support of this theory, 
but the Christian authors, however, favour this view. 
An inscription of 'Ad II discovered near Aden con
tains the name of HOd. It is generally presqmed that 
the tomb· of Prophet Hod is situated at the·iootof a 
ptou~tain of ~agramaut, which' is visited by .. people 
up bll now. . . . . . .. · .. 

(b) Many peopl~ suppose that the •Ad were abnor
mally tall-possibly because they misunderstand the 
expression Dhat-it-' J mad (people of pillars) (l&ed in t)le 
Qur'in. The· verse only means that they were great 
builders. The Qur'a.n says in another place.:, ''He has 
given you (the 'Ad)' physical superiority".,. (the word 
Ea~lah means power and strength). · · · 

The same i~idiQ ~as been used in the Qur'a.n in 
reference to Ti.lOt: ''He has given bini str~ngth in 
learning and physique." 65 , None ·can l,9gically infer 
thereby that 'fa.lot was very tall in size. The obvious 
meaning is that he was a very strong and stout JDan. 

(c) It is also supposed that after the Divine punish
ment none survived among the •Ad. This. mistaken 

62. xlvi. 24, 25. 
64. vii. 69, 

63. htix. 6-8. 
65. ii. 247. 
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view is based on the misconception of the following 
verses of the Qur'D.n: 

So they (the • !d) became. such that naught could be seen 
except their dwellings.66 ~ 

So t.hat you might have seen the people therein prostrate as 
if they were the trunks of hollow palms. Do you then see of 
them one remaining ? 67 

But it is clear even to the meanest understanding 
that the above verses refer to the period when they 
were revealed to the Prophet of Islam. As regards 
the survival of some members of the •Ad, the Qur'§.n 
says: . · 

So We delivered him and those with him by mercy from Us, 
and We cut off the last of those who rejected Our communica
tions and were not believers.68 

And when Our commandment came, We delivered Hod and 
those who believed with him by mercy from Us, and We deliver
ed them from a severe chastisement. 

And, indeed, He destroyed the Ad the First.69 

From the above verses it clearly follows that those 
ofthe'Ad who were destroyed were known as" ·~d the 
First" and those who survived were called " 'Ad the 
Second''. Ibn Hishim Kalbl wrote a book on •Ad the 
First and '.Ad the Second, but the book is not extant 
now.70 

66. xlvi. 25. 
67. lxix. 7, 8. 
68. vii. 72. 
69. liil. so. 
70. "Vidt lbD·UD•Nadim, op. cit. 
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Chaptet 11 

INTRODUCTORY 

Now we come to those Arabian tribes who stuck 
to their original home. Among these the Thamiid, 
whose period of reign began after·· the destruction of 
•Ad the first, were most reputed. Again, a section 
of the Arabs after having been defeated in foreign 
countries returned to Arabia and remained in power 
for nearly a century and a half. 1 

·The well-known Arabian tribes who either continu
ed to live in Arabia or were forced back into Arabia 
b_y the foreigners ar~ the following : _ 

(a) The 'Ad, the Second, who ruled from ~a<;lra
maut to 'lr!q on the coast of the Persian Gulf. 

(b) The Thamiid who ruled from l:lijaz to the 
borders of Sin!'i. 

(c) The Jurhamites who lived in ~ij5.z. 
· (d) The Tasm andJadls who governed in Yamli.ma. 

(1) The Minreans who were masters of Yemen. 
(/) Tbe Li~yanites wbo Jived· in al-'Ula in '.north 

Arabia~ 

t. lbn Kbaldiin, Tilrilth, Vol. II, p. lH. 



Chapter 12 

THE •AD, THE SECOND 

A! said before, Prophet Hud and all his followers were 
saved .from the Divine punishment. It is mentioned 
in the annals of Arabia that he with aJl believers had 
migrated to IJijlz before-the great Catastrophe occur.;; 
red. Sometime later; among the descendants of these 
survivors a good king of t¥nameof Luq.mln came into 
prominence. He is said to. have lived .for several hun
dred years., like many other ancient kings of the world 
who are reported to have lived for an unusually long 
period of time. But in our opinion such a long period 
does not refer to the individual life of any particular 
king but to the collective period-- of all the kings of 
fhe same family. Hence we should mean by the 
reported long life of_ Luqmln ·the period over which 
the rule of his House extended. 

LfM[w411. It is mentioned in the annals of the Arabs 
that there-was a sage known as }Jakim Luqmln to 
whom were ascribed a number of philosophical anec
dotes and.'proverbs. Luqmln has been mentioned in 
the Qur't.q, and some of his teachings are also refer
red to. We are disposed to identify Luqml.n of 
the Arab·- annals with Luqmln of the Qur'ln, for 
which we bav~ got a reliable historical evidence. The 
well·krtown historian Ibn ISl)l.q (d. 151 c E.), whose 
book on the life of the Prophet is the oldest work and 
who is taken as tbe first historian of ancient Arabia 
in tbe modern sense of the term, writes in his book 
Kitab-ut~Tijan: •·Wahab [the famous historian and 
narrator] says that when Shaddl.d, son of 'Ad, died, 
the government passed to his brother Luqman, son of 
'Ad. God gave him what He had not given anybody 
else at that time, and endowed him with the intellect 
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of one hundred men. He was the highest in size ~ong 
his contemporaries .... The son of Wahab say, tq~t Ibn 
'Abbls told hi~ that Luqmln son of.,'Ad son of Multit 
son of Salk son of Wl'il son of }Jimyar w~ a Pro: 
'phet [the genealogy is not correct] without a.revealed 
book." 1 

It is erroneously supposed by some people that 
Luqmln bin 'Ad and Luqmln the philosopher were 
two different persons It is also wrong to assume that 
Luqmln the p)lilosopher was an African in origin who 
came to Arabia as a slave. Some scholars of ·Europe 
have identified I:Jaklm Luqman with Aesop, tlie Greek 
phil?sopher, on ~he gr.oun? t~>~t the stories anq. maxims 
ascnbed to them a17e of ·Slmllar nature, but lt has not 
been proved that the ancient Arabs knew anything of 
Greek philosophy. Moreover, if similarity in works 
necessitates the identity of their authors we shall have 
to deny the existence of a large number of historical · 
personages. · . 

A pte-Islamic poet of Arabia, Salma bin Rabi'ah 
says: ' ,<_·'-•. 

The vicissitudes of time have destroyed the tribe of T•sm, 
Dhijdon, king of Yemen, the Peoples ol Jish and Ma'rib•pd the 
tribe of ~uqmin. · '. · · 

These lines clearly show that Luqmln was an Arab, 
that he was the head of a tribe in Yemen, and that he 
was once verY powerful. All these qualities ;apply to 
Luqmln of 'Ad. . :. · · · ·· · ;' 

Luqmln's "Book of Wisdom'' was frequently.read 
by the Ara~s. An inscriv~ion of the 'A~ which ".Was· 
discovered m 18 H., contam~d the, fol,to~mg passa>ge: 

· We are ruled over by kings who ai:e aloof hom mean thot@lts 
a~d who deal harshly with the Wicked. They guide' uS in accord· 
ance with the religion of Hiid, and all good decisions were 
·embodied in a 'book.2 · · 

t. YiiU MS. Baokipur Library. Patna, p. 7p. 
2. Ibn Hishla'i, Taf'iU. 
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Luqmln, follower of the religion. of Prophet Hild, 
has ·been mentioned in the Qur'ln : 

·And certainly We' gave wisdom to Luqmin, Be grateful to. 
Allah. And· whoever is grateful, he is only grateful for his own 
soul; and whoever is ungr"teful, then surely Allab is Self-Suffi
cient, Praised. · · . . 

And when Ltiqmi.n sald to his son while he admonished him: 
. 0 my son I <\o not asspciate aught with Allah; most surely poly

.theismis a grievous iniquity .... 
0 my son l_surely"if it is the v~ry we.igqt .of the grain of a 

mustard-seed, ,even though it is in (the heart of} rock, or (high 
above) in t~e heaven or (deep down) in the earth; Allah will 
bring it (t'o light}. Surely Allah is knower of subttlities, Awa~. 

0 my' s~n! keep 'up prayer and enjoin the' good and forbid 
the evil, and bear patiently that which befalls you. Surely this 
is one of the affairs earnestly enjoined. · 

AJ1~ do not ·tum. your face away from people in. contempt, 
nor go ~bout in the land exulting over much. Surely Allah does 
noUove:any self-conceited boaster. 

And pursue the right course in your _going about and lower 
your voiee. Surely the most hateful of voices is the b!aying of 
the asses. 3 · 

:..;. Archaological EfJidence. Only one inscription of 
'Ad theiSecond had been, so far; -dlscove~:ed in 1834 
in· the ruins of Hi~n-i·Ghutlb. (situated near .4c:len). 
This, was the. first Arabian inscription discovered by 
the ;Europeans i~ the. land of Arabia. The languag~ 
and charaeter of the inscription are in South Arabic, 
which is erroneously supposed by some people to be 
ij:imy~ritic. An Eqglisb transJation 4 of the inscription 
is gjven bele>w : ·. . 

· :{1} We dwelt at ea~~ fo.- ages within the courts of 1his 
castl~. A lif~ witho_ut straits~ a~d a\>ove wants. . 

(2) Rolled iu. upon us the sea with brimming tide. Our 

3. XX.i. 12-13. 16-19. 
4. Foratt:r, HisiMieql Geogr.aphy of Ar11bia, Vol. II, pp, 90·3. Tbis is a 

poem of highest antiquity, found on the marbles amidst the ruins of a 
• fortress, on the coast of f.la4ramaut, in the vicinity of the emporium of 
· -"~en. 
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rivers flowed with copious fall. 
(3) Among the lofty palms, their keeper sowed fresh dates, 

by the winding currents of the valley stream and also the dry. 
(4) And we hunted the game, by land, .with ropes and reeds. 

And we drew forth the fishes from the depths of the sea. 

(5) And we walked poudly, in silks richly broidered with 
the needles. And in whole silks, and in green striped robes. 

(6) Kings reigned over us, far removed frosn baseness. And 
vehement against the people of perfidy. and fraud. 

(7) They sanctioned for us, from the religion of Hdd 
(Heber), right law. And we believed in miracles, the resurrec

tion, and the resuscitation of the dead by the breath of God. 

(8) When enemies descended upon our soil to invade us. 
we went forth together. with straight and dusky spears. 

(9) Ardent and strenuous defenders of our children and our 
wives. On long-necked steeds, grey and dim-coloured, and 
bright bay. 

(10) Wounding those who fell upon us, and would do us 
violence, with our sounds, until they turned their backs. 

The above inscription proves, firstly, that Hiid 
(Heber) is an historical personage; secondly, that the 
fqllowers of Prophet Hiid were the only people of the 
• Ad who survived the Divine punishment; thirdly, 
that the 'Ad were great builders; and, fourthly, that 
they possessed magn!ficent gardens, fountains, cattle, 
and a large number of children, as the Qur'a.n says: · 
"Fear God Who bas bestowed on you all that,.you 
know-cattle, children, gardens and fountains.'' s 

The Greek historians and geographers describe 
'Ad II as the people of the north-eastern part of 
Midian and name them as the "Oaditae''. The Muslims 
were also, aware of this residence of the 'Ad. But 
the general view of the Arabs is that Yemen was the 
home of the 'A.d, a fact which is testified to by Greek 
geographers also. Ptolemy makes mention of the 
Adrematre · and Adite among the tribes of South 

S. uvi. 33-34, 
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Arabia. We can take the first as 'Ad-i-Aram and the 
second as the' Ad. Ptolemy lived in the second century 
c. E. and hence the existence of the •Ad up till that 
time must be taken as an established fact. 11 

J. Halevy and E. Glaser discovered a large number 
of inscriptions in the sandy regions of Yemen and 
J:Iagramaut, known as AJ;lqaf. The place where. so 
many inscriptions were found is now supposed to be 
the town of Ma'ln and the inscriptions are traced to 
the Minreans. But as the place exactly coincides with 
the residence of the 'Ad, the Second, as the dates of 
these inscriptions go back to the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries before Christ according to well
known German scholars, it is not unlikely that the 
Minreans were des~ended from 'Ad the second. 7 

6. Aden which is situated on the borders of Yemen and Hadramaut 
may be taken to have been the headquarters of the 'Ad. In old' times the 
general inclination of the Semites was to name a town aftf'r its founder. 
The towns of Arabia sucb as Raqim, Sabi,lj:acJraQJaut, •Umin, Midian, 
etc .. were named .after their founders. Hence we take Aden (ancien! town 
of Yemen near which are situated all the buildings !raced to the 'Ad and 
in wh,se vicinity the i:eli,!is of the past glory of the • Ad are still extapt) as 
the abridll'!d form of " • Adin". (There ehould be no objection to this form 
of plurality as the world "Banii" for plurality was used in nortb·Arabian 
language only.) Fonter ascribes Aden to 'Adniin, but •Adnin whose. home 
was in north Arabia bad no connection wt'h Aden Niebuhr, a European 
traveller of the ei11hteeptb century, identified Aden with Dedin. He pre
!uin;~.bly loses sight of the verses of the Old TeBtament (Ezekiel, xxvii. 20-
23), in which Aden and Dedau are mentioned as two different towns. 

7. E11eyclopaedia of Islam (Arabs), 



Chapter 13 

THE THAMOD 

After the •Ad, the Thamud rose to power, as the 
Qui' in says: "Remember (0 Thamud) that God made, 
you successors of the 'Ad." 1 

As the 'Ad were masters of south-eastern Arabia 
extending from the coast of the Persian Gulf to the 
borders of Iraq, so were . the Thamtld masters . of 
north-western Arabia, then known as W!dl-ul-Qur! 2 

(as their valley bad in its •fold a number of small 
villages scattered far and wide). The ruins of the 
valley were witnessed by ·Muslim geographers and 
some relics are still visible. The Qur'lln bas referred 
to this place as "Wt.dl" as it says: ,The ThamQd 
who used to cut stones in the W!dl (for the purpose 
of buildings)." 3 The town of ~ijr, the headquarters 
of the TbamQd, was situated on the old road stretch
ing from JPjlz to Syria. Another town, viz. "Fajun 
N!qah," which is known •mong the Greeks as 
••Badneitu" also stood there. Now · ~ijr is called 
"Jrladl'in $ll~,'' i.e. the town of Prophet $!li~. 

~-past history of the Thamud ·is obscure. All 
WC' know is that. they were a powerful people of north 
Arabia.and like the • Ad they were skilful builders. 
Their speciatprofession was to erect houses, mansions, 
and tombs of :stones inside the mountains. The relics 
of~ these buildiags are still available with inscriptions 

. thereon in the Aramaic character. But most of these 
inseriptions belong to Nabatreans who ruled in this 
place before and after Christ. ' · .. · 

i. vii. 74. 
2. Yiqiit, Jlt~ijtna. 
3. vii. 74. 
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The period of the Thamud began after the des
truction of the 'Ad. The proof is that the Thamiid are 
more distinctly mentioned in Assyrian and Greek 
languages than the 'Ad, and the Qur'an also confirms 
this view when it says: "Remember (0 Thamud) that 
God made you accessors of the 'Ad." 4 

The period of the Thamud came to a close before 
the advent of Moses, because the weJI-known tribes 
of north Arabia, on account of their political predomi
nance, are mentioned in the Old Testament, but the 
name of Thamiid does not appear in· the list ; the" 
Qur'an also supports this view as it says: 

And he who believed said: 0- my people I surely I fear for 
you the like of what befell the Hordes, the like of what befell 
the_people of Noal!.. •Ad and Thamiid and those after them.s 

The period of the Thamud may be fixed from 1800 
:a.c. to 1600 B c. Another proof of the destruction of' 
the Thamu:l before Moses is that during Moses's time 
the people of Mid ian were found occupying the .coun
try which had been ruled over by the Thamiid. Those 
who have carefully· studied the Exodus. of the Old · 
Testament will have no hesitation in admitting it. 

Prophet $iWJ. When the Thamud refused to believe 
in one God and: began to worship the physical embodl
ments of stars, God deputed a messenger named $llif:t. 
In the Old Testament a son of Arphaxad has been 
named $alilJ., who is described as father of Abraham 
and Joktan, Christian .. priests who generally refer to 
the narrations of the Arabs and · anecdotes of the-
Qur'an as unhistori€allook forward to the Qur'in for 
sanction here, in as far as they say t,hat "S.,alil:l'' and 
·~Salah" were the name:; of the same person. If his-

. tory permits it we have no objection.. The Prophet of· 
God invited the Thamiid to the law; of God, but they 
r~fu:;ed to listen to him. The Prophet then advised 

4. vii. 74. S. xl. Jo-Jt. 
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them saying, ''Here is a she-camel, which is a Divine 
proof of my prophetbood. Let her gr,~ze on the earth. 
One day she wiU drin\;. water and" one day yo-q will 
<frink. If you have done· her 'any harm, that day 
Divine w~ath will befall you." 6 Good people believed 
in $alif) and wicked people turned deaf ears to him. 
Nine men among the unbelievers entered into a con
spiracy to attack $5.lil) an~ his fo~lowers at night. 
They cut the knees of theca nel and killed her. The 
anger of God befell them in the form of a serious earth
quake. The Qur'§.o describes the whole ev~nt in detail : 

And to tb·e Tbamdd (We sent) their brother ;,ali);l. He said :-
0 my people ! serve Allah; you have no God other than Him ; 
clear proof ind~ed has come to you from -your Lord,; this i~ (as) 
Allah's,she-camel for you a sign. therefore leave her alone to pas
ture on Allah's earth, and do not do her any harm, otherwise 
painful chastisement will overtake you. · 

And remember when He dlade yon successors of the 'Ad and 
settled you in the land-you make mansions on its plains and 
hew out houses in the mountains-remember therefore Allah's 
beqefits and do not act corruptly in the.land, n,iil-king mischief. 

The chiefs of those who behaved proudly among" his people 
said tb those who were considered weak...;_ those who be lived from 
among them-Do you know that ~alib is sent by his Lord? They 
said: Sorely we are believersJn what be has been' sent 'with. 

,., Those who were haughty said: Surely we are"dtniers of what 
you believe in. · · 

·So they'slew the she-camel and revolted again~t their· Lord's 
commandment, and they~: Q ~ilib I b,ring us.what you threat-
ened us ~itb; if you are one of the apostles. . 

Then the earthquake overtook them, so they' became motion
less bodies in their abode$. · 

Then he turned away: from them and said : 0 my people l I 
did certainly deliver to you the message of my Lord, and I gave 
yon good, ~~vice, bot you do not lave. those _,who. give good 
advic:e .. ''i· .· : · 

The Tahmod gave the lie to the apostles. 
When ;lht!ir 1n,ther ~li~ said to them :, Will you not guard 

6. Cf. the Qar'in, liv. 27.~~·, 7. vii. 73-79, 
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(against evil) ? 
Surely I am a faithful apostle to you. 
Therefore guard against (the punishment of) Allah and obey 

me. 
And I do not ask you any reward for it : my reward is only 

with the Lord of the worlds. 

me. 

Will you be left secure .in what is here : 
In gardens and fountail)s. · 
And corn-fields and palm:. trees having fine spadices.? 
And you hew houses out of the mountains exultingly: 
Therefore.guard against (the punishment of) Allah and obey 

And do not obey the bidding of the extraftgant. 
Who make mischief in the land and do not act aright. 
They said : You are only of the deluded ones: 
You are naught but a mortal like ourselves. So bring a sign 

if you are one of the truthful. 
He said : This is a she-camel: she shall have her portion of 

water, and you have your portion of water in au appointed time: 
And do not touch her with evil, Jest the fhastisement of a 

grievous day should overtake you : . 
But they. stabbed her, then regretted. 
So the chastisement overtook them Most surely there is a 

sign in this, but most of them do not believe. 
And most surely your Lord is the. Mighty, the Merciful.• 
And certainly We sent to the Thamiid their brother ~ilib. 

saying: Serve Allah; and lo, they became two parties contend
ing with each other. 

He said : 0 my people I why do you seek to hasten evil be
fore go.od ? Why do .you not ask forgiveness of AIJah so that you 
may be dealt with mercifully ?. 

They said : We have met with ill-luck ou account of. those 
with you. He said : The cause of your evil fortune is with Allah, 
nay, you are a people who are tried. 

And there were in the city nine persons who made miscltief 

tl. xxvi. 141·159. 
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in the land and did not act aright. 
They said : Swear to each other by Allah that we ftill cer

tainly make a sudden at\ack on him and his family by night, 
then we will say to his heir: We did not witness. the destroetion 
of his family, and we are most surely truthful. 

And they planned a plan, and We planned a plan while they 
perceived not. 

See, then, bow was the end of theit-plan that We destroyed 
tbem and tbeir people, aU (of them). 

So those are their houses fallen down because they were 
unjust :most sarely tllere is a sign in this ~~~~ people .rho know. 

And We delivered those who believed and who gaarded 
(ag~ evil)\' . 

,As to the Thamid: When it was said to them: Enjoy your
selves for a while : 

But they revolted against the commandment of their Lord, 
s~ the rumbling overtook them while they saw. 

So they were not able to rise up, not could they defend them
selves.le 

The Tbamid and the 'Ad called the striking calamity a lie. 
Then as to tbe Tbarnt!d they were destroyed by aa exceasive-

ly aevere punisbmeot.n · 
The TbaaOd rejected the warnins. 
So they said : What, a single mortal from among us I Shall 

we follow hila? .-. surety ,e shall in that case be in sure error 
and disttes&: ·· · 

Bas the reminder been otade to light upon him from among 
us 1 Nay, be is an insolent liar. 

To-morrow shall they know who is the liar, the insolent one. 
Surely Wa are gt>ing to send the she· camel as a· trial for them ; 

therefore watch them and have patience. 
And inform the~ .that the wat-er is shared between them· 

:every &bare of water'sball be attended. . ' 
But they called their companion, so be took (the sword) and 

slew (her). 

' ·8 

· 9. :uvil. 45·53. 
tO. ll. 43-45. 
t t. lxis. 4·5. 
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How (great) was then My chastisenJtnt and My ,warning; 

Surely We sent upon them a single cry. 

So they were like the dry fragments of trees which the maker 
of an enclosure coltects.12 

And that He did destroy the •Ad of O_ld ; 
And tlie Thamiid, so H~ spared not.13 
The Thamiid gave the lie: (to the truth)in their inordinacy : 

When the most unfortunate of tl1em bh>ke forth with rilis-
chief. 

1 

So Allah's ap~(Ie said to them : (Leave alone) Allah's she-
c.ameJ~ and (give) hef (to) drink. · ' •i .'· 

But they called him a liar anJ slaughtered h~r; tffE!t~fore 
their Lord crushe1 them for their sin and levelled • them•( with 
the ground). And He fears not its consequence.l~ · 

And to the Thamiid .(We sent) their brother ~ilib; 
He said : 0 my. people I serve Allah, you have no god 

other than He;· He brought you intp•being fr()m the earth, and 
made you dwell in it, therefore ask forgiveness of Him, then turn 
to Him. S~rely my Lord is, Nigh. Answering. 

They sai~ .: . 0 --~~l,ib .1 surely you were one;_ amongst us in 
whom great expectations were placed befor~tl;lis: do you (no\y) 
forbid us from worshiping what out Jathers worshipped? And 
as to that which you call us to' thost surely we are in dis-
quieting doubt. , '·· · '' ··· 

He sald : 0 my people J tell. me if I' h~'O'~' clear p(qof from 
my Lord and He has granted to me mercy from Himself, who 
will then help me against Allah if I disobey ~im? Therefore you 
do not add to me other than loss: 

And, 0. my people I this-will be (as) Allah's she-camel for 
you, .a sign; thefore. leave her to pasture of Allah's t!arth and 
do not touch her with evil, for- then .a near chastisement will 
overtake you. 

But they'"' stew ·her, so he said: Enjoy yourselvesfin your 
abc;>des for thre_e days, that is a. promise not to be belied J~ 

'c ~ ~ ~ 

12. liv. 23·31. 
13. Hii. SO-St. 
14. x:i. tl-1S. 
1S. xi. 61-65. 
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So far about those of the Thamud who refused to 
believe in God and His Prophet. As regards the be· 
lievers the Qur'ln says : 

·so when Our decree came to pass, We delivered ~iilio and 
those who believed with him by mercy from Us, and (We saved 
them) from the disgrace of that day. ·surely your Lord is the 
Strong, the Mighty. · · 

And the rumbling ovectook those who were unjust, so they 
became motionless bodies in their abodes. 

As though they bad never dwelt in them: now surely did the 
Tbamud disbelieve in their Lord; now surely, away with the 
Thamud.t6 

And as to the Thamud, We showed them the right way, b.ut 
they chose error above guidance, so there overtook them the 
scourge of an abasing chastisement for what they earned. 

And We delivered those who believed and guarded .(against 
evi1).17 . 

. The ThlimUd 1 I. The Thamud' II (i.e. those of the 
Thamiid who survived the catastrophe) are met with' 
in history in a more distinct way than the •Ad II. They 
are mentioned both in the Assyrian inscriptions and 
in the Roman history . .The Romans, a little before 
Christ, had occupied Arabia Pet:ra, close to the coun
try of the Thamtid, and the Predominant tribes of the 
vicinity at that time were Nabat~ans and Edomites. 

Th~. Assyrian~ king Sarjon II, who ruled from 722 
to 705 B.C., led an invasion into Arabia, which fact he 
allu<J,ed to i:p his inscription of victory. The subject 
races of Arabia mentioned. in this inscription include 
the Thamud also,18 which shows that they in their 

16. xi. 66-68 • 
. 17 •.. xli. 17-18. It is euppoaed that the camel with her young one was 

bOra of a rock of a mountain aa a miracle of Prophet '?ilil]. ill. response to 
the demand of the unbelievers. The Qur·in does not mention •it, though it 
has given a graphic description of the whole event. Hence we must reject it 
as a fiction By catefnlly reading, the verses of the Qur'4ln we com.e to tbe 
conclusion that tbe Tbamiid used to oppTess animals and God aeot a camel 
as His sign, saying that tbe day they oppressed bifl' would be tbe day of 
Divine punishment. A certain hill Of the Thamid is desc(ibed as "Fajjun
Ni.qah" by the Arabs and "Badoeitu'~ by Ptolemy. 

18. Hughes, Di&liotttu•y of Islam, p. 17. 
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subsequent period could not obtain any power, and 
even if they did, they soon faded into obscurity. 

Am.<mg the classical historians,Diodorus(d. 80 B.C ), 
Pliny (d. 79 B c) and Ptolemy (d 140 B c.) have men
tioned the Thamud.19 The first has spelt the word as 
"Thamudani'' while Ptolemy as Thamudiatre, hut both 
of them have fixed their home exactly in the place, 
specified by the Arabs. ~0 Another Greek author Uranus 
(whose testimony is copied by Dr Sprenger) says that 
the Thamud lived side by side with the NabatreaJ:!s.~ 

When the Romans occupied north Arabia, some 
members of the Thamiid were ~nrolled in the auxiliary· 
force of the Roman army. Histoty has it that during 
the reign of Justinan, 300 men of tbat tribe with long 
spears and c~mels were included in the Imperial 
army of Rome. As a large portion of their country 
had been occupied by t~e.Midianites and the remain
ing portions were taken· possession of by· the Naba
treans, it is not unlikely that 'the Thamud offered 
their services to the Romans in their invasion against 
the Nabatreans in order to feed fat the· grudge they 
bore against them (the Nabatreans). · 

Curiously enough, 'rio mention of the Thamud is 
found in the Old Testament; The fact is that it traces 
the history of the world from its creatio~ down to the 
days of the descendants of Abraham and then assumes 
silence from the Flight of Egypt (approximately in 
1600 B.c.) up to the adv~nt of M,oses nearly 450 B:c., 
and it was during this period that the Thamud had 
thei~ rise and fall. After this· period the Old Testament 
makes Illention of those foreign peoples only who had. 
diplomatic relations with the Israelites, and this 
a4va.ntage was not enjoyed by the Midianites, the 
snc(~essors of the Thamud I (and hence no mention of 
lhamtid I) When the Midianites were cru~hed by 

l9,.Forster, op. cit., Vol~ H. p. 125. 
20. G.ltlmitt•s·of MiditJfl, p. 278. 
21. Huar-t, Hisloir1 tU .Arabls, p. 3. 
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the Israelites in 1000 or 900 B.c. Thamtld II regained 
some strength 1 and this was the period when ~.4e 
A:;syrian king Sarjon li invaded north Arabia·and 
obtained residuary from them (Thamiid II) in 700 
B.c. Afterwards, before the advent of Christ, the 
Nabatreans conquered ThamUd II a.nd when the 
Romans attacked the former, the latter sided with the 
Ro.mans (and hence the mention of Thamiid II in 
tfi·e :{{oman history). · . . 

Any way, at tile advent of ISl~m, no rem,ains of 
tire Thamtld were vis~biP.. Their Ian~ was occupted bv 
the Jews and some minor tribes. Obviously, the N~ba
treans might have crushed the Thamtld. as a punis,h-. 
ment o1 the latter~s unp~triotic activity iii helping the 
Romans against their own countrymen. 



Chapter .14 

. THE JURHAMITES 
I '. l' ' 

Historians differ as to the genealogy of Jurham. Some 
trace him to the first chain Of the Semitic peoples, 
while others take him as descended from Joktati.'Sub
sequent historians have sought to harmonise the two 
·views by holding. that there were ·two jurhams
Jurllam the' first, and Jurhan the second. The former 
who· was 'a con~emporary of 'Ad was descended from 
th~ Semites of the first chain, and the latter who was 
a neighbour and relative of Isb.rb.rel was the son. of 
Qa\ltan or Joktan. He was the master of }Jijaz ·while 
his brother Ya'rub son of Joktan occupied Yemen.t 
Anyhow, the Jurhamites settled in !Jijaz as far bac~ 
as 2200 B.c., and Prophet Ishmrel contracted matn
monial relations with them. An account of the Jurha
mite kings has been given by Arab historians, which 
is given below : 

First of all Mac;lic;l. son of 'Amar Jurbami, become king. A 

t. J oktan and hia twelve& ons are mentioned by names· in the Bible, 
one of them, viz. "Jerah" may be identical with Ya'rub of the Arabs. 
As the name of Jurbam or any other name resembling that is not mention
ed in the Old Testament, IOITIP. acholars of Europe have tried to prove that 
Jerah and Jorbam are idenh"'· The confusion ariaes from the fact that 
the letter "ya" in Arabic an•i Hebrew and the letter "j" in Latin and 
Greek are interchangeable, an1l ao in all European translations borrowed 
from Greek and Latin the word "Yarib" has been written as "Jerab" or 
"Jarih" which may easily be t~~oken as Jurham. But it is a aerious mistake. 
Firstly, because the names of persons and places occurring in the Old 
Testament w1•re assimilated in Arabia throul!h Hebrew and not through 
G.reek and Latin, and it is not established that the letten "Jim'' 
and "Ya" in Arabic and Hebrew are iotercbangeable. Secondly, if 
Jerah is taken as Jurbam what will be the origin of Ya'rub? Tbirdl:o-, it is 
impossible that two different proaunciations of the same name (Jerab). 
viz. Ya•rub and Jurbam, obtained equal publicity in the same country and 
in the same language. t<ourtbly, when Jurbam lived in !Jijiz, the Qal:]tinid 
Araba bad no political consciousness Their importance brgan in 1000 B.~. 
after the destruction of the first and second chains of. the Semitic peoples. 
We. therefore, favour the view of those historians who maintain that 
Jurham was descended from the first chain of the Semitee. 
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rival candidate pamed Sumid~?-' waged war on him· and was 
defeated. He then proceeded toSyi'ia and there becante'king·of 
tlie Amalekites. Ma~ifil was sttcceeded by his son :ijarltb who'was 
followed by his son 'Amar. Afterwards M.u'ta,im bin :}'alim; 
Hawas bin Jal)ash bin Mafil~fil. 'Adad bin J;>ildid .b_in Jal;ldal.bjn 
Madid, Fakhas bin 'Adad and last of all Hirith became ktng. 
ijirith was the last' Jurhamite king and it ·was duridg his reign 
that the whole Jurhamite tribe perished on account of their 
revoas and mischief.2 

The Arabs hold that Prophet Ishr:hrel married in the 
family of Jurham,3 but according to the Old Testa· 
ment he married an Egyptian lady.4 This difference, 
however, is verbal rather than real. At that time 
the Semites (of the first chain) had been in possession 
of Egypt and had relations with Egyptians. It is, 
therefore, as correct to say that Prophet Ishmrel 
married in the Jurham family of the Semitic race as 
to say that he married an Egyptian lady. The two 
statements are not contradictory as they outwardly 
appear. 

The erection of Ka'bah by the Jurhamites and 
lshmaelites has been referred to in pre-Islamic poetry 
of Arabia also. A pre·Islamic Christian poet of 
Arabia named Zupair bin Salma says: "1 swear by 
the. House around which people go and which was 
build by the Qurayshites and Jurhamites." 

. Pliny hasmentioned a tribe of Arabia under the 
name of "Charmai" which may be a modified form 
of Jurham.' 

At the adven.t of Islam the Jurhamites as a force 
ceased to exist, but some members were met with here 
and there. A certain Jurhamite of the name of 
'Ubaid bin Sharih lived at that time in Yemen. It is 
said that he embraced Islam in the presence of the 
Prophet. He lived up to the reign of Mu•awiyah. As 

2 Ya'qiibi, T4rilth (Europe), Vol. I, p. 254. 
3. Bukbiri, Kitib·ul~Aubiyi'. · 

1;.. ' 
4. Genesie, xsi. 21. 
S. Forster, Historical G1ographj, Vol. I, p. 124. 
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be excelled in the history of ancient nations, .Mu'l
wiyah got his verbal descriptions recorded. •In the third 
century B. an historian Ibrlhlm bin Sulaimln KdfJ 
compiled a book entitled Allltbir-i-}wha~n which 
throws much liglit on that tribe.7 : · 

b, lbn-an-Nadim, Al·Fihrisl (Leyden), p. 89. 
7. Tiai, AI·Fillrisl (Calcutta), p. 13. 



Chapter 11) 

THE TASM AND J ADIS 

The. towns of Yaml.ma, Bal;uain and •Oman situat
ed on the Persian Gulf were inhabited in early times 
b_y the Tasm and J adts, who were descended from 
'Ad. 1 Political power was first in the hands of. the 
Tasm, but a vicious and cruel king of that tribe 
named • Amhik enraged the J adis ·by his misdeeds. 
When the latter (Jadls) revolted, the former ("fasm) 
requisitioned the help of the king of Yemen who res
ponded but occupied the country for himself. 2 The 
Arab historians have named this king of Yemen 
''Tubba' Hisl.n" but it i,;; certainly wrong. Historians 
have been badly confused here as, on the one hand, 
they maintain that they . (J adis and Tasm) were 
ancient tribes descended from Aram, floutishing 
between 3000 and 4000 B. c., and, on the other., de
scribe them as contempo~aries of the kings of Yemen 
who lived only a century before Christ. The Greeks 
have mentioned · an Arab tribe under the mime ef 
Jolistai, whi~h perhaps stands forJadls. The destruc
tion of the ~rihe Tasm became so proverbial that in 
tile course of -time the word Tasm in· Arabic began to 
signify destruction. A pre-Islamic poet of Arabic, 
S~lml. bin Rabt'ah writes: "The vicissitudes of time 
destroyed Tasm ·and .afterwards' Dhajdon, king of 
Y~men, peoples 6f Jish ·and Ma'rib, and the tribes of 
Luqm&n." This order shows that Tasm preceded the 
Sab~ (people of .Ma•rib) and the •Ad, the Sec()nd 

t. The oriciaal home of ~he Tasm and J adis tras Yamima according 
to Kalbi aDd; ~•Jt.ra1D accorliiDg to Ibn Kbaldin. Tbet.wo '(iew11 are not, 
however,_ contrary as. Ja o.l4. ttJQ.n, tbe two towns were known by the · 
common name .. ~ijr" [Yiqit; ·Af•'i•• (Egypt}]/ . . 

2. ViM Aghini and otfa'eT books on tbe history of Arabia. 
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(the triba of Luqm~n). 
Yamama (formerly called "Jawa") is better known 

after its central town as J:Iijr or Qariah. According to 
Hamd!n! who was well versed in the ancient dialects 
of Arabia, the two words (J:Iijr''and Qariab) meant the 
same~ viz. a tow~. In old Arabic the former (J:Iijr) 
was in vogue, and afterw:~rds the latter (Qariah, 
which is the exact translation of ~ijr) took its place. 3 

The relics of some ancient buildings in Y am~ma were 
visible during the Muslim period 4 The Greek and 
Roman geographers have mentioned two·· Arab towns 
on the coast of the Persian Gulf or in· Yemen, one 
under the name of ''Gerra," "Gerrai" and "Gerrha" j 
and the other under the name of "Agraic". The 
Greeks and Romans in the course of their description 
of the ~rab merchants. have particularly mentioned 
the peoples of the above tqwns, as they had a promi
nent share in Indian trade. 

These places were never seriously attacked by the 
Greeks. or the Romans. Seh.i~us, who had· occupied 
'lriq after Alexander's d~ath, led an excursion· into 
Qariah in 205 B.c.' Anyhow, after the destruction of 
ancient tribes of Yam~ma ana Bal;train, the whole 
territory became a deserted land, until tqe Ishmrelites 
and QaQ.tlnids proceeded there. Rabrah Isml'Jl, a 
clan .of •.Auza bin Asad, and some descendants of 
QaQ.!an occupied Bal;nain'; and Banfi J:lanifah took 
possession of Yamama.6 When Islam came, Bal;train 
was in the hands of the Persians, and an Arab dynasty 
ruled over it on behalf of the Persian Emperors i 
Yamama stitl,:~contioued in th~ hands of Banfi 
~anifah~ BaQ.rain of her own accord accepted Islam 
during the lifetime of the Prophet. But Yam!ma 

. 3. Yiiqiit, op. cit., Vol, VIII, p. 446. 
4. For details of such ruins, uiu Yiqiit, op. cit. 
5. Encyclopmdia Britannica, Vol; XXIV, p. 60+. 
6, Abii I;Ianifab, AlihbtJr-ul- Titmil (Egypt), pp. t 7-8. 
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once embracing Islam reverted and at last after a 
continuous war during the Caliphate of A bfi Bakr was 
subjugated. · 



Chapu, 16 

THE MINlEANS 

The town Ma'ln was situated in Yemen with 
J:Ia<;lram~ut on its east and Saba (present San'l) on 
its south-west . .Modern archreological experts, who 
have given pre-eminence to this town, have traced· 
its ancient population, discovered many inscriptions 
and deciphered them with the aid of the Greek accounts. 
Modern discovery has fixed thE!_ l9cation of Ma'in in 
the sjte formerly occupied by 'Ad ll.l 

The Minreans are first of all mentioned in the 
eighth century B.c. (2 Chronicles, xxv. 1-7). Six 
centuries after, t~e Greek author Eratosthenes (276~ 
196 B.c.) makes a passing reference· to Ma'lo.· In 
addition to him, Strabo (d .. 49 C.E.), Pliny (d. 80 c.E~) 
a11d Ptolemy (d. M> c.E.) have mentioned the town by 
the name "Mantai" an.d "MiQrei" and asserted th~t 
it was situated near Hadramaut between Ma ·rib and 
QatA.b (Ka~abania), with Chamre~as its headquarters. 
TI;re AraO.historiaos were also.partially ~eqnainted with 
the town, but they did not know the detail~. Helice 
tl\e GFeek ~ccount considerably adds to the· know-. 
ledge .of the AFabs on tire sabject. · · · 

Now we· give below the Yiews of the Arabs and 
Greeks regarding Ma·In toge&her wit~.· the results of 
modern archreological discoveries. . · . · 

Arabs' Views. Hamdt.nt writes in hi~ .bo.oks ·Util 
a~d· $ifatu ]~itllt-il-'Arllb: ~~ f~~ distric_ts of Y-emen, 
v1z. Ma'in and Braqash (Yathll) are situated· below 
t"he sandy desert of_ Ra}J.ab. · Ma'lo lies between the 

t. Ma'in literally means stream in Arabic In Hebrew the word is 
~pelt as '•Mi'yin". Another town of the name of "Ma'in" exist8 in north 
Arabia at present. 
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towns of Nishan and D-;.ub-Sharaqah." Y5.qilt writes1
: 

"Ma'in is the name of a fortress in Yemen. According 
to Azhar1, Ma'in is a tQwn in Yemen, said. to be 
located in Br1.q.1sh; and according to A!]rna'i, Brlqash 
(Yathil) and Ma'in are two fortresses in Yemen. Some 
kings of Yemen ordered the construction of the 
citadel of Sall}tn (Silee) which was completed in 
eighty years, all.d the fortresses uf Bri.qash and Ma'Jn · 
were built by the remnants of them a tE~rial s of the above 
citadel But, lo 1 there is no tra.~ of Sal ):lin now, but 
the two forts are still extant." . 

From the above passages it i~ evident that Ma'In 
and B.r&qasb were b.uilt by }Fiogs of Yemen,.and that 
they we~e .in existence till the ·se<;ond .cent.ury H. 

· Br.l,qas~ is frequently referred to in Islamic Ht~ra.tu·re 
as. a ~own ot some importance . th~at continued to · 
fl(nui;;h down to the eighth teJ,l't\lry H:1·T~e two towns 
have been meationed b.y Arab poet$· also. (for S\lC}l 
verses reference may be made to Hamdanl's ild-it antl· 
Y!Qo't's Mu'jam. · · . · 

. The above evidence CQoclusive!ly'provesth~t Ma'ln 
w~ tl;\;e name of a town. situated in the· desert <;>f 
Yemen, that it ex~ted at· least up to the cJ.ose. of the . 
second ~entury H , tbat it ·wa:s a· seat of government · 
at.a. c~rtain period of time, and that a· town same<;} 
:Stiqa.sh (Yathil) was ~ifuated. Qear Ma'In. It is carioQ.s 
that' th.ese towns are described ~o have been built by 
the Sabre.ans and ~i~yarites. T)1e Sabreans being 
immediate successors of the Minreins, the subsequent 
writers took them (the Sabrems) as founders of the 
aforesaid towns. 

Modern l)isco11eries. Th' archreological discoveries 
in Yemen are mainly ~ndebted to two German 
scholars, E. Glaser anchJ. Halevy. They acquired 
several thousand inscriptions and deciphered them, 

2. Mu'jom. 
3. Kbazraji, T4rillh-i·Yem•n (Gibb Series, Vol. I, p. tOO. 
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which throw a flood of light on the religious, . eom'
mercial and political events of that province. They 
also enlighten us on the extent of the kingdoms of 
ij:aQramaut, Q.at§.b (Kat§.bania), Ma'rib and Saba, 
their seats of government, names of their kings, their 
religious ceremonies and practices, their modes of 

. life and civilisation~ etc.· Of all the kingdoms estab· 
lished in Yemen, that ol Ma'ln has been traced to be 
the oldest'. 

Opinion is divided with regard to the date of the 
Minreans' rule, as the jnscriptions of theMa'ln, avaH
able so far, do not contain dates. The German 
a:rchreologisH are of opinion that the Mimean king~ 
dom continued from 1400 B.c. to 700 B.C. The French 
archreologists and some English historians decidedly 
hold that this period began about 800 B c.4 

The following appears in the Encyclopadia Britan
nica (Vol. II : Arabs): 

At the same time the facts that the inscriptions ar.e undated 
until a late period, that few are historical in their contents and 
for the most part y~eld only names of gods and rulers and 
domestic· and religious details, and that our collection is still 
very incomplete, have led to much· serious disagreement among 
scholars as to the recons.truction of the history of. Arabia.in the 
pre-.Christ centuries. All scholars are, ·however, agreed tha~ the 
inscriptions reach as far back as the 19th centuFy B.C. (some say, 
the 16th) and prove the existence of at least· four civilized 
kingdoms of Ma'in, of Saba, of· ij:a<;lramaut and of Katabania. 

F. Hommel writes : 5 

As early as the 3rd. millennium B.c. the old Babylonian 
inscriptions ·mention a king Manium (also in the fuller forq~ 
Manium•dannu) of Magan or East Arabia; there is. much ~o be 
said for the view that Magan was only a Sumerianrendering of 
an Arabic "Ma'an," and that from this centre was founded (at 
a date unknown to us) the South-Arabian kingdom of Ma'in 
(later vocalisation Ma'in) or the Minrean State which perhaps 

4. Clement Huart, Histoire Des .4ra~es, Tome I, p. 45 
5. l!:ncyclopczdia of Islam, Vol, I (Arabs), p. 377. 
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in the beginning embraced the whole of South Arabia (includ
ing Katabania and is mentioned as lying further off, probably 
covering ~agramaut), In addition a district named Melukh 
Central and North-West Arabia. 

It must be added here that one of the ruling Arab 
tribes of Egypt (collectively known as Hyksos, Sbep
berd-Kiogs) is named by the Egyptians as "Main" 
which may be another form of Ma'in. Moreover, the 
inscriptions of ~a'in and Assyria indicate their mutual 
relations, and the Assyrian inscriptions whose period 
extends from 1900 ·to 700. B. c. · make references to 
Ma'Jn. For these reasons, as the Fren·ch historian of 
A:tabia Cl. Huart says, the termination of the 
Minrean period cannot be fixed lat;er than the seventh 
century B.C.6 '~ . '· . · 

Another · point to be noticed here is that the 
Sabrean··rule in Yemeri began approximately. fr0m: 
800 or 900 B.C., and continued ior centuries after
wards under the name of the I:Iimyarites. Obviously, 
therefore, the whole period of the Minrean rule or at 
least its period ·of·. prosperity must be taken to have 
ended before the ninth or ejghth century B.c. The faU 
of the Minreans · was followed by the rise of the 
Sabreans.. Some people take the Minreans and 
Sameans as contemporary, but it is extremely ·un
likely that two powerful :>tates could have continued 
in the small province ot.Y em en for centuries together. 
We, ··therefore, agree with the well-known' •German 
scholar F. Hommel 7 ·who has· proved by facts and 
evidences that th~ whole period of the Minrean rule or 
at least its period of prosperity ended before the 
advent of the Sabreans · 

·He writes: 
While it was regarded as obvious at an ear11er period (e.g. 

by D. H. Miiller of Vienna) that they (the Sabreans· and 
Minreans) weJe contemporary, Edward Glaser, who is followed 

6. Op. cit., Tome I, p. 450. . 
7. Encyclopt84ill of lsl11m, Article "Arab•'· 
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especially by Hugo Winckler and the writer of these lines, has 
championed, as is well known, the theory that the rule of the 
Minrean king preceded that of the Sabrean (and also that of 
the so-called Priest-kings), an hypothesis which would naturally 
pre-suppose a much earlier date for the Minrean (1200-700 B.C. 
at the latest). La tel v' however, the hypothesis of contemporaneity 
bas been again defended by several scholars, particularly by the 
Arabist Martin Hartmann and the historian Edward Meyer; 
while Hartmann, it is true, now admits that the golden age of 
the Minrean kingdom preceded 'that of the Sabrean. 8 

Those scholars who consider the Mioreans and 
. Sabreans to be ··co. ntemporary base their view on a 
Minrean inscription (Glaser No. 1155 and Hale~y 
No. 535) which says that tbe Minreaos had their 
dealing; in frankincense with Assur and' lbr-i-Nahrain 
and which refers to a war betwten ''Madbi" and Egypt. 
By "Madbi" they mea.n the Medes who fought witb 
tl;le Egyptia.ns in 525 B.c. F. Hommel, b~weve:r,· holds 
tha.t the term •tMadbi" stands for the Midianites (or 
Manti, for by th~t na.me the B~douins Q.f SinA'J, were 
known). Moreover, in the above inscription Ass.ur 
(Biblical mode of s.pelling) stands for Assyria, and 
'lbr-i-N~hraio for Algoria. Historically. t.he:·Assyriaas 
1Qst their power it\ 700. ·B c., and tbe Minrean. rule 
mu.st be ta.ken to. have com.m.en.ced IDng before. tbat. 
period, Cor,seql.le~J.tly, t.be enti.re period o.f the Minretm. 
rule must have preceded the Sabrean rule~ 0r w.e may 
suppose that the first period of the Sabreans coincided; · 
witb the last period. of Minreans.9 . 

The Gr~ek Vi.ew. The Greeks and Arabs had only 
commercial relations. From the fCJurtb. century B.c •• 
Egypt qad been in the hands of. the .. Greeks. and 
Alexandria. was then the c.entre of trade. l'he Arabs 
were then ma,c;ters of commerce in metals, incense. and 
perfumes. Eratosthenes (d. 19~ B.c.) writes on the 

8. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 378. 
9. Cf. ibid. 
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tribes of Yemen : to 
In the extreme end of Arabia next the sea dwell the 

Manreao, whose metropolis in Karna; after these came the 
Sabreans, whose metropolis is Mariaba; further to the west, as 
far as the corner of the Arabian gulf, are the Cattabani, whose 
kings dwell at Thamna; hnally, tbe Chatramites are furthest to 
the east, and their city is Sabbatha. Each of these four districts 
is larger than the Delta of Egypt; they have rain in the summer, 
and nvers which lose themselves in the plains and lakes. Htitlce 
the lan~ is so fertile that seed is sown twice in the year. The 
land of Cattabani supplies inccn~e. the Cba.tramites produce 
myrrh; but elsewhere also fruits of every kind are plentiful and 
cattle a~undant. From the Chat~amites it is. journey of for~y 
days to· Sabreans ; . from the lrbnreans the merchants gt> 1n 
seventy days to lEla (Elath). The cities of the Chatratnites, 
Cattabani, Sabreans and Mmreans are rich, and adorned with 
temples and royal places (Apud Strabon, p. 768ft). 

From the above evidence of200 B.c. it is evident 
that at that time there were four States'in Yemen, one 
of which was Ma'lo, not less extensive thaD the lower 
Egypt. Its soil was very fertile· and it!? chief town 
was Karna. It also appears that on the east of Yemen 
was ~a4ramaut, on the west, towards the Arabian 
Sea, was Qatlb (Katibaoia) and on the centure were 
Ma'in and Saba; and that the distance between Ma'in 
and the gulf of • Aqabah (the route fro~ Yemen to 
Syria and Egypt) was seventy dilys' journey. :The 
following appears in The Gold mines of Mid ian {p. 119) : 

. Thence a straight line extends (northward) to the city called 
Petra and to Palaistena, whether the Gerrbaioi and Minaioi, and 
aU the Arabs dwelling in the neighbourhood, bring fron;l the 
upper country frankincense, it is sa1d, and bundles of fragrant 
things. 

, According to Pliny, the chief products of Ma 'Jo 
were dates and grapes, but its real source of wealth 
was trade in animals. 11 

The llinreans, who anyhow continued during the 
time of Pliny (d. 799 B c), bad lost their power~ and 
glory in contrast with the .Sabreans, as. it appears 

10. Duncker, Bislory of Anliq,.ity, Vol. 1, p. 310. 
11. Forster, Hislork.ZG.or•/'ity, Vol, Il, pp .. 224·6. 

9 
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from the following: 
Pliny tells us that the Saba!ans were the most famous of 

the Arabians, owing to their frankincense, and their Ian~ 
reached from sea to sea. Their cities lay on the sea and in the 
interior, the chief city being .Mariaba One portion of the 
Saba!ans was called the Chatramites, .and the chief city, 
Sabbatha, had sixty te(Jlples within its walla: further to the 
east were the Chattabani, whose city, Thamna, could enumerate 
sixtM~five temples. The Mina!ans lay in the interior beyond the 
Cbatramites .. t:z, . 

From the above passage it follows that in the first 
century C.E. · the Minreans had been thrown into 
obscuritY, by the Sabreans who were then the sole 
masters of the country from the Persian Gulf to the 
Red Sea, though the town of Ma~tn remained in exis
tence up to the second century H. or eighth century 
c.E. Pliny writes : "The Minrei, according to them
selves, derive their origin from Minos, king of Crete.''13 

Thh, claim is probably the result of the Greeks' 
imagination Nevertheless, it shows that . the Minrean 
merchants had-reached the borders of Greece also . 
.... T~ Area o.f the Minaan Kingdom. According to. 
the Arab and Greek geographers, supported by 
modern arcbreological discoveries, Ma'in was situated 
in the.middle of ij:a<Jramaut and Saba ($an'1), in,the 
southern part of }auf. · 

''The Minman Kingdom extended over the south ·Arabian 
Jauf, its cbief cities being Karnan, Ma'in, and Yathil. Some 
twenty kings are known from the inscriptioJlB to be related to one 
another. Tneir history must tbus cover several centuries. As in
sc£iptions in·tbe Minre3.n l;mguage are found in al-'Uii in north 
Arabia, it is probable tbat they had colonies.t4 

: The Minreans' colony· in north Arabia (in the 
district of al-'Ulii) was not only· a commercial station 
but a political town participating in war on behalf of 
its ruler. Samuel Laing. describing the extent of the 

. 12. ,Duocker, op. cit, Vol. I. pp. 31l•3, 
13. Ibid., Vol. II, p, 75. 
14 Encyclop~Xill Briltlflflictl, Vol II (Arabs). 

~ .' 
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Mimean kingdom writes : 
We are already acquainted with the names of thirty two 

Minrean kings, and as comparatively few i11scriptions have yet 
been discovered, many more will doubtless be found. Among 
these known, however, are some which show that the authority 
of the Minrean kings was not confined to their original seat in 
the south, but extended over all Arabia and up to the frontiers 
of Syria and of Egypt. Three names of these kings have been 
found at Teima, the Tema of the Old Te~tament, on the road to 
Damascus and Sinai; and a' votive tablet from southern Arabia 
is inscribed by its authors, "in gratitude to Attar. {Istar or 
Astarte), for their rescue in the war between the ruler of the 
south and the ruler of the north, and in the conflict between 
lladhi and Egypt. and for their safe return to their own city of 
Quarnu" The authors of this.inscdption describe themselves as 
being under the Minrean king ''Abi-yada Yathi," and being 
governors of Tsar and Ashur and the further bank of the river. 
Tsar is often mentioned in the Egyptian monuments as a 
frontier fortre;~s on the Arabian side of what is now the Suez 
canal, while an'ltller inscription mentions Gaza. and shows that 
tile authority of the Minrean ruler extended to Eden, and came 
into close contact with Palestine and surrounding tribes. Doubt
leis the protection of trade-routes was a main cause of this 
extension of fortified posts and wealthy cities over such a wide 
extent of territory.!' ' 

The Old Testament, describing the Israelite king 
Uzziah who fought against the Araes and Philistines, 
says: "~nd God helped him against the Philistines, 
and against the Arabians that dwelt in Gur-baal, and 
the Mehunims [i.e. the Minreans]"1 6 

Tile war referred to above must have tak~n place 
in the northern parts of Ma'in neu Palestine. From 
this evidence which relates to 800 s c., the following 
conclusions may be deduced : . . 

(a) A colony of Ma'ln was situated in northern 
Arabi~, , a$ proved by archreological researches .. 

(b) '800 B.c. was not the d lte of· the rise of 
Minreans, as the French archreologists hold, bu't was 

15. Samual Laing, Human Origi1t, p. 89. 
16. 2 Chronicles, sx•·i. 7. 
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the date of the beginning of their decline, as the 
German scholars maintain i and hence their prosperity 
and glory must have dated much earlier than 800 B c. 
· (~) The Minreans were originally a political race, 

bqt d~ring their declining stage became a ~.ommercial 
people. This is why we find that the Greek geogra
phers from 200 B:C. to 200 C. E., have mentioned them 
only as a commercial people. 

The Mineean Kings The Arab and Greek historians 
have not mentioned the number· and names of · 
Min~~n kings. We are indebted to the archreo
locial experts, who have, with the aid of inscriptions, 
enumerated twenty-two Minrean kings, as given 
below: 17 

I. Yatha'Il $adiq, Waqah-il Y!thi', Iliyafa• Yashir, 
Hifnum Riy!m. 

II. Iliyafa • Y!thi', Ablyada' Yithi', Waqah-il
Riylm, Hifnum $ldiq, Iliyafa• Yatoush. 

III. lliyafa' Waqah,Waqah-il $1diq,Abikarib Ya.thi', 
Ammiyada' Nlbit. 

IV. Iliyafa• Riylm, Haufa•atht. 
V. AbJyada'. J{halikarib $1diq, Hifn Y!thi'. 

VI. Yatha·Jl Riylm, Yubba' Karib. . . 
VII. Abtyada', Hifnum. ~ 

Samuel Laing 18 holds that the names ofthirty-two 
kings have been found from inscriptions, and that 
many more ar~ likely to be found when more in
scriptions are discovered. Considering the long period 
of the · Minrean rule, viz. nearly 700 years, the 
number of kings stated by S. Laing is nearer the 
truth than the number given by Cl. Hurat. · 

If the Minrean period (of 700 years} is said to 
begin from 1700 B.C. which is the time of the des
truction of the ·Ad, it must be taken to have ended in 
1000 B.C , which is exactly the time of the beginning 

17. Huart, op. cit., Tome I, p. 56. 
18. Op. cit., p. 89. 
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and rise of Sabreans (vide The Old Testament, the 
story of Solomon and Saba). · 

E. Glaser and F. Hommel hold that the kingdom 
of Ma 'in existed prior to that of Saba, from about 
1500 B.c. or earlier, until the Sabreans came from 
their home in the north and conquered the Minreans 
in the ninth century.111 We have extended .this period 
from the destruction of the •Ad (in 1700 B.c.) to the 
rise of the Sabreans (in 1000 B.c.) and thereby w~ 
get all the links in the ancient history .of Yemetl 
without much ado. Moreover, this view does not differ 
materially from the results of the archreological 
discoveries. As the Minreans' dialect and deities ate 
different from those of the Sabreans and re~tnb1e 
those of the Babylonians, it can safely be aJSutned 
that they were survivors of the early Semitic Arabs. 

19. E•f1elo/I!NitJ BrittJ••ieiJ. Vol, II (Arabt). 



t Chapter 17 

THE LiijY ANITES 

Arab. historians ineluding Ibn Khaldun make mention 
of another tribe named Banu Lil)yan (the Lil)yanites), 
a clan' of the J urhamites.1 Recently lome inscriptions 
have been discovered in the town of al-'Ula in north 
Arabia, together with Sabrean and Nabat~an inscrip
tions from which we come to the conclusion that 
the Lil)yanites had settled in north Arabia on the 
Syrian borders, particularly in the vicinity of al-'Ula. 
The Lll)yanite dialect not only resembles the Minrean 
dialect of the South Arabians but appears to have 
been derived from it. According to the archreological 
experts, the Lil:tyanites held power in north Arabia in 
the period between the decline of the Minreans and 
Sabreans (500 B.c.) and the rise of Nabatreans 
(300 B.c.). The Lil)yanite inscriptions are not clearly 
legible but this much is obvious that they relate to 
the period when Persia had diplomatic relations with 
Egypt (500 B.C.). It is not, therefore, unlikely that 
the Arabs, mentioned by Herodotus (d. 20 > B.C.} in 
connection with the Persian invasion of Egypt, may 
refer to Banu L1l)yan, who lived on the borders of 
the said countries. 

The Banu Lil)yan lived between Persia and Egypt. 
Herodotus, describing the relations between the Arabs 
and Persians, says that the Arabs every year presented 
a large quantity of perfumeries to the Persian Emperor 
as a token of good faith, and not as a mark of sub
jugation or subordination, because the Arabs have 
never been conquered by any nation. 

The following appears in the Encyclopcedia of 

1. Ibn Khaldun, Ttif'i/111. Vol. 11. 
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The '•King of Arabs" (Herod 3, 4) mentioned by Hero
dotus in 525 B.c. is very probably already a. king of the 
Lihyanites whose capital Agar (Hagar), on the gulf of Akaba is 
mentioned by Pliny, and whose inscriptio~s. pointing both by 
their form and contents to the Persian period, were discovered 
by Euting in el-•OJa [al-'Oial, ·along with Minrean and 
Nabatrean. Everything is in favour of the view that these 
Lihyanites were the successors in north-west Arabia of the 
Minrel-S1bre1ns and the predecessors or the NabataJans, and 
tbat tb.ey are therefore to be placed about ~00·300 B c.2 

The oldest are the Libyan inscriptions, according to D~H. 
Muller ... this is the oldest form of any south-Arabian script, 
and represents the connecting link between the old Semitic and 
the Sabrean script .... It is chiefly found in the district of el
•Ola.3 

When Cambyses, the Persian Emperor, intended 
to attack Egypt in 525 B c , he had to seek the assist
ance of the Arabs (Santi Lil)yan) Herodotus writes 
in this connection : 

But as; at that time, water was not provided, Cambyses, by 
the advice of the Halicarnassian stranger, sent ambassadors to 
tb.e Arabian. and requested a safe passage which he obtained, 
giving to and receiving from him pledges of faith. The Arabians 
observe pledges as religiously as any people, and thty make 
them in the following manner: whe~ any wi!>h to pledge their 
faith. a tllird person standing between tile ~wo parties makes 
an incision witll a sharp stone in the palm of the hand, near the 
longest, fingers, of both the contractors ; then taking some of 
tile nap from the garment of each, he smears seven ston~s. 
placed between them, with the blood .... When therefore the 
Arabian had exchanged pledges with the ambassadors who came 
from Cambyses. he adopted the followiqg contrivance: having 
filled camels' skin• with water, he loaded them on all his.. living 
camels, and having done this he drove them to the said region 
and there awaited the army of Cambyses. This is the most 
credible of the accounts that are given.4 · .. 

Pliny has mentioned a tribe under the name of 

2. Vol~ I, p. 1~t9. , 
3. Vol:.I, p. 391. 
4. H• C&ry, H1rCHICtlw6, Chap. I~I. parae. 7·9. 
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"LiyanHn" living near the gulf of 'Aqabah. Some have 
identified them with "Lil)ylnin" (or Banil Lil:ty!n). 
But in our opinion they are 'Illniin (inhabitants of 
'Aqabah) as the ancient name of 'Aqabah was 'Ilah 
and 'Illnah. In the books of the Jews and Greeks the 
same name occurs, but at that time Banu Lil:ty5.n 
were not in existence. "Banu Lil:ty5.n" was also the 
name of another tribe of Arabia, descended from the 
Ishmrelites, who lived near Nejd at the time of the 
advent ot Islam, and the Muslims had to fight with 
them once.5 

S. ln addition to the Semitic races mentioned above, there were 
many other tribes and clans io ancient Arabia, But. most o.f tMID are 
ob~cure, and we koo• little or nothing about them. Nibishah, a famous 

· pre-Ialamic poet of Arabia, has enumerated them in one of his poems, 
~eference may be ~ade to ~amzah Itfahini's book oa the subject. 
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